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FADE IN:

1

SANTO DOM INGO - NIGHT
April 1655. Torches light the top of the battered walls around a smoking and burning city. In
the center, up in the tower of the Primary Temple, Governor M eneses, exhausted and bruised,
watches the enemy ships through his telescope. Sparkling cannon strikes soar over Fort San
Jerónimo from English warships out at sea, Swiftsure, Torrington, Paragon, Gloucester,
Mathias, Laurel, Lion, Bear, and Tulip, with 19 smaller ships.
Don Cristóbal, in black with horses on his shiny breastplate, arrives at the top of the stairs.
Governor M eneses
You said the English were finished!
Don Cristóbal
It is not an offensive, governor. They have no more
reinforcements.
Governor M eneses
They are sending boats. Order Captain de Salaberría to
repel the invaders!

2

FORT SAN JERONIM O - M AIN GATE
A carriage stops. Captain Fermín de Salaberría, 30, in silver a red feathered morion helmet, and
Sergeant Correoso, with dirty, scratched, plated steel, disembark and proceed to the gates.
Salaberría
We will make our stand here, sergeant. No one is to flee.

2.

Correoso
Secure the fortress! M usketeers reinforce the south walls!

3

TORRINGTON - ON THE QUARTERDECK
Admiral William Penn, 35, long brown hair and soot covered coat, watches a light signal from
the beach. He turns to a pale and sick, General Robert Venables, 42, in dented, stained armor.
Admiral Penn
The Irish brigade has secured the beachhead.
General Venables
Begin the evacuation.
Lit with spot lanterns, command flags are raised to the top of the mast.

4

FORT SAN JERONIM O
Salaberría and Correoso watch the ships fire on the city. M en below take cover as fiery
cannonballs smash into the walls.
The fort’s cannons fire a dozen fiery shots at the ships. A shot hits a ship and explodes on
deck.
Salaberría
Send word to the Armada. They are leaving.

5

OFF SANTO DOM INGO - PREDAWN
Under a red glow, 20 longboats race toward the English ships. Among them, Cormac O’M alley,
black hair, blue eyes, and Samhain, red hair and stocky. Shots scream by and crash into the sea
around the English ships.
Samhain
M akes ya wonder why they’re pickin’ us up at all.

3.

Cormac
Ya never throw out a bottle ’til it’s empty.

6

FORT SAN JERONIM O - GUN BATTERY - DAWN
Red clouds illuminate the horizon, Salaberría and Correoso watch the cannons blast shots out at
English ships. Gun crews reload as Governor M eneses and Don Cristóbal arrive.
Salaberría
Governor, the city is safe.
Governor M eneses
Unheard of since the Spartans. We defeated them on land
and sea without the Armada. The King of Spain will know
of our heroics. Where will they go? Back to Barbados?
Don Cristóbal
Where indeed, sir, where indeed?
Lightning strikes in the distance as the English ships turn to sail away.

7

OFF HISPANIOLA - STORM Y NIGHT
Swiftsure leads the English fleet through huge waves and wind. To the aft, lights flash from the
second ship, Torrington, as she rides the waves. To the side gallery and into the ship.

8

TORRINGTON - CAPTAIN’S CABIN - STORM Y DAY
The ship rocks, lanterns sway, lighting flashes, Admiral Penn hovers over a map of the
Caribbean, along with General Venables, Colonel Blake, tarnished with soot, Captain Dakins,
patch over his right eye, a hook for a hand, and Admiral Goodson, long, curley blonde hair in a
blue velvet. Junior captains keep their distance, behind in the shadows.

4.

General Venables
A thousand soldiers lost. We cannot recover from this.
Santo Domingo is a failure.
Admiral Goodson
Are we to sail for Barbados with our tails between our legs?
Admiral Penn
We cannot go back. That was clear from the beginning. We
must regroup for another expedition.
General Venables
There is no chance of victory. Our remaining men would all
die of heat and disease.
Admiral Penn
Hispaniola is too well defended, I admit, but we must get a
foothold on the central Caribbean. Apparently Jamaica is a
better target.
Colonel Blake
Jamaica? A haven for pirates and cutthroats.
Admiral Penn
Which we must use to our advantage. Jamaica is central and
puts us within striking distance of every Spanish shipping
lane in the Caribbean.
Admiral Goodson
Their military strength from Cuba makes the north side of
the island undesirable.
Admiral Penn
(Points his knife to the map)
Cayo de Carena, or the Cagway, as pirates call it, is here in
southern Jamaica. Ships frequent the long, sandy spit to
careen. It’s poorly defended. We can take it if we press
more men. Tortuga is a nest for lawless buccaneers and
runaway indentured servants.
M artien’s Avontuur will race ahead and collect indentured
men from Tortuga, then meet the fleet here at Cayo de
Carena. As many as she can fit and with all haste.

5.

They all grunt and groan and then nod in agreement as lightning flashes.
Admiral Penn (Cont'd)
(Stabs the knife point into the map at
Jamaica)
It’s settled then. We sail for Jamaica.
Across the map of the Caribbean, RUN TITLES, with images of the English fleet sailing west,
day, sunset and night shots, away from Hispaniola to Jamaica, to Cayo de Carena.

9

CAYO DE CARENA - TURTLE CRAWLS - NIGHT
M oonlight catches the turtles coppery green shells giving them a pearlescent sheen. They shift
in their pens as Carlena, a beautiful 18 year old black girl in a white tattered dress, hangs a
lantern on a metal bracket. She shifts a large wooden barrel, teeming with a fish scraps, weeds
and worms, and dishes into the pen with a ladle.
Andrés Rodríguez, 30s, in worn cotton with leather vest, walks along the nearby dock and
stops to look into the water, lantern in hand.
Carlena
The turtles are fed.
She rubs her hands on her apron and stretches her arms to the dazzling stars. Beyond, a few
dirt roads lead to the old dilapidated fort on the highest point facing the Caribbean Sea, with a
cluster of bungalows nearby. A couple of lights out at sea catch her eye.
Andrés
There are many shrimps tonight. Carlena, get the nets.
Carlena goes to the shack and slings shrimp nets over her shoulder. She joins Andrés at the
water’s edge and tosses in the traps. As she pulls on the shrimp nets, she notices a long line of
lights beyond the point.
Carlena
There are lights.
Andrés
That’s the eyes.
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Carlena
(Points out to sea)
No, out there. Ships.
Andrés
(Stands up)
Francisco!
From the supply shack, Francisco Cortés emerges, 18, thin frame sporting a beard.
Francisco
I finished tying the nets. We’re ready for the morning light.
I want to get out first to find the best spot. The early bird
gets the worm, my grandfather always says.
M ore lights move across the starry horizon.
Francisco (Cont'd)
What are those lights out there?
Do you think it’s pirates?
Andrés
If it’s pirates, we’ll get the kids out in plenty of time.
Don’t worry.
Francisco
(Strokes his beard)
It’s too many ships to be pirates.
Andrés
I have seen ships come in before, but never this many.
(Blows out the lantern.)
Carlena, go get the telescope.
Carlena walks up a dirt path to the carriage while drunk fishermen stagger along the shore. She
opens a trunk in the back to extract a vellum telescope with scroll patterns. Her footsteps slow
as she sees more ship lights up the coast.
Drunk Fisherman
It’s the Spanish Armada!

7.

M ore people gather at the water’s edge, Carlena follows Andrés and Francisco in the direction
of the fort. At the highest point, the ships seem like floating lanterns against the starry water.
Francisco
I count eight so far with more peeking behind the Jamaican
coast.
Andrés
(Raises his telescope)
M agnificent. I must remember this image well, it would
make an excellent painting.
Drunk Fisherman
(Calls)
Come and see the Spanish Armada.
People gather in patches along the beach to see the ships.
Andrés
Perhaps they are here to careen. Even a big war galleon has
plenty of room to lie down on these sandy beaches.
Francisco
We better get out there right now. It’s going to get busy
around here.
People stir with excitement as they gather on the shoreline.
Drunk Fisherman
One warship can boost the economy. This line has no end.
(Stops cold)
They’re English.
They scoff at the statement.
Andrés
(Aims the telescope)
M y god, Francisco, he is right!
Francisco
It is a joke.

8.

Andrés
(Passes the telescope to Francisco)
No. It’s an English invasion fleet. We must alert the Passage
Fort.
They trek down to the carriage, where Andrés grabs a spot lantern from the trunk and strikes a
match. He flashes a signal to the fort across the bay.
The only lights come from the windows of houses across the water.
Francisco
No one answers.
Andrés
We have to get word to the governor ourselves. I’ll get
Antonia and the kids. We must row across.
Andrés leaves the lantern. He and Carlena run up the dusty road toward their bungalows.

10

RODRÍGUEZ BUNGALOW
Andrés rushes inside where his wife Antonia Campos Rodríguez, 25, dark eyes, cotton dress
wakes up beside her two small children: Alicia and Roberto asleep by the fire.
Andrés
Everyone, we’re leaving. Antonia.
Antonia
(Rises to her feet)
What? Where?
Andrés
(Catches his breath)
Carlena, pack the children’s clothes and gather supplies.
Antonia
What’s happened? Go where?

9.

Andrés
We must leave tonight! Children!
The children rub their eyes.
Andrés (Cont'd)
The English are invading. We must leave for La Vega.
Antonia
Leave for La Vega? But Andrés, we are settled here. You are
the one who insisted on this turtle farming! We have been
attacked before, we will fight them off!
Andrés
(Places his hands on her shoulders)
These are not pirate gangs, but an English invasion force.
Antonia
(Slipped a musket off the wall)
They will not take my home from me.
Andrés
They have an army.
(Grips the gun in her hands)
We must leave or die.
The children start to cry. Antonia reluctantly passes him the gun, and turns to comfort them.
Carlena packs the children’s clothes into a satchel. They gather what they can in a hurry and
leave the bungalow behind.

11

TURTLE PENS
Andrés leads his family to the dock where a longboat is tied up. Carlena climbs aboard and
Antonia passes her the children. Francisco unties the boat.
They start rowing as ships continue to approach, their lanterns gleaming orange on the water.
Francisco
Their numbers reach over a dozen now.

10.

12

RIO COBRE - DOCKS - NIGHT
Carlena’s toned arms sweat as she rows hard. Their boat reaches the dock on Rio Cobre.
Andrés and Francisco jump out and secure the boat.
Alicia
Why are we here, mama?
Antonia
This stable is owned by Francisco’s grandfather.
Francisco
They will help us resupply and find horses.
We must evacuate everyone to La Vega.

RIO COBRE BRIDGE
Francisco and Carlena mount horses. Antonia and Andrés drive a carriage leading a train of
wagons, carriages, and horses across to a dirt road lined with trees and bushes.

13

VILLA DE LA VEGA - NIGHT
The houses of Villa de la Vega come into view, illuminated by street lanterns and candles in
windows, Francisco and Carlena lead on horses as they pass by shops and empty market stalls
to the villa center fountain.
Francisco dismounts and runs into the church and up the tower where he rings the bell.
Andrés
(Calls out)
Wake up! The English are coming! The English are coming!
Sleepy people emerge from the homes.
Andrés (Cont'd)
The English are here to take our homes.
(To Antonia)

11.

Andrés (Cont'd)
Wait here until we get back.
Carlena, come with me.
Francisco comes back down. He and Andrés mount horses and gallop away from their families.

VILLA DE LA VEGA - GOVERNOR’S M ANSION
Carlena, Andrés, and Francisco reach the main gate and come to a sliding stop as they’re
accosted by guards.
Andrés (Cont'd)
(Jumps down from the horse)
The English are attacking! It's an invasion fleet.
Alert the governor!
Carlena and Francisco dismount but wait with the armed guards. Francisco fills his pipe with
tobacco, his hands shake as he strikes a match. He quickly puts it out when men come to the
glass doors above.
Governor Ramírez appears on a terrace, clad in a dark purple robe, surrounded by potted
hibiscus flowers.
Governor Ramírez
What is all the commotion?
Andrés
The English are invading the island.
Governor Ramírez
Let them in.
Andrés and Francisco run inside the main hall and the doors close behind them.

GOVERNOR’S CHAM BERS
Governor Ramírez, his expression turns to horror while he stares blankly out the window
toward the water, guards look on nervously .

12.

Andrés
Dozens of warships. M ore that we could count.
Governor Ramírez
Summon my advisors and land owners to an emergency
council.
A messenger runs off.

GOVERNOR’S M ANSION - GRAND HALL
Governor Ramírez hurries down the hall, his staff hurry around him to make him presentable.
Outside, lavish gold carriages begin to arrive at the main gate with town officials: Don Salazar,
white lacings embroidery over a black cloak, Padre Salinas, in a black and white cassock with
rosary beads and a golden cross, Captain Castilla of the militia, in a gold striped suit with metal
plate and morion helmet.
A big fancy carriage pulls up, M aestres de Proenza, silver hair and beard, in fine gold stitching
and old style frilled collar with his wife, Lucia, short and round with heavy makeup and red
velvet housecoat. M any other wealthy nobleman arrive with ladies, done up in night coats.
De Proenza
Well done, boys. Wait out here till I call you.
Carlena watches from the stable as the men congregate up the grand stairs and the women file
into the main hall being fanned by their slaves. Andrés and Francisco wait by the doors.
A window opens above, then the side p atio door is opened and arguments ensue inside.
Governor Ramírez paces while his slaves still preen him and Padre Salinas twists his beads.
De Proenza (Cont'd)
Why here? What do they want? The English haven't
attacked Jamaica in years.
Padre Salinas
Not since the Good Friday raid of 43.

13.

Governor Ramírez
(Waves his fist)
We are not even at war and the English continue to raid our
shipping! Now Devil's want to take our homes!
De Proenza
(Shows his sword)
If it is war they want, then it's war they shall have.
Salazar
Or, we can leave for Cuba?
De Proenza
Never!
Salazar
Just until they're gone.
De Proenza
What if they don’t leave? What if they destroy the island?
How will the king like that?
Padre Salinas
(Tangles his beads into a knot)
We should all pray.
Salazar
We can pray from Cuba while the armada assembles. Only
a coordinated land and sea attack will defeat the English.
De Proenza
No one is leaving for Cuba. I've invested too much in
Jamaica to have the English take it away.
A rider on a horse arrives at the gate. A messenger brings a letter and rushes inside. Once
upstairs, he passes the letter to the governor.
Governor Ramírez
(Reads the letter)
This is from Don Cristóbal. It is an English invasion fleet.
He's followed them here all the way from Santo Domingo.

14.

Salazar
Perhaps Cuba, Governor?
De Proenza
Where is Don Cristóbal?
Governor Ramírez
His ship is now arriving at Port Esquivel.
Captain Castilla
What is their strength?
Governor Ramírez
At least six large warships, a dozen escorts, and landing
galiots. M ore than thirty-four ships in our immediate
vicinity.
Padre Salinas
(Twists his beads)
What was that about Cuba?
Governor Ramírez
(Reads further)
With more ships on the way from Tortuga according to
Don Cristóbal's intelligence.
De Proenza
How many men?
Governor Ramírez
Seven thousand soldiers are ready to attack.
How many do we have?
Captain Castilla
M aybe fifteen hundred men, at best.
Salazar
Not enough, Governor. M ostly farmers and fishermen, not
soldiers.

15.

Padre Salinas
(Rubs his cross)
We should pray. A lot.
De Proenza
Pray the English will go away and leave us alone? You
might as well pray for it to rain pigs and dogs.
Salazar
It will soon be raining English pigs and dogs.
There is no chance of saving Jamaica with
what we have. I advise a tactical retreat to
Cuba, Governor.

Padre Salinas
(Looks up, praying)
Please, Lord. Don’t rain dongs on us. Or Pigs.

Governor Ramírez
Don Salazar makes a good point.
De Proenza
Jamaica is our home. We will defend he to the last. M y
family does not back down. I fear we ill have no home to
return to if we leave for Cuba.
Governor Ramírez
As does, M aestres de Proenza.
Captain Castilla
Enough! The governor will decide what's the right thing to
do. Governor?
Governor Ramírez
(Wipes sweat from his neck)
We could argue for a bit more.
De Proenza
We heard what happened at Santo Domingo. Don Cristóbal
already met these English dogs in battle and beat them. The
armada will come also. Of that I have no doubt. Fear not.
We cannot abandon our homes. We must stay and fight.
Rodríguez, Francisco, come in.
Andrés and Francisco enter the council meeting.
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De Proenza (Cont'd)
(Extends his arm to them)
I have fought alongside Don Cristóbal before against
M aroons, right there in the Blue M ountains and saved our
plantations with less men than we have now. He's here now
at Port Esquivel and these men here, are fearless. They will
defend Jamaica.
Francisco
(Swallows hard)
Us?
Captain Castilla
I have fifty trained men in la Vega and less in Ligania but we
can hold out. We need more to man the guns at the Passage
Fort.
Salazar
We'll leave you to it, then. Good luck.
Governor Ramírez
Right then, off we go to Cuba.
De Proenza
The king may hang you for leaving, governor.
Governor Ramírez
I know that, M eastres de Proenza. I’m thinking only of
Jamaica. If we lose here, we lose the island.
De Proenza
We will not lose.
Governor Ramírez
(Swats a mosquito from his neck, throws
his robes over his shoulder)
See to it then.
Salazar
You must make a decision, Governor.

17.

Governor Ramírez
M aestres de Proenza, I must not lose Jamaica.
The doors close and the nobles make their way back inside and to the stairs.
De Proenza
Evacuate all civilians from the coastline. See to Don
Cristóbal's arrival at the fort. We will defend Jamaica.
Assemble the civilian population into a formidable militia.
M an the forts. Let no English dog land on Spanish ground.
(To Francisco)
Gather as many able bodies as you can to defend the
Passage Fort. Go now.
Francisco
(M ounts his horse)
I will.
De Proenza
(To Andrés)
We must hold out until Don Cristóbal gets here. Do not let
Rio Cobre fall to the English.
Andrés rushes out the gate to the stable where Carlena has his horse ready and they mount up.
Francisco
They haven't seen the English fleet. I was hoping to leave
for Cuba.
Andrés
Then Cuba will be next. Get our families out, first. I'll form
the militia and meet you at the Passage Fort.
Francisco
God be with you, my friend.
Andrés
You hold the fort, I’ll secure the rest of Rio Cobre
Francisco rides out the gate and into the night, Andrés and Carlena gallop back toward the
village center.

18.

14

VILLA DE LA VEGA - PRE DAWN
Andrés and Carlena ride horses to the center fountain where their families and many others
gather with their belongings.
Andrés
Don Cristóbal has returned to help us. Have every ablebodied man meet me at Rio Cobre. We're going to defend
the Island.

15

RIO COBRE - DAWN
The sun appears beyond the hills and shines down on Cayo de Carena, Andrés and Carlena
watch from a hill top. M any families flee the coastal towns. Out at sea, the horizon is covered
with the golden shapes of sailing ships.
Andrés
God, help us against these heathen devils.

16

CAYO DE CARENA
The sun outlines the mountains as a small dogger, Avontuur leads a huge flotilla. Ships of all
shapes and sizes with the biggest taking up their line across the harbor. On her bow, Kapitein
David M artien, “Skipper” 35, dashing blond in a combat leather vest and bulging cod piece,
sporting dueling stilettos. A brilliant, yellow and green sun parakeet perched on the shoulder,
Zonneschijn, “Sunny,” chirps to a flurry of multicolored parrots flying away from the island.
M artien leans out to check the ship. Her bottom is shallow and flat to get in close to shore
around the sandy point. She leads a mass of small ships and boats rowing into the bay. With
only a few cannons, she caries as many men as she can fit - mostly indentured slaves.
Cormac's Pikeys, an Irish brigade holds their pikes ready at the bow. Cormac O'M alley looks
his men over through his messy black locks. Their faces, nervous. Behind them, along the
center isle, Thomas Paine, twenty-three, serious stare in faded black with ammo belts. His
squad of twenty mercenaries, “The Rhode Island Rogues,” ready for front line assault with
muskets and bayonets.

19.

M anning the tiller at the aft, ships navigator, Yaguara. A M ayangna, or M ayan, pensive, with
tribal piercing and tattoos, The ships long oars move to the sound of a steady beat on the
drum, propelled by rows of men on the lower deck.
Diego Grillo, or Diego the M ulatto, 20s, his dark, rippled arms rakes the oars as he leans next
to him, La Roche, 18, his dark hair beneath a blue headkerchief, and a full beard to look of age.
Diego
Do you know where we are?
La Roche
Looks like Jamaica to me, yes?
Officer
Quiet you lot!
M artien
(Addresses the ship)
The English call this the Cagway. To the Spanish, it's Cayo
de Carena. A place for careening ships.

17

MATHIAS - ON DECK - SUNRISE
The sun glows gold on the mountains of Jamaica, Captain John White, 30s, prematurely silver
side burns, in light cotton, follows the great ships of the line, ornately decorated with their own
cote of arms, Torrington, Paragon, Gloucester, Lion, Laurel & and the flagship, Swiftsure.
Quartermaster John M auricio (M orris), a pained expression behind his thin, long curly
mustache, bellows orders to the men below as he comes up the stairs from the quarterdeck.
M orris
Reporting to the poop deck.
White
(Rattles his finger in his ear)
Prepare my longboat, M r. M orris. I must pay my respects
to Admiral Penn. He'll be leading the ground assault.

20.

M orris
The admiral, sir?
White
General Venables is too ill to make the party.
The admiral will lead in his stead.
M orris
A bad omen that is.
White
Lower away, M r. M orris.
(Fixes his straw hat)
No man wants to be following him right now, anyway.
M orris
(To the main deck)
Lower away!
Crewmen turn the capstans and longboats are lowered into the water. Soldiers climb down rope
ladders, to smaller escort ships and transports.
M orris (Cont'd)
Longboat ready, sir.
White
(Goes down to the main deck)
Very Good, M r. M orris. Keep her afloat till I return.
M orris
I'll plug the holes with rats if I have to, sir.
White descends the port side gangway to his boat.

18

CAGUAYA HARBOR - M ORNING
Crewmen row Captain White toward the island, lush and green with blue mountains beyond.
His longboat rows to the biggest ships in front, passing Paragon, the vice flagship, her decks
lined in deep blue with gold carvings.

21.

Then to Admiral Penn's flagship, Swiftsure, the biggest ship in the fleet with the most powerful
guns, beautiful red and gold trim, elaborate carvings with a golden griffin figurehead and another
matched with a unicorn on the crest at her stern. The gold paint on her gallery sparkles the
water all around her.

AT THE WHARF
Younger captains arrive in their best dress: Frank Kirby, handsome and fit, in tight breeches
under a longcoat, Jeff Dare, and Billy Crispin, a patch over the left eye and scars down his face.
A familiar whistle catches their attention, a bird called Sunny, with M artien on the bow like a
cat ready to pounce as Avontuur glides to a stop at the wharf.
Sunny flies off.
M artien swings a rope from his ship to the wharf and Sunny lands back on his shoulder.
M artien
John, you old devil! How are you?
Sunny
(Whistle) Red Legs. You old devil.
White
How am I? Lobsters turn this color when their done.
Kirby
We have Barbados Aloe on board. M rs. K picked it herself.
It's good for your condition.
White
I seem to have a revulsion to it. It reminds me too much of
my old aunty.
A voice summons them up to the ship and they climb the red gangway stairs to Swiftsure.
White (Cont'd)
(To his crewmen)
Go around the block a few times till I get back.

22.

White and the captains go up the stairs to the main deck where Captain Dakins, a patch over
his right eye, hook for his right hand in a red velvet suit, dark wig and ostrich feathered hat and
ivory walking stick summons them up to the quarterdeck.
White (Cont'd)
(Quietly to M artien)
Ever notice; the upper the deck, the bigger the hats and
wigs?
M artien
I forgot my hat and wig.
They follow to the stain glass doors inside: By the gallery stairs Lt. Colonel Blake, in shiny
buckle shoes and feathered hat with a polished silver breastplate gossiping with Captain Poole
and M ilitia-Captain Thomas Lynch, bulging middle, curly hair, family crest on his breastplate.
White
Is this the line up for food coupons?
Blake
Don't be repugnant, White. Report to the admiral in the
grand stateroom.
They follow Captain Poole inside another set of stain-glass doors.
White
Repugnant?
They go inside the grand stateroom where the long table is set up. Swords and shields decorate
the walls with red drapes over the windows, by the gallery doors. Captain Poole and Captain
Pratt, proud chin, in decorations with Admiral William Goodson, long curly blonde hair in a
royal blue velvet suit and hat, an upper-class drawl sip s from a crystal glass, his legs crossed.
At the opposite end, Admiral Penn, pale and gaunt, his long brown hair was greasy with sweat,
staggers out of the privy clutching his red robe.
Captain Poole
Call the captain's meeting to order.
Admiral Penn carefully sits and soon the table is surrounded by captains and the doors closed
for privacy.
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Captain Poole (Cont'd)
Come in, gentlemen, and take your seat.
The other captains each find a seat as far from Admiral Penn as possible. Chairs scrape the
floor as they shift further with lot of looking around, like someone just fired one off and no one
knows who it was.
Lynch
Where is General Venables and Captain M organ?
Admiral Goodson
The general is apparently refusing to leave his
accommodations on board Gloucester.
Blake
General Venables is quite ill.
Admiral Goodson
The sup ply ships are still missing - along with our
privateers, Col. M organ and his nephew, Henry the eighth.
A low grumble and some snickering grows in the room from many sources.
Lynch
I warned them about privateers.
M artien
(Questioning gesture)
White
Where did we last see the supply ships?
Admiral Goodson
Sailing southeast after Santo Domingo.
Lynch
And the M organ's? Where did we last see them?
Admiral Goodson
Also sailing southeast on the family ketch, Bonaventure.

24.

Blake
Perhaps in search of their pride.
Laughing ensues but a cough from Admiral Penn shuts them up.
Lynch
Did the M organ's sail back for Barbados with our supplies?
White
They're eating better than we are, I can tell you.
Admiral Penn
Captain M organ is not your concern, Captain Ly nch.
Bonaventure returned to Barbados on a special errand.
On my order.
Lynch
M y apologies, sir, I spoke in haste.
Admiral Penn
We shall make do.
Admiral Goodson, if ye please.
Admiral Goodson
(Rolls a map of Jamaica across the table)
Jamaica, gentlemen. Our situation...
Admiral Penn coughs hard and it’s like everyone dropped something and had to go look for it.
Admiral Goodson (Cont'd)
W-we take Jamaica or sail for home and face execution.
White
But, without supplies, I anticipate a very short battle,
Admiral.
Blake
I've lost half my men. And many more that weren't even
mine. Their deaths shall not be in vain.
(To Admiral Goodson)

25.

Blake (Cont'd)
If the navy had followed through with the supply demands
we might have succeeded at Hispaniola.
Admiral Goodson
(Pounds his fist on the table)
If the army had advanced when we first landed.
Blake
How could they? They landed ten miles
away across the river?

Lynch
We have lost over two thirds of our land
forces. How do we compensate for that?

Kirby
Have we the men or supplies to conquer
Jamaica?

White
(Directed at Admiral Goodson)
We might light the ships on fire and try to
burn down the whole island.

Admiral Goodson
Indeed, I thought of that, Cap tain White.
White
You would.
Admiral Goodson
(Brushes himself off)
We will make due with what we have.
White
M ake do? With what, the snails?
Blake
I hear they’re excellent here.
White
(Points to the island)
Isn't it a bit late for recruiting? Do you want to storm the
beach with what we got? I don't. Or there's The Caymans,
just a little further on, we could try there. The snails there
are nice and green, they say.
Admiral Penn curses under his breath then dashes for the privy.

26.

Admiral Goodson
M ind your tongue, White. You're up setting Admiral Penn.
White
We could go back and reconquer Newfoundland? It's got
less hurricanes and earthquakes and it's only too hot for
two months of the year. And, we've already killed off all the
Indians there.
Captain Dakins
Don’t be repugnant, White.
White does a double take at the remark as Admiral Penn returns. He scrapes his chair on the
floor and sits back down.
Admiral Goodson
Now, then.
(Points to the map)
Everything we need is here. We have the ships and the men.
Our supplies are right in front of us. Jamaica is central and
puts us within striking distance of every Spanish shipping
lane in the Caribbean. It's poorly defended. The fleet is here
on the southern side of Jamaica at Cay o de Carena. The
Cagway has fish, turtle, the plains have plantations and
cattle.
Admiral Penn
Captain White will lead the attack on the Cagway.
White
(Points to himself)
M e?
Blake
The Cagway shan't be a problem for you Whitie. A major
oversight on their part. The main town is up Cobra River,
protected by the Passage Fort. That is where our main
body should land. That be our primary target.

27.

White
(Cocks an eyebrow)
Whitie?

Admiral Penn
Agreed. Some of you will be reassigned. Lt.
M artin's Adventure will land against the
Passage Fort allowing Col. Blake's main force
to land and cap ture the river settlements.

Blake
The Irish led well at Santo Domingo. They'll lead here. Just
have two battalions of our own boys close behind in case
they decide to turn Spaniard.
Kirby
General Venables? Is he not joining us for this Jamaican
holiday?
Admiral Penn
(M akes a gaseous grumble)
General Venables is too ill to lead the ground assault.
I shall assume command of the land force with Discovery
under Captain. Kirby. If that’s quite agreeable with you,
Captain Kirby?
Kirby
Aye sir. I'll get you in there.
Admiral Penn
(Feels his twisting guts)
Indeed, the general must be quite ill, indeed. Our forces will
land up the river, taking both sides while, Captain Dakins'
regiment from Torrington will land his group into the
adjacent bay and take Port Esquivel. Land forces can then
advance into the towns.
(Points to the harbor on the map)
Admiral Goodson will then move Paragon, Mathias, and
Swiftsure inside to secure Caguaya Harbor along with
Gloucester - if it's not terribly inconvenient for General
Venables.

28.

Admiral Goodson
(Slides his finger along the map)
Our ships can then cover all our land forces with heavy
guns. That should take care of the kettle hats counter
attack. Then we push on to La Vega, the capital, and
cheerio, we have Jamaica.
Admiral Penn
Any questions?
Everyone turns to Captain White with anticipation.
White
Don't let me hold you up. To the Cagway, then. I'll have
turtles on the spit by the time you boys land. Cheerio.
Admiral Penn
(Gags)
Very well, then. This is it men.
(Pulls himself up and goes to the windows)
We invade at dawn. The Caribbean will be ours or let the
heavens fall.

RIO COBRE - M ORNING
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Avontuur rows her oars past the Cagway. Dozens of boats from Swiftsure all the way down
the line to Mathias transport men to the sandy spit.
The old ruins of a once great fort lay dormant and there’s no notice of them. They pass turtle
pens, a few fish docks, Cormac’s Pikeys grip their lances, Paine’s Rogues line up in the isle
preparing their guns.
M artien sees a wave from White in the lead longboat already reaching the beach with his
M orris, who's voice to echoes the bay barking orders.
Sunny
Red Legs.
M artien waves back to his friends and his dogger leaves them behind on the Cagway.

29.

The shores up Rio Cobre come into view over the bow. M artien orders Sunny a command in
Dutch and the bird flies off and flutters around to the aft window.
M artien
Be safe my friend.
Sunny goes in the cabin window, to a birdhouse tucked away and closes the door with his beak.

DISCOVERY
English soldiers lined up in the isle and the bow, Jimmy Jay ne Jackman, (J.J.) his lower class
accent consists of only vowels and no consonants, shouts orders to 10 M arines as they load
their guns near the bow. Then 20 Roundheads, in helmets and with lances ready to do battle.
On the command deck above, Admiral Penn's long brown hair tied back, as he leads scores of
longboats carrying an army of English soldiers with Col. Blake's Roundheads and Captain
Lynch's militiamen. War canoes and piraguas follow with Carib and M iskito warriors rowing
quickly toward the Jamaica shore.
Admiral Penn
(Yells through a trumpet)
Forward!

ON AVONTUUR
Cormac’s Pikeys resent the voice that echoes the bay, "Forward."
Samhain
That’s helpful. Are we not already going forward?
I see Santo Domingo on their faces.

ON DISCOVERY
Kirby, his telescope fixed ahead at the bow, senses the men’s worry and marches back the isle
to the quarterdeck. An officer shouts orders and the drum beats faster.

30.

Oarsmen put their weight into it and rowed harder.
Kirby
Lets see how many guns they have.
Admiral Penn
(Through the calling trumpet)
Take the Rio Cobre and the Passage Fort.
JJ
(Inspects the squad)
M arines, ready to depart. Aye!
Kirby
Very Well, Give them Hell, Lieutenant.

ON AVONTUUR
M artien’s telescope is trained ahead to The Passage Fort, up the Rio Cobre. Trails of smoke
drift from the stone structure. Boats can be seen arriving on the shores.
M artien
The Spanish are going to defend this one it looks like.
Take us in.
Yaguara
(Pushes the tiller)
Aye, Skipper. Port side turn. Heading for the Passage Fort.
Cormac's Pikeys grip their long sharp lances pointing up to the sky. A stocky red-head,
Samhain, heads one line, while a burly Big Iain Caomhánach, leads the other.
Big Iian
I've been meanin' to thank ya for the Caribbean holiday.
Cormac
I'm startin' to get the hang of speaking Spanish.

31.

Samhain
No yer not.
M artien
Ready to fire, Rhode Island Rogues.
Paine's Rogues light their wicks and ready their muskets.
Paine
Ready to fire, Skipper.
Cormac's Pikeys form solid lines.
Cormac
We land at the beachhead, This is it.
Samhain
(Leans to Cormac)
Ever get the feeling ya done this all before?
Cormac
Aye, the French call it déjà vu.
Samhain
Even a donkey doesn't trip over the same stone twice.
Cormac
All new stones, ya drunken sod, pay attention. This be
Jamaica.
Yaguara whistles the skipper and pints to the ship over, Discovery.
M artien
(Calls to Discovery)
Watch your line!
(Jumps on the rail, holding a rope)
Straighten her out, Kirby. Galiot, you're too close to shore."

32.

ON DISCOVERY
Admiral Penn waves them on, "Forward," echoes off the water. In seconds, a loud crunch, the
ship tilts and screeches sideways while men hold on. Then with a thud, she stops.
Admiral Penn
What was that? What the hell did you do, Kirby?
Kirby
(Grips the rail)
We've hit bottom.
Admiral Penn
You hit the bottom?
JJ
She's run aground.
Admiral Penn
Why am I not surprised?
JJ
Because...
Admiral Penn
Oh, shut up!
Puffs of smoke appear ahead followed by the echoing booms and Spanish cannonballs scream
by, crashing into the sea around them.
Admiral Penn (Cont'd)
Shit! Do something Kirby!
Kirby
Shit! Do something Jackman! Push us off the reef!
The Passage Fort comes alive with torches and another shot fires. A cannonball screeches by,
splashing into the sea behind. Panic ensure on the deck.
Kirby (Cont'd)
Use the oars. Push us off the reef.

33.

The longboats can’t avoid hitting the side of the ship
Blake
Hard over!
Blake’s boat turns into the path of Captain Lynch's, men in both panic.
Lynch
Watch where you're going!
Lynch’s boat slams into Blake's.
Blake
Watch where you're going! Don't tell me where to go,
Captain.
The boats are soon tangled in a mess of slapping oars.
Admiral Penn
(Throws up his arms)
Oh, not again!
The fort fires two shots at the stranded galiot while oarsmen and marines pry the oars.
JJ
We're sitting ducks.
Admiral Penn
Well do something you fools!
A cannonball screams past.
Kirby
Return fire.
Crewmen man the swivel guns and fire back at the fort.
Admiral Penn
(Through the trumpet)
Commence gun barrage.

34.

M ore crewmen hoist colored battle flags and within moments thunderous booms echo from
Swiftsure and Mathias firing their culverans.

ON AVONTUUR
M artien rushes aft as cannonballs scream overhead from the ships of the line's broadsides.
Paine
M ake way for the skipper.
M artien
Turn us around. Take us over to Discovery. Get ready to
throw cables.
Yaguara passes the tiller over to a crewman and assigns La Roche and Diego to ready the stern
lines as Avontuur rows over to the galiot, rocks on the bottom scrape the hull.
Yaguara
Throw the lines.
La Roche and Diego throw ropes over to the Discovery .
Captain Kirby and his officers catch them and tie them to the craft.
M artien
Pull her out of there.
Oarsmen work as hard as they can as shots fire from the fort. Cannonballs whiz past and
splash into the sea around them.
M artien (Cont'd)
We're lucky the Spanish can't shoot. Put your backs into it.
Pull that ship off the reef.
After squealing and turning, Discovery comes free. They let go the lines and soon she’s
straightened out and underway again.

35.

Admiral Penn
About bloody time.
(Through the trumpet)
To the fort!
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THE PASSAGE FORT - DAY
Francisco watches through the smoke. The army of small boats reaches the shore.
Francisco
M uskets! Ready to fire!
Ships of the line fire again and Spanish militiamen flee and fiery cannonballs smash the walls.
Francisco (Cont'd)
Hold your position.
The flags on Discovery change again and the barrage from the big ships in the bay stop.
Discovery and Avontuur raise their oars and glide to the shoreline.
M artien
Ready to make landfall.
Let her run.
Cormac grips his whistle tight up the river banks, closer to the fort. The oars are pulled from
the water and Avontuur glides to the shoreline, by the fort, coming to a stop.
Cormac's Pikeys storm over the sides and form into lines on the beach while English soldiers
land further down.
Admiral Penn
First wave, depart.
M artien
M usketeers, depart.
Paine's Rhode Island Rogues disembark from Avontuur and JJ’s marines from Discovery. They
take up position behind the Pikeys.

36.

Admiral Penn
Advance.
English soldiers follow onto the shore. Cormac's Pikeys advance, JJ's men followed him
toward the stone walls.
Kirby
Hurry it up, men. Yer not here for a banyan, move!
Francisco
Fire!
Gunfire erupts from the fort as well as the trees and towns as Blake’s boats arrive.
Lynch
Spanish militia!
Blake
Let slip the dogs. We're goin' in!
Blake’s boats unload. His heavy armor weighs him down as he stumbles off his boat.
Paine's rogues fire a halo of shots at the Spanish and they fire back.
Francisco
Fix bayonets!
M artien trains his telescope through the wafts of smoke blowing through to the gun battery
beyond where Spanish militia fix bayonets, preparing to charge.
M artein
With me men!
M artein swings out and lands on the beach. Yaguara follows, leaping off the ship with Diego
and La Roche close behind.
Spanish attack with a charge, Cormac's Pikeys storm to the front with their pikes to rep el
them. The opposing sides clash on the beach with a vicious but short battle.
The Spanish are soon over run and the beaten survivors began to disperse and flee.
Francisco
Run away!

37.

Grappling hooks are thrown high over the walls. M artien and his men scale the stonework to
the battered fort while Admiral Penn's army attacks the main gates.

PASSAGE FOR GUN PLATFORM
The last of the Spanish defenders flee up river as Admiral Penn and the other commanders
meet. Lynch raises the English flag up the pole and the men cheer and wave to the ships of the
line out in Caguaya Harbor.
As Swiftsure and the other ships drop anchors, cheering can be heard from all ships too.
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PASSAGE FORT - SUNDOWN
Longboats loaded with weapons and equipment land along the coast. They bought men all day
and soon the sky glows red and purple. Col. Blake complains to his slaves as they clean his
armor, while Lynch hyperventilates and pats his head with his handkerchief. Discovery rows in
close and Kirby comes ashore. He walks up to the fort.
M artien
(Lights his tobacco pipe)
What kept you, Kirby?
Kirby
(To Admiral Penn)
Victory. Admiral Goodson has indicated The Caguaya
Harbor is secured. Captain White reports; The Cagway
point is secured, Captain Dakins has taken Port Esquivel,
and Captain Pratt has landed in Ligania. All under the new
English flag.
Admiral Penn
The landing was a success!
(Call through the trumpet)
Jamaica is ours.
The English army cheers at the news.

38.

VILLA DE LA VEGA - NIGHT
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Spanish buildings with red brick tile roofs overlook the fountain in the town center, streets
being evacuated, shops and bistros closed, windows boarded up. Padre Salinas rings the bells
at the top of the monastery tower as people follow carriages, wagons and carts out of town. A
growing sound of clattering and howling echoes.
Captain Castilla
(Calls out)
The English have captured the Passage Fort.
Everyone must leave the city immediately.
Droves of people, rich and poor flee for the hills while Carlena and 2 other slaves bring forward
carts of munitions and gun powder. Antonia kisses her children and passes them to Lucia de
Proenza while her carriage pulls away with guards all around it.
Captain Castilla (Cont'd)
Take water but only bring what you can carry.
Andrés rides a horse into town w hen he slides to a stop and dismounts by his wife.
Antonia
(Embraces her husband)
The rest of the women and children are moving out.
Come with us?
Andrés
I can't. I must stay here a defend la Vega.
Antonia
Andrés...
Andrés
(Kisses her hard on the lips)
I'll see you again soon. I promise. Just get the children
away to higher ground. Don't stop until you reach the ranch
at Guatibacoa.
Antonia and Andrés share one last gaze into each others eyes, then , she runs to the front of the
line to de Proenza's carriage. Andrés approaches the government building where De Proenza
plots with Captain Castilla and Salazar.

39.

Andrés (Cont'd)
Cortés was forced to abandon the fort.
Governor Ramírez emerges from the courthouse toward his lavish carriage being prepared.
De Proenza
(To Governor Ramírez)
The English are landing boats down both side of the Rio
Cobre and thirteen miles away at Ligania. Another warship
has captured Port Esquivel and Don Cristóbal's ship has
fled to the west. The English will be on us in a matter of
minutes.
Governor Ramírez
(Covers his face)
The situation is hopeless. We cannot defend from here. I
must evacuate la Vega.
De Proenza
We would lose La Vega to the English. I will not let that
happen.
Rodríguez, prepare to defend Villa de la Vega with every
man we have.
Governor Ramírez
(Clutches at him)
With what? We do not have the strength to fight that.
Captain Castilla
We've already lost La Vega. Our only hope now is to hold
off the English until the civilians are away, then make the
retreat to Guatibacoa.
De Proenza
(Addresses all the men)
You don’t know the English as I do. They will defile our
families if we don't stop them here. We shall defend it to
the last man.
A far off voice
The English are coming.

40.

Captain Castilla
Here they come, Governor.
Governor Ramírez
To the last man you say?
(Goes to his carriage)
Very well, then. Good luck.
The governor gets into his carriage and slams the door and it drives off, up the road.
Captain Castilla
(Shouts)
Prepare for battle!
M ilitiamen form lines, blocking the streets. M en on rooftops ready guns, De Proenza and
Andrés tip over a cart in the street as slaves bring more ammunition.
Andrés
Carlena, ready to reload the guns.
Carlena runs to them and crouches behind the tipped cart, loading guns.
De Proenza
(Stands on the fountain base and calls)
Not since the Good Friday of 43 has Villa de la Vega faced
an English invasion.
The men look on from every corner of the square with horrified faces and shaking hands.
De Proenza (Cont'd)
We have defended our homes many times from invasion.
Some of you were very young then. But you’ve all heard
the stories by the fire. M any of you were there with me
when we defended Jamaica against M aroons, and attacks
from the so-called freedom fighter in the hills, de Bolas, and
the Good Friday raid of 43 when the English devils
attacked and were repulsed by just a few of us. M y men
used noise to confuse the invaders like they are doing to
you men right now. But, we did not retreat. We stayed firm.
We ambushed them from behind.

41.

De Proenza (Cont'd)
La Vega had only three cannons to guard the town but
twelve English were lost trying to take it. We forced them
to withdraw because we did not give up, we refused to
surrender.
M an in the crowd
Uh, José did.
De Proenza
And where is José now?
A few men look around, one scratches his head.
De Proenza (Cont'd)
You will stay firm and save your homes.
Smoke billows above the trees and houses, the English make a ruckus of chanting and clanking
which is heard for miles.
Captain Castilla
They’re on us.
De Proenza
(Gets behind the cart)
You will all do your duty!
Some of the Spanish can be seen running away as smoke wafts into town. Shots fire and bodies
fall from the houses. Then , an explosion down the street makes Castilla's men run for cover.
Captain Castilla
Keep in formation. Ready to fire.
Behind the cart, Carlena and others lights a torch.
De Proenza
Light fuses.
They light the fuses for the muskets and the men take aim down the smoky street.

42.

Screams of people come from behind. Everyone turns to see when, through the smoke in front,
English soldiers appear. Some form a line of spears while Roundheads form lines and
musketeers take aim with their guns, fuses lit.
Captain Castilla shouts to his men to take aim. They point their guns at the invaders down the
street when he’s struck. He stumbles forward with an arrow in his back, clutching at his sword,
unable to draw it.
The Spanish fire their guns in a hail of shots aimed down the street.
Indians come from behind on both sides and shoot bows and arrows at the Spanish
A second wave of mixed M iskito and Taino charge in. The last of Castilla's men turn to shoot
when the axes fall upon their heads.
Captain Castilla's morion helmet is split by an axe as is his head. His body drops into the
center fountain and turns the water red.
De Proenza (Cont'd)
We are surrounded. Retreat to the government house.
Andrés and Carlena get ready to run when an explosion blows them in all directions.
The blast knocks them to the ground and covering them in dust and burning debris.
Through the smoke, shadows of men being chopped down by axes, Andrés, ears stinging and
ringing, stumbles over to where he last saw M aestres de Proenza. He recognizes many people
who lay dead or dying, slaves and peasants.
Carlena crawls behind the nearest wall with explosions all around. A bloodied lip and chin, she
gets to her feet.
Andrés finds the blood faced De Proenza under the burning cart. M en help him drag the man
out.
Andrés
(Lifts the old man over his shoulder)
Help me carry him out.
Carlena joins him, They slip under de Proenza's arms and carry him through smoke to the
nearest alleyway.

43.

Andrés (Cont'd)
I can't see the governor's house.
Not far away, a body is thrown from the monastery tower and jolts back against the wall.
Padre Salinas feet dangle as hangs from his church while smoke billows from the structure and
onto the streets in a spiraling vortex.
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RIO COBRE BRIDGE
Andrés and Carlena carry De Proenza, he moans, his face burned. They finally reach a group of
Spanish soldiers further up the river bank by the bridge as boats of men row up river.
De Proenza
We must flee further up Rio Cobre.
We must recapture the fort.
Andrés
It's impossible.
Francisco, his armor and face black with mud and soot, and his men, bloodied and battered
Spanish militiamen arrive in boats along the banks.
Andrés (Cont'd)
Cortés. I ordered you to hold the fort.
Francisco
M y men were too few. The cannon's were loaded on time
but manned by inexperienced farmers. They missed almost
every shot.
(To Proenza)
Sorry, Grandfather. There's just too many.
De Proenza
Evacuate up the river and protect our families.
A carriage procession of a wealthy nobleman comes clattering down the road and stops. The
door opens and Salazar carefully gets out with Governor Ramírez using him as a shield.

44.

Andrés
The English have captured La Vega, Governor Ramírez.
Governor Ramírez
Then all is lost. We must evacuate for Cuba.
Salazar
Excellent idea, Governor.
A far off voice
M ake way for Don Cristóbal.
The road is quickly clears of men as 20 horse riders gallop behind Don Cristóbal, his armor
glistening beneath the moonlight. He stops and dismounts his horse by the governor's carriage.
He removes his helmet, revealing a closely cropped beard and heated bow.
Governor Ramírez
(Clasps his hands)
Thank God you are here, Don Cristóbal. When I heard your
ship had left I feared the worst.
Don Cristóbal
Governor Ramírez. M y ship is no match for their ships of
the line but Jamaica will not fall to the English. Your
families are protected by my men up the road. I have sent
word to Admiral Campos and Armada de Barlovento to
come at all speed. We can pick away at these English dogs
from the hills until the armada arrives.
Governor Ramírez
That will take months. We are alone.
Don Cristóbal
(Steps close to Ramírez and speaks softly)
Governor Ramírez, my friend, we must fight, this is the
same force which attacked Santo Domingo. They were
defeated with barely two hundred men using tactics of time
and patience. We have more than they did. We can defeat
them the same way Governor M eneses and I defeated them
at Santo Doming. Let them land and cause them misery
they could not imagine. On land and sea without the
Armada. And, here at Jamaica, we will do it again.

45.

Don Cristóbal (Cont'd)
The King of Spain will know of your heroics in saving
Jamaica.
(To the men)
You lost a battle here, yes. La Vega has fallen. This will be a
hard war to win but we will win. I have twenty armored
horses. Horses I took from the English at Santo Domingo. I
tell you we will beat them if we fall back to higher ground.
Salazar
There’s high ground on Cuba, too, Governor.
Don Cristóbal
(M ounts his horse)
We will not lose Jamaica, Governor. I promise.
Governor Ramírez
Remember, you promised.
(Gets into his carriage)
Retreat to higher ground.
The governor’s carriage drives off, Don Cristóbal and his horse riders gallop away up the river.
Andrés, Francisco, and Carlena join the long line limping away from the smoking la Vega.
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CAGUAYA BAY
Gloucester sits quietly at anchor while plumes of smoke drift by from the land.
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GLOUCESTER CABINS
M ilitia Captain Thomas Lynch pads his brown curly hair and brushes his dusty coat as he
reaches the doors of the grand stateroom and knocks.
General Venables (O.S.)
I’m not coming out.

46.

Lynch
Col. Blake sent me to get you, sir. A Spanish courier has
brought word; the governor of Jamaica is surrendering and
has vacated the capital, la Vega.
General Venables (O.S.)
Fine. Send the dago bastard packing.
Lynch
I'm here to take you inland, General.
General Venables (O.S.)
Go away! Why must I?
Lynch covers his nose and bravely enters the room, closing the door. General Venables hides in
his blankets on the bed.
General Venables (Cont'd)
I order Colonel Blake to assume the post.
Now leave me be!
Lynch
Admiral Penn named you Temporary Acting Lt. Governor.
The Spanish will surrender to you in Villa de la Vega.
General Venables
Penn! God damn, bloody bastard!
Lynch
Since you are in command of the land units, and because
Admiral Penn is in much the same condition you and has
taken the solitude of his own ship.
Remember, sir, you are expected to claim the island in the
name of our investors as agreed with the Earl, and Lord
M onck. You wouldn't want our prize to be acquired by
those enthusiasts, Col. M organ and his nephew.
General Venables
(Peeks out)
Nay, we mustn't allow those dangerous enthusiasts to take
our claim on Jamaica.

47.

General Venables (Cont'd)
(Gets up and passes the bed pan)
Bloody Hell!
Lynch
(Recoils in panic)
Uhg! Bloody Hell!
General Venables
It's empty you fool!
(Tosses the pan to the corner and crawls to
the dresser)
Is there still no word of the supply ships? Bloody
incompetent navy.
Lynch
No. Still no sign of the supply ships. Bloody incompetent
navy. They may have even been taken by Spanish or
pirates, we must accept all possibilities.
General Venables
Or M organ's ran off with them. God damn bloody
enthusiasts.
Lynch
Yes, sir, the God damn bloody enthusiasts. That also is a
possibility I have considered. We have barely enough food
for the men to eat. Another problem we must solve quickly,
I'm afraid.
General Venables
Bring my armor, my staff, and as much linens as we can
carry.
Lynch
M r. Keene is preparing a special longboat, now sir.
General Venables
I must be as far aft as possible. I should man the rudder
myself.
Lynch
Yes, sir.

48.

General Venables
Believe me, Captain, I may propel the boat myself, we
mightn't need oars.
General Venables (Cont'd)
Call in my slaves and inform Admiral Penn I shall land as
governor to take the Spanish surrender at La Vega.
Lynch
(Finally gets to leave)
Yes, General.
General Venables
God damn Bloody incompetent navy.

CAGUAYA BAY
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Lynch and General Venables exit Gloucester down the gangway where M aster Gunner
Nicholas Keene has a longboat specially rigged with a sailcloth tent. General Venables hurries
down the stairs past them.
Keene
We'll be escorting you to la Vega, General.
I hope you'll find it comfortable.
General Venables
Bloody navy.
Keene
Very well, then. We'll be off.
He and Lynch climb aboard and crewmen push the boat off.
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UP RIVER
Antonia and four Spanish settlers drag dead animals from a cart and dump them in the creeks.

49.

RIO COBRE
The general’s boat rows, noises escape from the general's enclosure like thunder from his
intestinal system, followed by smells which make the crewmen turn purple. There even seems
to be a slight burst of speed following some loud flatulent episodes along the way or it might be
caused by hard pressed men. When the longboat reaches the shore, a carriage awaits.
Keene is first off the boat and takes charge of the carriage, Lynch's nose is covered by his
handkerchief as he helps General Venables out.
They get the general into cab and the carriage drives off.
As they roll through thick black smoke, trees still hang over the road, and they see the bodies
of Spanish being cleared from their path by slaves.
Lynch
Jamaica is indeed living up to her name as an image to
behold.
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VILLA DE LA VEGA - GOVERNOR’S M ANSION - DAY
The carriage rolls down the street to the governor’s mansion gate. The grounds, p rotected by
English soldiers. Lt. Colonel Blake, in full dress with armor and decorations. The building
seems hardly scratched with flower pedals scattered to cover the blood on the road while
English soldiers hang banners from balconies.
Keene stops the carriage and climbs down. Lynch opens the door. Both step back and out of
the way as General Venables darts past and goes inside.
They hurry to keep up along with the general's staff.
Blake
Your accommodation is at the top of the stairs, General.
A door slams shut upstairs.
Blake (Cont'd)
Ah, he found it.

50.

Lynch collects a case of letters and documents from the carriage and carries them inside. Keene
and Blake follow him inside the study.
Lynch
We should get to work. The palace will the main
headquarters for the English occupation. We’ll need to go
over the general's documents and maps to decide who will
be in command of each district and land titles need to be
drawn up and divided amongst each of the investors and
commanders. As brother to Admiral Robert Blake, Colonel
Blake will have to decide which of the territories he’ll be
rewarded with.
Keene
Was Admiral Blake taken ill at Santo Domingo?
Blake
Yes. He was forced to return to Barbados after Santo
Domingo with a very similar condition to the general and
Admiral Penn - a case of dysentery.
Lynch
(To Blake)
So sorry, your brother couldn’t be here with us for the
invasion.
Blake
Not at all. I’m in my element now, you see, not having my
older brother here to boss me around is very liberating. It’s
just nice to give orders without being corrected all the time.
Lynch
Yes. Now, junior officers will be in charge of the settlement
operations. The Admirals will command sea operations,
while I shall stay at la Vega to assist the general. Col. Blake
will have the fort side of the river. Gunner Keene, y ou will
be in charge of construction south of the river and with
Captain White on the Cagway, where fortifications are in
desperate need of upgrading. Who better to rebuild our
forts than a master gunner.
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Keene
Aye. Though I’m quite anxious to return to sea duty.
That's where I belong.
Lynch
You’ll belong where we say you belong, M r. Keene.
Keene
Aye, sir.
A clattering noise can be heard and they investigate to the patio doors.
Lynch
(Checks his pocket watch)
Ah, excellent. Exactly on time. The Spanish governor is here
to surrender. We’ll have to put the city planning aside to
carry out the formalities of transfer of power from the dago
bastards.
(Goes upstairs and knocks on the door)
General?
Genneral Venables (O.S.)
Enter, Lynch.
Lynch enters and is surprised to find General Venables out on the balcony watching the
Spanish carriages pull up out front. He leans out to see the delegation.
General Venables
God damn bloody Spanish. Why are we not attacking them,
Lynch?
Lynch
We hath granted parley, the former governor of Jamaica is
surrendering.
General Venables
We should be eating them.
Lynch
(Stares at him blankly)
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General Venables
I jest, you fool.
(Waddles inside)
Get me into my armor.
Lynch swallows hard but is soon relieved to realize he means for his slaves as they quickly
begin to assemble the general into his shiny metal attire.

GOVERNOR’S M ANSION - M AIN HALL

The Spanish governor’s coach stops by the front. Governor Ramírez opens the door and makes
Salazar get out first.
Salazar
(Clears his throat)
We have been granted parley with your leaders.
Blake
General Venables will see you presently - If you're here to
surrender Jamaica, then ye may enter.
Guards open the doors to the main hall. Governor Ramírez is led in by his guards and Salazar,
past and inside the building.
General Venables and Captain Lynch, fully dressed and decorated with shiny armor, proceed
downstairs to meet the Spanish. The general groans and lets out a flatulent boom as he dashes
for the curtained area.
Lynch
Uh, we'll be right with you.
A foul smell fills the room. Lynch’s polite smile quickly fades. The Spanish aristocrats panic as
they try their best not to breath.
The general's voice echoes the hall with moans, the splashing sound of dysentery follows.
After a moment, a guard peeks in the door to address Lynch, but quickly closes it.
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Lynch (Cont'd)
(Grins painfully )
It'll just be a movement. M oment!
The door almost opens.
General Venables (O.S.)
No, not yet!
The sound of clanking, grunting, and bickering continues.
Lynch
Nearly there.
Then the door opens, creaking slowly, General Venables, rigidly teeters out into the hall,
perfectly straight with his two aides behind, holding their breath.
Lynch (Cont'd)
(Clears his throat)
General Robert Venables.
General Venables side-steps over and Lynch tries not to gag.
Salazar
I present to you, Governor of Jamaica, Juan Ramírez de
Arellano.
Governor Ramírez, with a morion guard hesitates until Salazar steps forward, jerking his head
repeatedly until he proceeds.
Governor Ramírez
As governor of the Island of Jamaica, and representative of
the King of Spain, General, I humbly ask for a peaceful
solution to your intrusion onto our island. We are not at
war and this invasion of yours is illegal.
Lynch
(Unrolls his newly fashioned laws)
Under the articles of Oliver Cromwell's Western Design, we
claim the Island of Jamaica as a colony of England.
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Governor Ramírez
The Island? I asked for parley for the sake of my people. I
did not come to surrender Jamaica. We ask that you take
what you came for, slaves, cattle, as much as you want, and
leave.
Lynch
(Fans the air)
Jamaica is now under an English flag. You are trespassing
on English land.
Governor Ramírez
The Armada's will come. You must know the King of Spain
will not allow Jamaica to become an English stronghold.
Oliver Cromwell is a degenerate and a liar.
Lynch
M aybe so. But, he’s our leader and we respect him, warts
and all.
General Venables steps forward and everyone takes a step away.
General Venables
All Spanish, be they male, female, child, white, or mulatto,
must be off the island under penalty of death within a
fortnight. Ye shall leave slaves, cattle, farming and
plantations intact and vacate the island in a fortnight, or ye
shall all die by the blade of an English sword. Ye be
standing on English ground, now, you dago bastards.
Governor Ramírez's face twists with fury but Salazar stop him and whispers in his ear.
Blake
What’s your decision?
Salazar
We will leave you, so the governor can go over your terms.
Salazar takes Governor Ramírez by the arm and whispers to him as they walk away.
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General Venables
Within a fortnight, Governor, or Spanish blood will soak
this island red forever.
Salazar leads Governor Ramírez to the carriage and as soon as they clear the doorway, General
Venables rushes to the back room.
General Venables (O.S.) (Cont'd)
Thank God! God damn! Bloody Hell!
Lynch lunges for a side exit door and inhales, long and loud.
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TURTLE CRAWLS - SUNDOWN
The sun sinks behind the hills and the water shimmers gold. Smaller ships are lined up under
repair, some at the fish docks by the turtle pens, others around the point on the rockier side.
At a new forge, the muscular bodies of Diego, La Roche and Yaguara hammer away at glowing
metal braces by the fire. Just beyond, M artien, on the foremast of Avontuur watches his ship
undergo a quick refit with two newly acquired bronze, minion cannons at the bow and new
swivels. M en replace the sails with a bright cream colored cloth with subtle Dutch patterns.
Next, Kirby's galiot, Discovery, her hull, a mess with dents and scrapes, is being hauled up the
beach on her side along with all her sails, guts, cannons, and supplies being sorted.
As Captain White rounds the corner on Lime Street, M artien swings down to the deck while
Kirby exits his ship and they meet on shore.
White
How go repairs?
M artien
We'll be ready for action by dawn.
We're fitting her new swivels.
Kirby
Discovery was not as fortunate. She'll need a full repair.
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White
Still, a job well done, Captain - M en.
(Toward the sunset)
I think we won the day, gentlemen.
Good work.
The men stop working, wipe their brows, and start cleaning up what they’re doing.
M artien
M y men are accustomed to celebrating when a battle is
won, Captain.
White
Well, there are no admirals or generals in our immediate
vicinity. Very well. Let them banyon tonight. Keep it down
and not get ourselves into trouble.
Kirby
The lads could use a night off.
M artien
That we could.
M en finish what they were working on and begin to tidy up.
JJ
(Climbs from Discovery)
Did someone say banyon?
Kirby
Not you, JJ. Captain White has a special mission for you.
White
Yes, M r. Jackman. Indeed, a very special mission.
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THE CAGWAY - NIGHT
M oonlight reflects on the Caribbean Sea, bonfires line the long sandy spit with English soldiers,
sailors and pirates. Indentured men unload boats, around the fires they drink and smoke.
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Cormac's Pikeys dance around their bonfire not too far away to the eastern beaches, White and
Kirby walk down to a round lagoon, their faces glowing red from their tobacco pipes.
Kirby
Shrimp is just one of many popular catches, here. Turtle,
eels, and countless fish. I could open a market here. The
most popular delicacy is the snails, from the Chocolata
Hole, so deep, no one knows how far down it goes. The
best snails in the Caribbean they boast.
White
But no drinking water of it’s own. It has to be brought in.
Expensive.
Kirby
These snails are worth it.
A longboat quietly rows in toward the smaller docks past the turtle pens to the Chocolata
Hole. As it reaches the beach, six shadowy figures bring the boat up on the sand and remove a
tarp, revealing several crates and barrels.
JJ
(Complaining)
It just ain’t fair. We been working all day while even
indentured men is having leave.
White
(Cone’s his hands around his mouth)
What’s a midshipman’s forte?
(Coughs)
Friend or foe?
Dr. M acAskill
Only the fairest mermaids this side of Rocky Point if ye
drink enough.
Kirby
The password, you fools!
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JJ
Oh! Uh, No one does cunnilingus like a midship man on
sponge duty.
Kirby
You made that up.
The moonlight reveals crewmen unloading a crate, La Roche, and Diego pass barrels on the
beach, and JJ secures the boat with the help of a straggly haired Scot, Dr. M arcus M acAskill.
White
Thank you, M r. Paine, JJ, men. Welcome to The Cagway,
Doctor. Did you bring the special order?
Dr. M acAskill
(Points to a crate in the boat)
The medicinal tonic you so urgently needed is in that box,
there, sir.
White
Ah, yes. The foot ointment. Very, very good.
You may discreetly stash that in the back corner of my
command tent.
The men carry crates and barrels to the command tents on higher ground. As they near white’s
tent M orris’s shadowy figure staggers, blocking the way.
M orris
Who goes there?
White
I granted you leave with your old mates.
M orris
Buggers, the lot of them.
White
Leave and take your leave, or it’s not leave. Believe me?
Diego and La Roche carry barrels, crewmen bring the crates, JJ brings a hogshead of rum, and
Dr. M acAskill cradles a wooden box of straw.
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M orris
(Loud)
The good rum has arrived.
White
(Shakes his head)
Sorry, M orris? I don't think the Admiral heard you.
(To the men)
Set it down and we’ll sort this lot out.
The men opened crates revealing scores of bottles.
M orris
(Rubs his hands)
That's the private stock they're unloading.
White
(To JJ)
Is it, mister?
JJ
I forgot where we found it, sir.
White
Excellent work, M r. Jackman.
Now you may have a bottle for your efforts.
JJ and the men are thrilled. "Aye, aye, sir." They each go for their favorite bottle
Kirby
M oderation, M r. Jackman.
JJ
Of course, sir.
La Roche and Diego open their bottles and “clink.” The men gather around the fire outside the
tents and pass bottles between men.
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IN THE COM M AND TENT
Outside, beach fires are all over the Cagway, men sit about and drink, telling stories of the day,
while White and M orris are stern-faced playing cards on a crate for a table covered in peanuts,
coins and cards with barrels for chairs under the breeze blown tent cover.
M orris
Do you have any kings?
White
You'd like to know.
M orris frowns at his cards when Irish singing gets louder from a bonfire on the east side.
M orris
(Splashes his bottle in that direction)
The Irish are unruly over there.
White
Who's the one who sang it out like the bloody banshee?
M orris
Sorry, sir. It's just, the drink leads to a breakdown in
discipline.
White
I’m being lectured about discipline by my drunk
quartermaster?
(Reaches for M orris’s bottle)
Then you won't be needing any. Don't y ou get stupid,
drunk, tonight.
M orris
(Tips away, protecting his bottle)
Who me? I don't get stupid drunk. I seen you on the floor a
few times, M ate. Officers is one thing. Those men are
indentured. They should be treated as such.
White
After what we've been through, everyone needs to let loose
a bit. Good for spirit. They may be indentured, but they
earned their privileges.
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M orris
Hmm. You have a soft spot for the Irish, I think, Captain.
And I think you fancy the shape of the black women's
behind.
White
Just an appreciation for character and beauty, M r. M orris.
M orris
I'm looking out for my captain. Command doesn't look
favorably on fair treatment of slaves. And an indentured
man is a slave, plain and simple.
White
Not that simple, an indentured man has a contract and has
potential to regain his freedom.
M orris
A slave is a slave. JJ, go shut them up.
JJ starts to get up when Kirby pats his shoulder and his reassuring smile tells him to sit.
M artien also arrives and strolls under the cover with Sunny perched on his arm.
M artien
You leave my men be, M r. M orris.
Kirby
Come now, M orris, we've fought along side Cormac's
Pikeys many times.
JJ
How did they come to be here?
White
(Leans back to speak with JJ)
You went in with them on the Passage Fort, didn't you, JJ?
JJ
Aye. Bloody good men too.
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White
(To M orris)
See?
M artien
A special squad of grenadiers. Very effective at Santo
Domingo. They were arrested two years ago in Ireland and
defecated the courtroom. They claimed it was the Salmon
mouse.
M orris
All of them?
White
The whole bloody lot. M ade a terrible mess of it. Ordered
hanged, the bunch, but Cromwell had other plans for 'em.
Kirby
Our ships are secured for the night, Captain White.
White
(Nods to M orris)
Deal in Captain Kirby and Kapitien M artien.
M orris
We ain't done yet.
White shows him his cards with three kings on top. M orris drops his cards on the table.
M artien and Kirby pull over a barrel to sit on
M orris (Cont'd)
(Shuffles the deck)
No bloody wild cards this time.
White
Sometimes I wonder if my hair fades from the sunlight or
M orris?
M orris
(Points at Sunny)
Your bird better not lip me off again. And none of that
secret Dutch talk between the two of you, neither.
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M artien whispers Dutch insults and the bird bobs his head and makes a laughing noise.
M orris (Cont'd)
He's at it already. I 'm not p utting up with yer beak.
M artien
We've been here a day and still no tavern.
White
It's high up on the priority list.
M orris deals the cards to each of them. White's face scrunches when he collects his and checks
them over. Dr. M acAskill enters the tent with something tucked under his coat.
White (Cont'd)
Ah, now this is what the doctor ordered.
(Takes a bottle from Dr. M acAskill)
Gentlemen, my new ship's surgeon on Mathias, Dr. M arcus
M acAskill. Just transferred from internment on Paragon.
Dr. M acAskill
Just graduated, apparently.
White opens the green bottle and savors the aroma.
M orris
(Inspects the bottle)
What is it, then?
White
Him? This is my new surgeon just transferred from
Paragon, I told you.
(To Dr. M acAskill)
Are my stores secured, doctor?
Dr. M acAskill
Every one of them without a scratch is safely away in your
specified private location, Captain.
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White
Thank you, Doctor.
(Tosses his cards to M orris)
Deal him in.
They all drop their cards on the table, happily as M orris huffs and picks up the cards. He
reshuffles while M acAskill pulls up a barrel to sit on.
White (Cont'd)
I had the doctor commandeer some medical supplies from
Swiftsure. Shh.
M orris
What is it?
Dr. M acAskill
It's green.
White pours some into a crystal glass and secures the bottle by his feet. He takes a slow sip
and lets out a long-satisfied exhale.
Dr. M acAskill (Cont'd)
A herb liquor made by French monks. They call it,
Chartreuse Liqueur d'Elixir. It'll cure anything but stupidity
and syphilis but will make both more bearable. Even with
this lot.
M artien
And, Dr. Culliford? What happened to him?
M orris
(Deals a new hand)
Died after Santo Domingo, he did.
M artien
Fever got him?
M orris
No. He disappeared off the poop deck one night. M aybe he
married a mermaid.
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Kirby
Or perhaps the Samaná Bay Kraken was out for a feed.
White
Neither. Dr. Culliford jumped off the ship when I told him
we were headed for Jamaica. He said he was walking home.
Oh, well. I thought he was joking.
Dr. M acAskill
(Looks over his cards)
Dr. Culliford's loss. I rather fancy Jamaica. As far as first
impressions go.
So, how have you fine gentlemen been acquainted?
M orris
We’ve been mates for a spell, in Barbados.
White
Davey M artien, here, was smuggling out of Bocas del
Dragón and we let him tag along for a while.
M artien
They needed help finding their way home from The
M ermaid. I own a dock not too far away.
Sunny
(Bobs his head)
The M ermaid.

Kirby
(Remembers fondly)
Ah, the M ermaid Tavern. The best place the
new world for birds and crabs.

M orris
Aye, The M ermaid. It's where we found Davey, p assed
out, out back. And the bird. We found the bird wounded
and near dead in a mud puddle in Barbados. It was almost
black with dirt and wasn’t moving but for the odd flip. I
figured it was a gonner.
M artien
They bet me it could not be saved but I took the bird and
tucked it into my coat and brought it home.
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Martien (Cont'd)
To my surprise, a little clean, fresh water and it came out a
bright yellow. One of the brightest yellows I had ever seen.
I named the bird Zon, short for Zonneschijn.
White
Sunny, I called him. That’s what the bird responded to the
most so it stuck. It’s the only bird I know who flies with a
limp. And, never in a straight line.
M orris
Not a bird you want for urgent messages.
M artien
I mended the wing, myself. M ade it a sling and a bird
house. Took him months to fly again, and not too well. But,
he’s also the only one on board who can tell when the
Kraken is near and he lets out a whistle to let us know.
JJ
The Kraken? It’s just myth.
M orris
Of course, not. M ind yourselves out there.
Kirby
The Kracken? It’s real, M r. Jackman. I've seen it.
Diego
M e too.
La Roche
Oui. As have I.
Diego
There’s a real big one in The M ona Passage.
Kirby
That be The Samaná Bay Kraken.
White
The Kracken? Surely you jest?
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M artien
We jest not, my friend.
JJ expects La Roche and Diego to smile but faces turn pale like their worst memory just
returned. He swallows hard.
Kirby
(Drinks and wipes his chin)
The Kraken's no myth, lads. I seen 'em both.
White
(Nearly over-pours into his glass)
Both?
M artien
There's two that I know of. One lives deep down in the
Samaná Bay and comes out in the months of June and July
to feed on the Humpback whales. She's black and grey
when she circles your boat, the water spins to a whirlpool,
you don't dare put your oars in the water. She'll turn a
bright red and green or even purple when she attacks. She's
as big as ship of the line and she'll pull one into the sea and
feast on the crew when she so pleases. M y bird seems to
have the ability to warn us when it’s near. You deploy your
sails to the fullest and run. You dare not make a noise on
deck in her presence.
White
(Still doesn’t believe)
Nooo.
Kirby
Aye. The other prowls the waters down in the Darien. He's
a creature you'll never mistake. First you think he's an
Island, then he follows you. An Island that follows! When
he strikes the ocean lights up with red and silver flashing.
His tentacles can reach the top of the tallest mast to snatch
a man off a yard arm, bringing the poor soul down to a
great, hideous beak to his death.
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Kirby (Cont'd)
The screams fade quick from the snapping maw of the
beast as it bites a man to pieces.
La Roche and Diego agree and nod, White stares with the glass tilted to his lips not yet
pouring into his mouth.
M artien
The sea holds many wonders and monsters even the best
fiction cannot match.
White
(To M artien)
You never told me that before.
M artien
If I told you every sea-monster tale I had it would become a
boar.
Kirby
It's said by the Indians, the two met off South Jamaica just
as recently as a year ago in a giant tangle of tentacles and
lightning that was seen through the whole Caribbean. This
lasted a full week. But, no one ever knew if the creatures
did battle, or were they there to mate. Then, sightings of a
new one as big as a brig began to surface, right here off the
Cagway.
A hand taps White on the shoulder and he jumps. "Uhhg!"
Cormac
Beggin’ yer pardon, sir.
White
(Catches his breath)
You ever do that again, you'll find 'walk the plank' is not
just a figure of speech.
Cormac
Apologies, sir. Checkpoints and guard posts in position.
I was wondering if there was any sign of the supply ships?
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M orris
Taken by the Kraken, it would seem, Pikey.
White
(To Cormac)
Your wives are on those ships?
Cormac
They are that, sir.
White
Aye. The last sighting had them sailing for Barbados. No
signs of trouble. No sign of anything. We've sent a ship to
Barbados to fetch them. That's all I got.
Cormac
That'll do for the present time, sir. Perhaps, if ya got any
more of that rum, my men would be mighty obliged.
White
Hmm. Take two bottles back with you.
Cormac
M uch obliged, sir.
White rearranges his cards, ignoring M orris's discerning stare. Cormac goes over to the longboat
and slips a couple of bottles into his pockets.
M orris
They probably got wise and left for Africa to avoid another
of Venables's beach landings.
(Impersonating the general)
God damn General Venables.
White
M orris, your voice is loud.
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M orris
Loud, you say? Shhhh!
See, our last beach landing didn't go-show
well. General Venables also planned our
Santo Domingo attack, you see. He wrote the
book on beach landings, he did. Aye,
Hispaniola, We'll Take It In A Week - A
Planners Guide. It's found in the library shelf
right behind "I'll Be Right Back" by John
Cabot and "How To Run An Empire" by
Julius Cesar.

White (Cont'd)
(To Dr. M acAskill)
Perhaps you know a cure? The drink makes
him do things he may regret later. M ay regret
most regrettably.

Dr. M acAskill
Cranial amputation is still the only known cure for drunks.
(To M orris)
Your joke is as old as Julius Cesar.
Captain White's face twists as he continues to re-arrange his cards when Paine arrives.
Paine
(Reports to M artien)
The docks are secured for the night, Skipper. I've left six
men, on guard detail.
M artien
Very good.
Paine
I'll take my leave?
M artien
Very well, M r. Paine.
White
Take a bottle with you for the rogues.
With discretion, right?
Paine
Aye, sir.
(Turns to JJ)
Your men are on watch at dawn, M r. Jackman
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JJ
Aye, sir.
M orris
(Leaps to his feet waving a bottle)
Ya don't 'sir' him! He ain't no officer, he's indentured.
M artien
M uch of which depends on who says what.
Kirby
Those men performed valiantly. They're a
part of this crew as much as any man here.

White
(Sighs)
Oh, not again.

Sunny
(Whistle) Not again Not again.
M orris
(Points to the bird)
You stay outa this!

Paine
No need to defend me or my men.

Paine moves in closer and M orris stands, ready for a fight. M artien passes Sunny over to
White and he get up. Then Kirby, La Roche and Diego get up.
JJ
I'm confused.
Dr. M acAskill
On that we're agreed. What are we all up about?
M orris
As facts be, Doctor, M r. Paine, here was in the service until
arrested for drunkenness while on watch.
White
You mean like us?
M orris
Beggin' yer pardon, but I'm granted leave tonight, sir.
(Leans on the table)
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Morris (Cont'd)
M r. Paine, here, had lives lost on his watch. He's bloody
lucky he wasn't hanged. He'll never have a rank again.
M artien
Never carve in stone what may be considered error,
tomorrow. There were many factors apparent that night.
M orris
Oh, ain't we gettin' fanciful with the philosophy? Read a
book did ya, Davey?
White
You may take your leave now, M r. Paine.
(Sniffs the Chartreuse)
Thank you.
Paine
(Goes outside)
Aye, sir.
M orris
(Gets up and staggers out after him)
Where you goin' Slave?
Paine
(Stops)
You talking to me?
M orris
(Imitating)
You talkin' to me.
Damn right, I'm talkin' to you, Slave.
Kirby
Here he goes.
M artien
Oh, sit down, M orris.
Paine
M orris? Short for M auricio?
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M orris
What of it?
Paine
Your name means M oor. From the M oors of Africa. It
explains the black hair.
M orris
You callin' me black?
Paine
As the kettle.
Diego
(Folds his arms and shakes his head)
Officers - Really?
White
(Throws down his cards)
Aye. That's quite enough of that.
Kirby and M artien hold back M orris as he sways in front of Paine trying to point at him.
White (Cont'd)
We're all on the same side here, gentlemen.
(Discretely tucks his cards into the deck)
If you want to fight you can go across to Rio Cobre and
make Col. Blake look bad instead of me.
Sit down, M r. M orris. That's an order.
M orris curses under his breath while M artien’s and Kirby's hands help him sit back down.
White (Cont'd)
Thank you, M r. Paine. I'll check with you in the morrow.
Good night.
Paine bids them a good night and leaves, Sunny hops back up on M artein. La Roche and Diego
have a few choice words in French as they return to the fire.
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White (Cont'd)
(To M orris)
Deal the cards.
(Hands him the deck)
Any more trouble from y ou and you'll sleep it off in a
longboat.
(Impersonating M orris)
Who, me? I don't get stupid drunk.
(Sniffs his Chartreuse)
Well, it ain't smart drunk that's for bloody sure. If the
Admiral finds us drinking we'll all be indentured.
M orris
(Reshuffles the deck)
He started it. He’s just like the rest of ‘em, just slaves.
They belong to T. Watts.
Dr. M acAskill
Who’s fuckin’ T. Watts?
M artien
Governor T. Watts, of Tortuga. He provided many of the
men for crew on this venture and most were willing. It beat
their jobs on Tortuga and in the not-so off chance pirating is
involved, they'd get to keep a share to take home. After T.
Watts takes his share.
M orris
So, what's Frenchie's story? I seen you in Tortuga a few
times, Frenchie.
M artien
Frenchie was arrested for stealing private tobacco stock
from T. Watts. Right now, he's assigned to oar duty on my
Avontuur. He's got another five years on his contract. Don't
you Frenchie?
La Roche
Oui, Skip per.
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M orris
Avontuur?
(Chuckles as he tosses cards to the players)
Asshole-over-tuur.
M artien
(Cocks an eyebrow)
Now you want to beat up a ship?
Dr. M acAskill
We’re speaking of the little sloop, Adventure?
M artien
Avontuur. She’s a dogger, not a sloop.
Dr. M acAskill
M y mistake. I didn’t know there was a difference.
M orris
Fishing trawlers, the both of ‘em. I can see the headlines in
Barbados; Adventure comes to Jamaica. It reads like a travel
broadside. Spanish fish surrender is droves.
M artien
You insult my men, and my bird, and now my ship?
I have killed for less.
M orris
Aye, a lot less.
They all laugh, even Sunny.
White
(To Dr. M acAskill)
The admirals don’t like using Dutch names under English
service. Adventure is what she’s listed as.
(Points to M artien)
And he’s on the contract as M artin.
M artien
She's faster than anything in your fleet.
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Kirby
His fleet is in the crate behind him.
They laugh again.
La Roche
I’ll wager it.
Kirby
Not Discovery, I'm afraid, Frenchie.
She's a Biscayan built Barco-luengo Spanish galiot, fifty
feet long, with thirty-two sweeps, she rates at thirty tons.
She'll beat any ship in the West Indies.
M orris
She don't look it, now. You captained her one day and look
at her. Sure taught that coral reef a thing or two.
Kirby
One day more than you.
M artien
I'll wager Avontuur can beat Discovery.
M orris
(Laughs)
Aye, to the decommission dock.
M artien
M y ship decommissioned? That is what you said?
Avontuur will never surrender, it's not in her nature, M r.
M orris.
White
(Examines his cards and frowns)
We should settle this properly and have them a race.
Kirby
When Jamaica is secured and Discovery's fit.
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La Roche
(Raises his bottle and staggers in the tent)
I'd wager Adventure can beat Discovery.
White
Wager with what, hair?
(Points outside)
The sign says; officers only.
La Roche
Sign?
M artien
What sign?
M orris
I ain’t got around to the sign yet.
White
Then you have something to work on in the morrow. You
can all make me a sign.
M orris
Anyway, there’s no way that Dutch dogger can beat
Discovery. She's a barge. She should ferry shit.
M artien
Barge?
(To Sunny)
Did you hear what he said? This mocro M orris, kankerlijer
debiel says she's a barge?
Sunny
(Bobs his head)
De Kankerlijer debiel.
M artien
Indeed we shall have a race. I'll have you eat those words.
Twenty doubloons says she'll beat Discovery in an equal
challenge.
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Kirby
Twenty? Yer on, Davey.
M orris
(Raises his bottle)
Twenty doubloons.
Diego
Skipper’s Adventure’s faster than any ship in your fleet.
With or without the wind.
White
I'll officiate in a non-partisan way to make sure both ships
have an equal chance. And, I'll take ten percent of the
winnings regardless of who wins. Tent rules.
Diego
They can race around Hispaniola and back.
Kirby
Not a man in the fleet wants to go anywhere near Santo
Doming at the present time.
M orris
Not without a dozen 1st rate warships.
La Roche
Pardon, what happened at Santo Domingo?
M orris
Outside, Frenchie. Go about your business.
Kirby
A true Frenchman. He waits for the booze to start asking
questions.
Dr. M acAskill
(Laughs)
Well, ya only get the truth outta children and drunks.
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White
(To M artien and Kirby)
Let’s get a little air.
(Tucks his cards under the deck and get up
with his drink)
Take my seat for a few hands, JJ.
M r. M orris. You'll keep order here. No raping or pillaging
on The Cagway. We're not pirates. Right?
M orris
Aye, sir.
White
We’re going to need support from the locals so killing them
won’t help.
M orris
(Shuffles the deck)
Right you are, sir.
Kirby and M artien set their cards aside, JJ takes their seats for a hand. White leads the
captain's outside and for a stroll toward the starry shoreline.
M orris (Cont'd)
What did they say in Tortuga, Frenchie? All of it.
La Roche
Word spread quickly of the defeat. Badly planned and
executed. Utterly humiliating is what they all called it.
Jamaica was a surprise, yes?
Dr. M acAskill
We sailed from Barbados with a fleet of over thirty ships
carrying out Oliver Cromwell's Western Design. From
Hispaniola they would conquer the entire Caribbean. But, it
should have been called "Uncle Warts Traveling Jester Act."
It was a disaster and a few weeks later the fleet sailed away
from Hispaniola with only a handful of men and those that
lived had shit and vomit come out of both ends at once. The
Spanish had poisoned the water, the land was fouled, and
food was putrid. The heat and disease took us.
Ever been ball flogged, Frenchie? A lot like that.
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M orris
But like ya said, Frenchie; word spread of our defeat. The
attack on Jamaica was indeed a surprise. Rather than face
disgrace, and go home, the military geniuses decided to
regroup and find more men to slaughter and your Skipper
knew where to find you lot.
La Roche
Oui, lucky us.

THE CAGWAY BEACH FRONT
White, M artien, and Kirby walk along the moonlit settlement and glandered at the many beach
fires under the stars.
White
Keep the men occupied at all times.
Kirby
And discipline.
White
Aye. Starting in the morrow.
They stop and light their pipes, and view the splashing waves under the starry horizon of the
Caribbean Sea.
White (Cont'd)
They're not just going to just let us have it, are they?
M artien
(Shakes his head)
From Hispaniola and Cuba they will come. With many big
galleons. And we better be ready for them.
Kirby
Admiral Penn and General Venables aren't sticking around
here long. We’ll be taking the big ships, I’m certain.
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Kirby (Cont'd)
These little ships may be fast but they can't protect you
from the armada. The Cagway will be on her own.
M artien
If Jamaica was protected by ships ready to attack at all
times she would be safe.
Kirby
(Hesitates)
You speak of pirates, Kapitein.
M artien
Kapers, Captain Kirby. I speak of de kapers.
Sunny
(Whistle)
De Kapers.
Kirby
Same difference.
White
Aye. You may be right, Davey. But, safe from whom?
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GUATIBACOA - PRE DAWN
M oonlight fades to gold clouds on the horizon, on the carriage Antonia and her children lead the
long line, M aestres de Proenza's coach comes next where Lucia holds her wounded husband, his
face wrapped in bandages. Behind them, a train of women and children on carts and donkeys.
Lucia
(To her husband)
We have reached the ranch at Guatibacoa.
The procession arrives at a clearing. The view between the trees overlooks the bay full of
ships and the burning smoke of le Vega. Ahead, stone gates soon come into view.
Antonia
(Jumps from the carriage and runs ahead)
Open the gate for the M aestres de Proenza.
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Spanish soldier
(Distant)
M ake way for Don Cristóbal!
Don Cristóbal and 2 armored horses gallop to the lead and past, into the gate.
Don Cristóbal
M aestres de Proenza.
De Proenza
This will serve as the new headquarters.
Don Cristóbal
Our horse riders defended us all the way but their numbers
were few against the English and Indians and M aroons.
Lucia
Oh my...
Don Cristóbal
They picked off the stragglers along the way.
De Proenza
We must inform the armada of their strength and positions,
so we can mount a counter attack.
Don Cristóbal
I have sent my ship to inform Viceroy de Toledo in Havana.
(Dismounts)
Prepare for war. We must build our defenses from the
ground up, first.
A carriage procession thunders up the road.
Spanish soldier
(Calls)
M ake way for the governor.
Don Cristóbal meets the lavish carriage as it stops with the horse riders. Governor Ramírez
pushes Salazar out in front.
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Salazar
This is not far away enough. The English will be here in
days.
De Proenza
This is where we will meet them.
Salazar
You're blinded by wounds as well as honor. We've lost Villa
de la Vega, Ligania, and Cay o de Careena.
Don Cristóbal
We can defend the hills of Guatibacoa.
Governor Ramírez
M y own personal guard was destroyed at la Vega by the
English scum. M aestres de Proenza promised we would
have victory. Now he sits there with his face torn off.
Well done!
De Proenza
(Unwraps the fabric)
I can still fight.
Lucia
(Stop him from tearing off his bandages)
No, my husband, stop.
Salazar
You should listen to your wife.
De Proenza
Don Cristóbal can defend Guatibacoa.
I order my men to regroup and fight with him.
Lucia
We must withdraw the women and children further from
the English until the armada arrives.
Salazar
Si. Cuba would have been a good choice.
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Governor Ramírez
We cannot continue the fight alone.
Don Cristóbal
Soldiers to the front. Clear the way.
Soldiers march to the front and Andrés, Francisco and Carlena gallop up on their horses.
Andrés
Don Cristóbal, we must send men back. Our numbers have
decreased along the way. There are stories of raping and
pillaging reaching the front.
Don Cristóbal
You can’t go back. Anyone who goes back will suffer the
same fate. Establish a solid defense, here.

GUATIBACOA - RANCH - TEM PORARY TRIAGE.
Outside De Proenza’s private room, wounded are tended. Lucia by his side, Salazar, advisors,
Andrés as well, keeping guard when Don Cristóbal leads Governor Ramírez inside.
Lucia
The governor is coming.
Don Cristóbal
(To Governor Ramírez)
In Santo Domingo we used hit and run tactics from behind
and where they didn’t expect with help from Indians. To
keep Jamaica we must have allies. We may have to make
peace with the M aroons.
Governor Ramírez
The M aroons are attacking our people, why will they will
help us?
Don Cristóbal
The rebel leader, Juan de Bolas has made peace with de
Serras, king of the Cimarrón people.
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De Proenza
The Cimarrón people may come if Serras wills them to. Of
that I'm sure. They know what the English will do to them.
Salazar
That will only serve to start a war between Serras and Juan
de Bolas, the freedom fighter.
De Proenza
I will speak to de Bolas.
Don Cristóbal
You will never make it.
De Proenza
Rodríguez will see to it. He negotiated the peace between
Cimarrón de Serras and Juan de Bolas.
Governor Ramírez
Help from M aroons? At the cost of our souls! I will have
no part of it.
Don Cristóbal
Our numbers combined with the M aroons will be enough, I
promise you. Peace is in the M aroons best interest. Offer
land of their own, if the English are repelled.
Salazar
(Whispers in the governor’s ear)
Offer yes, deliver, no.
Governor Ramírez
Offer, yes.
(Curls his hand together in plot.)
Like I said, I'll have no part of it. I will govern Jamaica from
Cuba with M aestres de Salazar. Don Cristóbal will rule in
my place as Lt. Governor of Jamaica.
Congratulations, Don Cristóbal.
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Salazar
The governor’s ship, Nuestra Señora de la Concepción y
San Jose waits to take us to Havana, Governor.
Governor Ramírez
(Waves in his carriage)
Very well, then. To Havana.
The carriage rolls up beside the house, Governor Ramírez and Salazar proceed to his velvet seat
and he reaches for the door.
Salazar
You love the cigars anyway.
Governor Ramírez
(To Don Cristóbal)
I'll need ten of your riders for escort.
Don Cristóbal
It will be done.
Governor Ramírez
You will not allow the English to capture the rest of
Jamaica, Don Cristóbal. Or Viceroy de Toledo will have
both our heads.
(Slams the door closed)
M ove out.
The governor's carriage drives off down the road and horse riders follow, guarding it.
Don Cristóbal
(To Andrés)
Rodríguez, you will leave now and deliver our terms to the
M aroons.
Carlena knows she will be going with him, Antonia and Andrés meet each other's look as Don
Cristóbal mounts his horse..
Don Cristóbal (Cont'd)
The English will be defeated but for now, all civilians will
go with Antonia to the Campos plantation in the hills.
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Andrés
I will take Carlena with me to talk with the M aroons.
Alicia
(To Antonia)
Are we not staying here, M ama?
Antonia
We'll go to Papa Alonso's house. Only for a while. He has
many ships. He will not let us down.
De Proenza
(To Lucia)
Go with Antonia. Get these families to safety.
Don Cristóbal
You must go too, M aestres de Proenza. All badly wounded
will go into the mountains.
De Proenza
(Restless)
I still hold the outskirts of the Ligania Plains with men
willing to fight on.
Don Cristóbal
I cannot have a blinded commander. Go with your wife and
Antonia.
(To Antonia)
Get the supplies you need to evacuate the children and wait
for the armada in the Blue M ountains.
(Call out)
M ove out.
Don Cristóbal’s horses ride off as the sun comes up behind them and on the coast of Jamaica.

88.
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CAYO DE CARENA - M ORNING
Captain John White drifts through a pleasant dream involving large breasts and a woman's voice
saying "ooh, la la," when a loud screech and creaking alerts him to the hot sun lighting his
eyelids red. His head pounds as strange voices bounce between his ears. He can’t make out
what they’re saying. He curses the return to consciousness as he realizes he'd dozed off in his
temporary command tent. M orris's voice yelling in the distance helps him relax. He attempts to
return to sleep but the sun on his face and the boats landing near by, bring strange voices.
White peaks out of his command tent, a wooden sign above: Officers Only. Ships are careening
nearby, and several women shout at one another in French.
The shadows of men walk by the tent conversing in French, and another and another. In the
montage of foreign tongue M orris's distinctive shape appears before him.
White
Did we lose a war I don't know about?
M orris
Sir. Langford's ship, Falmouth from Tortuga bringing the
labor force, two hundred indentured servants, courtesy of
Governor T. Watts. M ost are women and children.
White
Oh, Just what I need. Women and children. Sir Langford.
Where is he?
M orris
He's on his way into the bay, looking for the man in charge.
White
He didn't think to check the command post?
M orris
He's reporting to Admiral Goodson.
White
Then, that’s fine with me. “Cheerio.” Very well, get these
people sorted out. See to it, M r. M orris.
M orris curses under his breath then heads off down the beach.
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White (Cont'd)
M orris! Why women and children? Surely T. Watts knows
how to build a settlement by now?
M orris
(Turns back)
You ain't heard? You been asleep a while. A Spanish war
galleon raided Tortuga and gave T. Watts the boot, my
friend. At least we know where one of them's at. T. Watts
has taken refuge in Petit-Goâve with the French governor
and he's not bringing the likes of them. Besides, children are
cheaper and women - have other uses.
White
Lucky us?
(Yawns)
This isn't going to turn into a brothel.
M orris
(Leaves)
No, sir. It won't.
White
Not yet, anyway.
M orris goes off yelling at French women and White gets up for a look outside.
A Rotterdam frigate, Falmouth sits at anchor nearby unloading men, women and children
ashore by boats. A hefty, square shouldered man with a leather vest and carrying a hammer,
Peter Bartaboa walks up the beach toward the tent.
White (Cont'd)
Sorry. I don't speak a word. No Speak Francess.
Bartaboa
Captain White?
White
(Takes a step back)
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Bartaboa
Peter Bartaboa. Ship's carpenter from Gloucester. Colonel
Blake ordered me to report to you.
White
Aye, our new town carpenter. Suit yourself if it's a
demotion or a promotion. The Cagway needs a navy dock.
That’s your first assignment. Timing’s excellent, the labor
force is unloading from Falmouth. We'll supply you with as
many indentured men as you need to get it done quickly.
(Shouts to M orris)
Perhaps M r. M orris can allocate men for you?
M orris
(Far away)
Does he want children?
White
(Rubs his tired eyes)
Never ye mind. M en will be provided. Please make haste,
M r. Bartaboa.
Bartaboa
(Continues on)
Aye, sir.
White
And build us a tavern while you wait, if ye please.
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THE CAGWAY - OLD FORT BEACH - DAY
By the stone ruins on the mound, across the Chocolata Hole from the fish docks and the
command tents, Yvette Viete parts her dirty blond hair to see the beach as she almost falls from
a longboat. The beach across is littered with men. Officers direct, men pull ropes attached to
the great ships of the line as they lay on their sides along the coastline.
Yvette sways her buxom figure as she walks on, feeling many eyes turn to her direction.
Jehenne and Cheri Carpentier stumble off the boat behind. They’re fair with hazel eyes, in
raggedy clothes, following Yvette, swaying with confidence like they have a place to go.
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Yvette
I am finding a place to sleep, first and foremost.
Cheri
I want to go back to Tortuga.
Jeheene
We have no choice. Tortuga belongs to the Spanish now,
anyway.
Yvette feels the whole beach staring and she stops to stretch. She ties her arms behind her
heads and pushes her breasts forward. The other girls stretch out too.
M en stare from all over the beach, one of the big warships slips back and crashed into the sea.
M orris
(Far away)
M ind what you're doing! Bloody fools!
Cheri
It's lively here.
Jeheene
There are a lot of possibilities.
Cheri
To whore?
Yvette
I never said whore.
Cheri
What is it then?
Yvette
We need to find - companions.
Cheri
Oui. Whore.
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Yvette
Jehenne, hit your sister.
Jehenne
(Smacks Cheri in the head)
Don't be stupid!
Yvette
M ost of the men have tents and food rations.
We have nothing.
Cheri
T. Watts said we would be provided for.
Yvette
Jehenne?
Jehenne
(Slaps Cheri)
Yvette
We'll buy a tent.
Cheri
We have no money.
Jehenne
As as soon as we have the money.
Cheri
We need money to buy a tent.
Yvette
Or make our own from sail cloth like the rest of them. A
better idea, you have, yes?
They fend off common sailors on their way up, cursing strings of French swear words.
Up ahead M orris shouts orders at JJ who in turn shouts sporadically at his men. Yvette eyes
up JJ’s good looking and strong posture.
M orris
Lieutenant, come here.
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Yvette
(Pushes up her breasts)
An officer? I know where I'm sleeping.
JJ reports to M orris while Yvette leads Jeheene and Cheri over their way.
JJ’s neck nearly spins as he admires many forms on the beach. His gaze fixes on Yvette. His
eyes bulge and he stops dead, a springboard is heard, followed by stretching fabric.
M orris
I want you to get as many men as you can to assist on
Lion. And, there’s two men missing.
JJ
They sure are.
M orris
Did you hear me?
JJ
Aye, sir. Two lions missing.
Sorry! Right! Two men missing on Lion.
M orris
Under. And indentured.
JJ
Two indentureds under Lion, got it.
M orris
(Notices the women)
The women from Tortuga. As promised. They came on
Falmouth.
JJ
(Stares at Yvette)
They walk like they got a purpose, don’t they?
M orris
They walk like they’re three bob an hour. Get on it, M r.
Jackman and report to me at command.
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JJ
Aye, sir.
M orris marches off checking out some shapes on the beach
Yvette’s eyes meet JJ’s, they flutter up and down her body as he steps toward her.
Yvette
(Quietly to herself)
I like him. He’s the stud of the yard.
JJ seems to give orders and point to people who aren’t there.
Jeheene
Yvette, who’s he talking to?
JJ stops suddenly to greet them, a dumb smile on his face he bows and attempts to say
something in French to be suave but it comes out nonsense.
Yvette
(In French to Jehenne)
It's not his mind I want anyway.
JJ
(To himself )
That’s not what I told you to say!
Cheri
Pardon, sorry? We need directions.
Yvette
Oui, you do.
Cheri
Where is Passage fort?
Yvette gives Jehenne a glance which results in a slap, then pretends to stumble into JJ’s arms.
Yvette
I'm so clumsy.
(Presses against him with her breasts)
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Yvette (Cont'd)
We were on the boat so long, I forgot how to walk. I may
have to ask you for a ride, sir?
JJ
I'd be mighty obliged to give you a ride. We certainly will.
His pants stretched forward like a tent pole, the fabric creaks.
JJ (Cont'd)
Names, JJ. Lieutenant! JJ. I command the marines, here.
Yvette
Pleased to meet you.
M aggot (O.S.)
There they is. I told ya.
Yvette cringes, Captain Colwood, a huge boil on his neck, in a sky blue velvet suit with
feathered hat, puts his pearl handled walking stick between them, a mangy troll 1st officer,
Johan M aggot follows with a whip.
JJ
I’m assisting the young ladies. Aye.
Colwood
These ain't yers. They're T. Watts. They shouldn't even be
here, they're preassigned.
JJ
They’re with child?
Colwood
No dummy! Assigned. Assigned to M r. Keene on the Rio
Cobre side. Sir Langford told this lot to stay on board
Falmouth.
(To M aggot)
Get ‘em on the boat.
The girls start spewing strings of French curse words as M aggot corrals them.
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JJ
We have use for ‘em, here. I'll take ‘em off your hands.
Colwood
Not until Sir Langford gets the rest of his
money you wont. Governor T. Watts
promised payment in full.
Yvette
(To Collwood)
You and Sir Langford can jerk yourselves.
(To M aggot)
And you have ugly hair and crooked teeth.
Cheri
What's wrong with Rat Bay, can we not sleep
there?
Falmouth? I’ll give you Falmouth.

M aggot
(To the French girls)
Back on board y ou lot. You're over there at
Cobre River.
Jeheene
(Waver her arms)
Cobre River? We must sleep with the snakes?
Bloody T. Watts is a lying bastard!

JJ
We’ll pay. Come with me. I’ll speak with
Captain White about payment. The Cagway
is in his charge. Aye, sir . He sure is.
(Points to the command tents)
Over there.

JJ rushes off, talking to himself, toward the tents on higher ground while the slavers continue to
press the girls back to the boat.
Colwood
Follow him? Ballast for brains.

M aggot
(Pushes the women back to the boats)
You heard. Get on the boat and go to the
Cobra River, like I said.

Yvette
(Calls to her new young hero)
Lieutenant JJ?
JJ disappears through the crowd having his own conversation.
Yvette (Cont'd)
M erde.
Colwood
(Waves his stick at them)
Come on. Hurry up. Back on the boat.
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Cheri
I miss Tortuga. God damn, bloody T. Watts.
Yvette and Jehenne slap Cheri, rambling off obscenities in French as Colwood and M aggot
push them back toward the boats.

TURTLE CRAWLS
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M artien grips the back of a woman’s shoulders and feels her greasy, thick chocolate hair
between his fingers. Zoe, 20s, her hazel eyes roll back as she rocks up and down with her legs
shaking in the air shouting blissful obscenities in French.
Zoe grabs him around his neck and holds on as her leg kicks open the bait shed door. Passersby
pay little attention as her legs shake in the air and his head jerks and he moans and grunts.
Zoe
Oui, oui, oui!

M artien
These are no minions I got for you, love, but
64 pound demi-cannons filling your belly.

They shake and jolt for a bit, then hold their sweaty bodies tight together.
M artein
(A few last jerks and grunts)
Hold on. M y 6 pound saker has a few final rounds, yet.
When there’s nothing left, he nearly collapses on top of her. She pulls down her tattered dress
and coves her breasts.
M artien
(Fastens his clothes and belts up)
I like you. Would you sail away with me to my own
private island and never return to civilization?
Zoe
No English, yes.
(Smiles)
I like you too.
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M artien
Look for my ship.
(Takes a pouch of coins from his bag and
points to his ship)
It's the little one.
She shakes her head and smiles at him and he tosses her the bag of coins. She feels the weight of
the money and her eyes go big.
M artien (Cont'd)
(Stops at the door)
What's your name?
Zoe
(Rolls the coin sack in her apron and ties it)
Zoe.
M artien
Davey M artien. Captain of de Avontuur. Until next time,
Zoe.
He walks away, up the hill and across the Cagway toward the command tents when he notices
JJ's going in the same direction with his boner leading his way.
M artien (Cont'd)
What's up, JJ?
JJ
I’m escorting this lot to Captain White.
M artien
(Looks around)
I - see.
JJ
(Checks over his shoulder and spins)
What? Where’d they go? Dummy! Ya lost ‘em!
M artien
Who?
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JJ
Aye, the women. Stupid! There's so many women.
(Talks to his dick)
Where’d they go? I gotta have one. Shh!
M artien
Women?
(Glances around)
I hadn't noticed. You're right. But, a Captain always has
other things on his mind.
(Points at his JJ’s dick)
Careful. You can poke an eye out with that.
JJ
Aye, I told ‘em. But, he won’t listen.

WHITES COM M AND TENT
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They reach the sign in front of the tarp while beyond, Swifture's huge, main mast lowers as she
leans down to the ground.
JJ
If only it were that easy .
M artien
Captain White?
White (O.S.)
Enter.
JJ and M artien go inside the tent, Dr. M acAskill has a glass, White’s in his best white suit. He
turns to talk but notices JJ's erection and recoils.
White (Cont'd)
I take it back. What? Yer out fer a joust match?
M artien
Apparently some women have arrived, they say.
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JJ
Sorry, sir. I ain’t seen the likes in some time and I took
some native ointment.
Dr. M acAskill
I’d like to test it’s medicinal properties.
White
I’ve seen Spanish cod pieces that look less conspicuous.
(Throws JJ a towel)
Go splash cold water on yer face, lad
M orris
(Barges in the tent)
Sorry, no clean water. He’ll have to find some other way to
sort that out. And not around me.
White
What’s the matter with it?
M orris
It’s indecent behavior, lookin’ like the tent pole.
White
The water! What about the water?
M orris
We're out of water. You might say.
White
I did say. How?
M orris
(Shows White a letter)
I received a letter to Cagway command from Admiral
Goodson. We didn't bring enough and the Spanish left dead
bodies and animals in all their wells and waterways. There
ain't a clean drop but what's in the barrels we got from the
ships. Food and water are running out fast. Word has it,
Something happened in Ligania at the cattle corrals. We had
reports of fighting and the animals escaped or dead.
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Dr. M acAskill
M any of them?
M orris
Aye. Admiral Goodson wants men sent over to take charge.
White
He's closer. Damn!
JJ
Damn!
White
We better find some, fast.
M artien
I’ll lead an expedition of my own.
White
Not alone, you won’t.
JJ
I could go too. - To find food. Aye.
White
I’ll decide.
M orris
(Hands a letter to Dr. M acaskill)
And, one for the doctor. Sorry.
Dr. M acAskill
(Reads)
Seems Admiral Penn didn’t take too kindly to me runnin’
off with his Chartreuse. Forty doubloons a bottle who can
blame ‘em. I’ve been transferred to the Falmouth to deal
with a scurvy outbreak. How do ya have a fuckin’ scurvy
outbreak? Eat some fuckin’ fruit for Gods sake. What is
this 1492?
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White
I’ll send a letter to the governor.
Dr. M acAskill
(Shows it to White)
To report to Captain Colwood immediately.
White
Sorry, Doc. I’ll save ya some.
(To M orris)
What was the crunch?
M orris
(Peeks outside the tent)
Uh, Lion had an incident, She's leaning, mast's into the
water. With, two men missing. Two indentured men,
possibly under the hull.
White
We'll have to assume they're under Lion, with the shrimp.
Have some of Langford's men help out on Lion.
M orris
Aye. I sorted out Sir Langford's manifest. All his cargo,
human and not, has been allocated to the ap prop riate areas.
JJ
There's a certain French girl - Yvette! Aye. She’s just
arrived and ordered up the Rio Cobre. I might ask...
M orris
Sorry, kid.
(Pats JJ’s shoulder)
I feel for ya, but those girls are T. Watts. They’re being sent
to the river with the labor force. M r. Keene's charge, over
by the Passage Fort.
M artien
Better luck next time, JJ.
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White
(Fits on his hat)
Admiral Penn's ordered Bear to act as flagship while the
fleet careens. Kapitein M artien and myself are expected to
attend the captain's meeting this evening. M r. M orris, you'll
be in command, here. And, I have a special task for JJ, here,
if he's up to it?
JJ
Task, sir? What is it?
White
It's a job or assignment of work do be done if you need
explaining. Admiral Goodson’s food situation needs looking
into. Take some well armed men, Paine and a few of his
Rogues, to the Ligania plain. Stop them from slaughtering
animals without permission. Good luck.
JJ
(Rushes away)
Aye, sir. Right away. Aye. Arr.
White
And, M orris, Admiral Penn wants someone to investigate
his missing crates of rum and his special Chartreuse. I'd like
you to investigate personally and make a report.
M orris
Right you are sir. Leave it to me.
White
Very well. Good luck with your appointed tasks, JJ.
Doctor.
Dr. M acAskill
(Finishes his drink)
It’s been a pleasure, Captain.
White
As you were, M r. M orris.
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M orris
(Tips his hat)
Aye sir. The Cagway will be safe under my charge.
White
Not even a sip. No drinking, or carrying on of any sort.
M orris
Right, right.
White
At least, not until I return.
M orris
Aye, sir.
M artien and White walk away to Turtle Crawls where Avontuur sits at the water's edge.
M artien
Your chariot awaits, Captain White.
White
Skip the flower pedals.

AVONTUUR - AFTERNOON
M artien jumps onto the bow when Sunny flutters up, landing on the rail. White walks the
plank to the main deck while M artien swings down on a rope and lands beside him.
White (Cont'd)
Why are you so happy?
M artien
(Scratches his itchy crotch)
Just happy to see the day.
White
Well, stop it. The captain’s meeting is no place for
happiness. Take us to Bear.
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M artien
Yaguara, take us over to Bear.
Yaguara
Oarsmen! Oars in the water.
Avontuur's oars enter the water and row them out - around the point, and into the bay.
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BEAR - EVENING
An older, Dutch fluyt sits at anchor off Cayo de Carena as the stars come out. Avontuur
approaches, Kirby waves from up on the poop deck beside his 1st officer.
M artien
I’m glad to see Kirby back in command of his Bear.
White
You just want to avoid having to race Discovery.
M artien
Of course. There’s no way I could win that.
Avontuur stops alongside the bigger ship.
White
(Takes a hanging rope)
After you.
M artien
(To Sunny in Dutch)
There's a food shortage, here, Zonneschijn. You don't want
to be at this table. Back to your post.
Sunny flutters off into the aft cabin, M artien and White grab ropes and swing across to Bear.
M artien (Cont'd)
Permission to come aboard.
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Kirby
(M otions to the stairs)
Aye. Welcome aboard, mates.
M artien and White climb the steep stairs and stroll up the quarterdeck to a long table with
chairs set up under a tarp with roast pig and all the trimmings, many colors of fruit, a shrimp
and snail platter and marzipan tarts for desert. Several of the mission commanders and ship
captains retire from their smoke on the gallery and find seats at the table.
White
No need to worry about the food. Here it is.
Sir Abraham Langford, fat with pox scars in gold with pink stockings with an ostrich feathered
hat, devours samples, pastry crumbs falling from his lips.
Admiral Goodson
Try the chocolata, Sir Langford. It’s simply divine.
1st officer
(To Kirby)
The captain of Tulip is arriving, sir.
Colonel Blake is five minute away.
Kirby
(Knocks on the cabin door)
We're almost ready, Admiral.
There’s no answer so he scans the bay one more time. Nearby, Bear's sister ship, Tulip guards
the larger warships while they lay on the beach. Fires illuminate the coast as a boat brings
Captain Jeff Dare to the companion way.
The cabin doors open, Admiral Penn emerges in his dark suit and sash, still pale and sick. He
staggers to his seat at the aft end and everyone shifts their chairs a foot or two away .
Kirby (Cont'd)
Please have a seat, gentlemen.
They gather around. Sir Langford undoes his coat buttons to sit, Admiral Goodson and Captain
Dakins sit at the head of the table, not too close to Penn.
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Admiral Goodson
Careening is on time. Swiftsure's on land now, Mathias is
already being cleaned. Torrington chased after a Spanish
sloop briefly but she's on her way here now. Lion tumbled
over and killed some indentured men, apparently,
otherwise, Cheerio! It’s going very well.
Colonel Blake and Lynch arrive by longboat and make their way up behind Captain Dare.
Admiral Goodson (Cont'd)
Ah, the army 's here. We’re saved.
Kirby welcomes the newcomers. They climb the stairs in their finest suits and Colonel Blake
goes straight for the buffet.
Lynch
(Takes off his hat)
Admiral Penn, you’re well?
Admiral Penn
(Stares daggers)
Quite.
Kirby
Did the general survive, Captain Lynch?
Lynch
He did. The Acting Governor has retired for the day
however and does not want to be disturbed.
Admiral Penn
(To himself)
Lucky bastard.
Lynch
(Hands a letter over to Penn)
From the governor, sir.
Admiral Penn
(Reads over the document)
The General has my symp athies.
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Admiral Goodson
Have the Spanish surrendered?
Admiral Penn
The Spanish governor has surrendered the island and is
leaving forth-with. The General has ordered all Spanish
away on penalty of death.
Admiral Goodson
(Raises a toast)
Cheerio!
They cheer and raise their drinks.
Lynch
Sorry, it’s Governor Venables.
Admiral Penn
(Stares daggers at Lynch)
Well, his ailments are bringing out his best qualities.
Blake
And he'll keep to it, I'm sure.
Admiral Penn
(Reads on)
The general is concerned about the lack of food.
Sir Langford and some of the larger commanders erupt with laughter.
White
Aye, we're all just about out. M uch of the water has been
spoiled by the Spanish.
Admiral Penn
You’ll need to plant wells out there.
White
The Spanish tried it. Didn’t work. The ground is too soft
and dirty. The Cagway wont supp ort wells. It has to be
shipped across from the island.
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Admiral Penn
The General reports most of the Spanish are evacuating to
Cuba. Or, on their way at least.
Lynch
Resistance in the hills continues however, and we have
depleted our food stocks. Regretfully, much has been lost
due to sabotage and negligence by navy crew.
Admiral Penn
The devils. That's how they got us at Hispaniola. But,
you'll be happy to know our supply ships have been
sighted off the coast. They'll be here in the morrow.
Admiral Goodson
(Raises a toast)
Cheerio!
The men cheer and drink again.
Sir Langford
Aye, good news.
(Reaches for more wine)
I'll drink to that.
White
I should point out we have a ship full of immigrants
arriving in the morrow and another one the day after and
not enough food.
Sir Langford
Surely they brought food with them on the ships. One
would think.
White
One would think. Kapitein M artien has informed me; the
ship from Tortuga had barely enough food to get them here.
The supply ships from Barbados have been missing since
April. We don't even know how much food they 're bringing.
We may be facing a major food crisis.
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Sir Langford
The Ligania Plain has enough cattle to feed an army.
Kirby
We lost much of the livestock in Ligania. I've had reports; it
looks like a massacre over there.
Sir Langford
There’s still wild dogs and turtles.
Admiral Goodson
I assigned Captain White the task of sorting out the
livestock situation. What have you to report, White?
White
I sent Lt. Jackman with an armed detail to investigate but if
Captain Kirby is right, we could have a food crisis.
Admiral Penn
Let's hope the supply ships have live animals.
Sir Langford
I’ll drink to that.
Admiral Goodson
If there is a food shortage it’s due to Captain White’s
negligence.
White
M y fault?
Admiral Goodson
You should have had men guarding the cattle from the start.
White
The Ligania Plain is under your charge. It's a bit of a swim
for us, beggin’ yer pardon, Admiral.
Admiral Goodson
The harbor's under my charge.
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Kirby
Colonel Blake is in charge of the army . Does he not have
militia units for guard detail?
Blake
All my men are needed in Spanish Town.
(Samples the snails)
White's responsible for the rest of the land units. The
Cagway's under no immediate threat.
Besides, I've already sent parties inland and up river to find
food. Someone has to remain to protect the capital.
Kirby
(Double take)
Without the army?
Blake
(Fills his plate with more snails)
Aye. These Chocolata snails are scrumptious. Are y ou sure
they only come from the Cagway? I should like to leave a
snail farm of my own, here. They should be moved across
the harbor.
Kirby
What protection do they have?
Blake
(Examines his plate)
Shells, normally. But, they usually take the shells off before
you eat them otherwise you'll break your teeth.
Kirby
What protection do the men have? The men you sent
inland.
Blake
Guns, obviously.
White, Kirby, and M artien share a look.
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Admiral Goodson
They don't need protection. The general said so himself; the
Spanish are leaving.
White
(Points)
Those hills are crawling with partisans.
Blake
That’s Italian cheese is it not? The stinky one.
White
Hostile Spanish.
Blake
Of course they are.
(Finds a tiny shell and holds it up)
Our men are fully armed.
White
They're probably losing their arms right now.
Admiral Penn
Where are they now? The men, not the snails.
Blake
Both parties are in the hills beyond the Ligania line.
White
Two parties?
Blake
Aye. The first one didn’t report back so I sent another to
locate them. They're bound to turn up. Deserted under the
influence of those native girls, I suspect.
Admiral Goodson
Our intelligence says the surrounding hills are free of
danger.
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Admiral Penn
Is this the same intelligence that said the Spanish left the
island?
Sir Langford
(Refills his plate)
Good, that should solve the food problem.
(To Blake)
You’re right about the snails. We can make a fortune.
Kirby
They could be in danger of ambush.
Admiral Goodson
It's not your concern, Kirby. The colonel knows what he's
doing.
Blake
(Drops a spoon into the platter and
fumbles it out with his fingers)
M ilitary planning is my forte. You see, by sending just a
few men it will give us a clear indication of how much
resistance still remains.
White
They’re pawns.
Sir Langford
Snails. The prawns are over there.

Blake
Ah, then you play, do you? Chess?

White
I'm not sending any of my men inland without protection.
Blake
(Eagerly licks the spoon)
You certainly shall if I see fit, Captain.
Admiral Penn
(Gags)
Ugh. Your men will be busy, White.
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Admiral Penn (Cont'd)
The general has ordered block housing to start immediately
on the Cagway and Passage Fort. Captain M artin and
Captain Kirby will each give up crewmen for construction
duty as T. Watts has delivered us women and children.
Sir Langford
Perfectly suited for the lime deposit and worth every coin.
Admiral Goodson
The Cagway? Out there? Whatever for?
Lynch
Protection. Protection from invasion.
White
(Quietly to M artien)
Protection from our military planning is what we need.
Admiral Penn
We must leave as soon as possible to catch the Spanish
Treasure fleet off Cuba in late July. I’d like to bring
something notable back with us to England besides
chlamydia. Col. Blake be assuming command of Mathias for
the journey home. Captain White will see to construction
on the Cagway.
White
M e? I'm not much of carpenter. I was to return to my ship.
Admiral Goodson
Discipline is not only for the crew. You no longer have a
ship, Captain, you have the Cagway, Cheerio.
Blake
(Tastes something foul)
Mathias? The frigate?
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Admiral Penn
Swiftsure will take much longer to careen and refit where as
Mathias is the smallest of our capital ships, she'll be
careened first for her immediate return for England as my
flagship.
Admiral Goodson
She’s only fourth rate but she’s tough as any of them.
Blake
She’s but only a frigate. She’s not fit for an admiral’s
flagship. Now, Gloucester, on the other hand...
Admiral Penn
Gloucester will not be ready in time. I’ll not wait here any
longer. Mathias will do.
White
Excuse me, Admiral Penn, I was to return to England with
the fleet. It was agreed when I was hired.
Admiral Penn
M en under your command were dunking on duty. And, two
crates of my private stock of Chartreuse is missing.
Bastards! I could have you all hanged. But, a trial will take
time and the evidence, I’m sure, consumed.
(Addresses the table)
General Venables and Colonel Blake, Captain Dakins, and
myself will leave as soon as Mathias is ready. The entire
fleet will be reorganized. Captain Kirby will stay here in
temporary command of Discovery while she's being
repaired. Captain Dare will command Bear and Tulip to
accompany my ship home. Torrington, Gloucester, Lion,
Laurel and the rest of the Jamaica fleet will remain under
Admiral Goodson's command here in Cagway Harbor.
Admiral Goodson gives White and Kirby a satisfied grin.
Sir Langford
(Pours himself more wine)
I'll drink to that.
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Admiral Penn
(Goes to his desk & brings documents back
to the table)
Bear and Tulip will re-supply in England and bring
immigrants back to Jamaica.
I have issued land grants and titles to those who took part
in the invasion. Lord M onck and The Earl of Carlisle, most
notably as well as our investors, M oleworth and M odyford
in Barbados, then our own officers, as you know, Admiral
Goodson's family owns the business that makes our navy
clothing. He shall of course be among the first.
Admiral Goodson
(Satisfied grin )
Aye, sir. Cheerio.
Admiral Penn
There are many changes. Land was promised to all captains
but Jamaica is substantially smaller in size and the full
objective wasn't met. Land ownership will go to the major
investors only. The ship captains who took part shall not,
but, rather allowed to lease land entitlements' This will
serve to strengthen our settlement and provide security for
future investment. There is still much land to be taken
throughout the Caribbean and you shall have the fleet to do
it. Each of you will get a share.
Sir Langford
I'll drink to that.
Admiral Penn gives many of them documents but the lower class ship captains share a
disappointed frown.
Blake
Captain Lynch will assume full command of the militia and
be given land titles in Spanish Town and on the Cagway .
Admiral Penn
(Gives Lynch a scroll)
Aye.
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Admiral Penn (Cont'd)
Thomas Lynch, I promote you to the rank of M ajor with a
recommendation for permanent post with a promotion to
Lt. Colonel and name you commander and chief of the
Jamaica M ilitia.
Lynch
(Accepts with a bow)
Thank you, sir.
Admiral Penn
What progress have we made so far in taking the rest of
Jamaica, M ajor Lynch?
Lynch
M r. Keene is overseeing the labor force and has assumed his
command post at the Passage Fort. He needs more men to
repair the fort and build housing.
Admiral Penn
Captain M artin stills has an abundance of indentured men,
provided by T. Watts. He will give up half to M r. Keene for
construction duty. All indentured servants and Taino
natives should be divided into labor camps. Some on the
mainland, some on the Cagway to work the lime production
to the new fort. There's ample lime deposits in the Spanish
quarry. Just where is the quarry?
Lynch
Behind the point at Rio Cobre. Governor Venables has
already ordered regular shipments across to the Cagway.
Admiral Penn
(Goes back to the doors for fresh air)
Construction on the Cagway is to begin immediately. Land
titles to be issued accordingly by order of rank and
seniority of course. Organize hunting parties, raid
plantations. Food and water supply is paramount. Begin
slaughtering what animals are left. A few to start. Let's not
over do it.
Draft a declaration, M ajor Lynch and take it to Governor
Venables.
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Admiral Penn (Cont'd)
Upon our departure, until the government of Lord D'Oyley
arrives, Admiral Goodson is to be appointed as Acting
Governor of Jamaica.
Admiral Goodson gives White another satisfied grin.
Admiral Penn (Cont'd)
(Goes outside and leans on the rail)
The colony is at half rations until food stocks are secured.
Remain on twenty-four-hour alert, lookouts at every post.
The Spanish Armada is out there and they're coming this
way. The Cagway must be a self-sufficient fortress when
the rep lacement government arrives. This island will be
secured, and food stocks replenished.
This is the place, gentlemen.
(Stands at the gallery doors)
This shall be the English capital in the Caribbean, right here.
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BLUE M OUNTAIN FOOTHILLS - NIGHT
Under a bright moon Andrés and Carlena ride horses past a line of torches twisting up the
windy road. Scores of Spanish men, women, children and slaves walk the path from the Ligania
Plain heading up the bushy hills.
Carlena glances back toward Cayo de Carena and the flickering lights of the ships around it.
Smoke billowing from the long sandy peninsula.
Andrés
It’s more ships than I have ever imagined. This is why we
must go into the hills, Carlena.
Carlena
Juan de Bolas promised death if you ever return to the hills.
Andrés
De Bolas must sp eak with Serras.
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Carlena
He may wage war against de Serras and the Spanish. The
agreement is broken.
Andrés
Do you argue? I shall make a new agreement.
I must save my family and my home. I have seen what the
English will do to us. Juan de Bolas must help us or the
M aroons too will be hunted again.
Not another word from you.
They continue up the road, through a tunnel of trees toward a barrier fence of timber and brush.
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CAM POS PLANTATION - NIGHT
Antonia reaches the gate, slaves inside open the doors and people begin to file inside. Andrés
and Carlena gallop to the front an inside the gate.
Antonia
Get the children inside.
Andrés
Set up a defensive perimeter around the main house.
People light torches and man the walls. M en with muskets join them.
Antonia
(Points the way)
Women and children go up to the house and take shelter.
The children are comforted by the women and guided to the main house. Lucia doesn’t get out
of de Proenza’s carriage but sits there.
Andrés
Lady Proenza, I’ll help you get your husband inside.
He approaches the carriage, realizing she’s holding her husbands dead body.
Andrés (Cont'd)
I’m sorry, my lady.
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Townspeople gather around the carriage to mourn the fallen leader.
Lucia
M y husband trusted you. Now I must trust you. This is
not the first time the English have attacked. We defeated
them in 43.
Antonia
Yes, but, their numbers were far fewer then.
Lucia
Even so, they didn't go quietly. Their pirates raided the
surrounding areas and took hostage and cattle.
(To everyone)
But we fought them and refused to give in. Until one night
they slaughtered the animals for supplies and sailed away
in their ships, leaving Jamaica for over a decade. We need
the rebels in the hills now to drive the English away.
Andrés
I took Carlena with me into the mountains. She speaks the
language of the tribal leaders. We negotiated a treaty with
the M aroons and for the last few years there had seen a
truce on both sides since.
Woman
They’re nothing but savages.
Andrés
We have a treaty with Serras, King of the Cimarrón and the
renegade, Juan de Bolas.
Woman
The so-called freedom fighter who organized runaway
slaves in the hills, to attack our people and fight against
slavery. A criminal and a traitor.
Andrés
Serras and de Bolas have kept the peace now, for two
years. We need their help at this time to fight the English.
Only until the Armada comes.
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Lucia
Then go. Prepare a parley with de Bolas and Serras of the
Cimarrón as Don Cristóbal instructed. You have my
blessing as it was my husband’s dying wish.
Andrés
(To Antonia)
You will have a funeral for M aestres de Proenza and take
care of the lady. I must leave now.
(To Carlena)
Bring as much water as you can carry.
Carlena and Andrés pack their horses while slaves gather supplies for them.
Alicia
Where is Papa going with Carlena?
Andrés
I’ll be back, my child. I must go now. Right up there in
those mountains is where I'll find men to help us.
Andrés kisses his wife, then he and Carlena get back on their horses.
Antonia
Promise you’ll come back to me.
Andrés
I promise. Nothing will stop me from coming back to you.
Close the gate when everyone is inside. Take no chances.
Alicia
Papa, don’t go. Don’t leave us.
Andrés and Carlena mount up and ride out the gate and down past the line of refugees.
Antonia
They'll be back.
(Holds her children close)
We’ll stay here where we have food and water, for now.
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LIGANIA PLAIN - NIGHT
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A two horse wagon with headlamps showing the way up the dirt road, Thomas Paine drives, JJ
aims the lights and describes the images ahead, muttering. Gilbert and four rogues ride with
guns ready. They can make out fields, covered with dead animals, passing by in the dark.
Gilbert
What happened?
JJ narrates views of horror as he moves the light across the plain. Dead animals lie in puddles
of blood in all directions, birds circle above and the stench grows stronger.
JJ
(Points ahead)
Over there. Aye, over there! Arr!
Paine glances at him from the corner of his ey e as they pull over and stop.
In the lights, a group of English crewmen beat a Spanish man to a pulp.
English crewman
Who goes there?
Paine
Paine.
JJ
Pain! Lot’s of pain!
Gilbert
We were sent by Captain White to ascertain damage, here.
English crrewman
Spanish settlers attacked. They tried to re-claim the
animals. Locals informed us of a fight. The Spanish were
beaten back to the hills but the animals escaped. Soldiers
gave chase. They went berserk and got killed.
Gilbert
You mean all the animals are dead?
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English crrewman
M ost all, aye.
Gilbert
Our worst fears have been realized.
JJ
The women are leaving again? No!
Paine
It’ll be light soon. The light of day will make the rot worse.
English crrewman
It’s worse down the road. Wild dogs are in a frenzy over
the scraps. The cattle, pigs, all dead. We were told by local
Indian farmers how English crewmen howled and cheered as
they hacked cattle to death with cutlasses.
A crewman on the side of the road carves of a cow's leg.
JJ
What’s he doing there?
Crewman
Ooh, eeh! I'm havin' steak tonight!
JJ
(Jumps off the carriage)
Stop! You there! Yer under arrest.
Paine and his men dismount but JJ’s already chasing after crewmen. JJ tackles him.
JJ (Cont'd)
Pain? I’ll give ya pain.
Another crewman joins in, JJ loses his grip on the man who gets his cutlass ready to swing.
JJ (Cont'd)
Paine! Paine! Paine!
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Paine comes to his defense and deflects the blade with his blunderbuss but JJ takes a dirty
blade across his hand.
The crewmen scurries up and run away. JJ goes berserk and chases after him, shooting his guns
and kills the other one.
JJ (Cont'd)
See what he made me do? Bastards!
Paine
Gilbert, go after them.
Gilbert and the rogues chased after them into the darkness while JJ screams obscenities and
hops up and down.
Paine (Cont'd)
Stop for a minute and let me tend the wound.
JJ
(Grips his bleeding hand)
He got me good. Bastard!
(Calls to Gilbert)
Shoot the bastards! Bastards!
Paine p ours water from his canteen and wraps it in bandage, settlers and slaves gather around.
JJ (Cont'd)
Pa-in!
Paine
Did any animals survive?
Settler
Not likely, M ate.
Paine
I’m not your mate, now where are the rest of the animals?
Settler
After the Spanish were gone, some of our boys started
shooting animals for sport.
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Settler (Cont'd)
They opened the gates to make a game of it.
The animals began to panic and flee, some ran out onto the
roads and fields, others soon followed.
They chased the animals around, causing more panic. They
ran wild. Some, a handful, maybe, fled for the hills.
They chased them with axes and swords. They shot guns
from wagons. Then shots came from the trees. The Spanish
fired on us and the animals. One man was shot dead and the
rest of them turned and ran away.
JJ
The Spanish are still out there! Arr. Told ya!
Crewman
Spanish settlers. They retreated into the thick brush after.
JJ
What the hell do we do about the mess? We better tell
Captain White. Aye, tell Captain White.
Paine
(To Gilbert)
Assign men to butcher the remains. Try to save as much of
the meat as you can. M e and Frenchie can take care of it.
JJ
Aye. What you said. I’m telling Captain White.
JJ's hand is wrapped tight. He and Paine return to the carriage as Gilbert and the men return
with a prisoner.
JJ (Cont'd)
Bring him. He can explain what happened.
Let’s get back to the Cagway. Bastard!
JJ, Paine and the men return to the wagon with the prisoner.
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LIGANIA DOCKS - DAWN
Paine drives the wagon, JJ yells obscenities at the prisoners when they reach the harbor. An
odor even more foul than the plains wafts into the bay.
JJ
Who did that? It's the Kracken in mating season!
Paine
It's rotten food is what that is.
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THE CAGWAY - M ORNING
Two English merchantmen sail in from the Caribbean Sea while Bartaboa and workers step out
of construction sites to see the approaching ships.
Bartaboa
The supply ships have arrived.
Behind, a longboat arrives with Paine, JJ, Gilbert, and two prisoners.

TURTLE CRAWLS
The supp ly ship, Recovery, enters the bay being towed by longboats to the new wood
platform where M orris stands waiting.
M orris
Christ to God, what's that smell?
Dock worker 2
It's the black death it is!
Recovery docks at the platform and moorings are attached.
Longboats bring the first people off while the gangway is attached at the main deck. The
rowboat comes to a stop, Paine and JJ take their prisoners ashore.
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The ships hold is opened, the men on the capstan recoil from the terrible smell. At the forward
hold, the ship unloads, crates are lifted over to the dock. Everyone covers their faces as black
ooze spilled out from the crates.
Paine
(Reports to M orris)
The cattle’s all dead. We got one of the men responsible for
questioning.
JJ
We sure did. Caught the bastard!
M orris
Not without incident.
JJ
(Caresses his hand)
The bloody bastards got me good. Look at that! Bastards!
M orris
Have it attended to after you lock up the prisoner. Take
charge here until I return. I better inform Captain White.
The foods no bloody good.
As M orris marches away, passengers begin to come down the gangway.
Passenger
Thank God, we’re off the ship!
JJ
(To Paine)
Lock up the prisoner. LOCK ‘EM UP!
Paine
(Takes the prisoner away)
Aye, aye.
Captain X. Hughes, thin frame with greying hair and a vacant smirk under commodores hat,
leads his officers to the main deck and down the gangway to the platform.
Captain X. Hughes
I say, who is in command here?
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JJ
Uh, the governor?
Captain X. Hughes
Then where is the governor, you buffoon?
JJ
Last I herd it was the general. If he's still alive.
(Indicates across the bay)
In the Spanish Town up the Cobra River.
(Indicates the command tents)
Captain White's in charge here. Up the road.
Captain X. Hughes
Well, take me to General Venables, immediately. I’m
Captain X. Hughes, I’m very important.
JJ
(To a crewman)
Take him to Spanish Town. La Vega. Spanish Town. He’s
very important!
Captain X. Hughes boards the longboat and it rows away. JJ nurses his hand as he follows after
M orris, toward the tents.

CAPTAIN WHITE’S COM M AND TENT
Captain White pours a glass of Chartreuse and holds it under his nose when M orris enters.
White
What's the smell, M orris? Is Sir Langford finished digesting
his snails?
M orris
The foods no bloody good. They're unloading on the docks.
It’s rancid. All of it.
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White
(Smiles blankly)
You Italians aren't known for your humor. Best leave that
to us, brits.
M orris
I jest not. The supply ship brought nothing fit to eat. And,
that’s not all. JJ’s returned. The livestock are all dead,
slaughtered. They’re out there rotting right now. He caught
one of the men responsible.
White
M ake him into stew or we're on the spit by sundown,
unless we come up with something. Captain X. Hughes is
here isn't he?
JJ
(At the tent opening nursing his hand)
Captain X. Hughes is on his way to Villa - Villa - Spanish
Town!
White
I gotta to go to him? Captain X. Hughes had a rough
voyage, did he?
M orris
M aybe he ate the food?
White
JJ, can I get a ride to Villa la - la...
M orris
Spanish Town.
White
Thank you.
M orris
You’re welcome.
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JJ
You’re welcome. Captain X. Hughes took my boat.
White
Jesus Christ walks the plank! Can someone take me to the
God-damn Spanish Town?
M orris
(Shouts)
Ready a longboat for the captain, JJ.
JJ
(Runs off)
Aye. Right away, sir. Aye, right away.
White
(To M orris)
I'll ask you to teach me that sometime.
M orris
Only comes natural, sir. That's what I'm here for.
White gets his hat. He and M orris leave and march down to the fish docks.

TURTLE CRAWLS
White and M orris walk to the docks where droves of settlers come down the gangway from
Recovery. Nearby JJ assigns crewmen to a longboat.
M orris (Cont'd)
Immigrants from Barbados.
White
Aye, Dr. Beazley’s party.
M orris
M ore bloody mouths to feed. They almost sailed into
Santo Domingo.
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Down the gangway from the ship, Dr. George Beazley, 60s, grey sideburns, in official justacort,
M rs. Abigail, "Abbey" Beazley, 30s, sandy brown in a blue spotted dress, followed by Dr.
Sander Strangewayes, 30, tall, awkward, and a young, stocky brown-skinned boy, M iles
Gladstone, carrying the bags behind.
Dr. Beazley
Captain White. Dr. Beazley, we met in Barbados.
White
Ah, Dr. Beazley? I remember you. Good to see you.
I hope you’re not too hungry.
Dr. Beazley
M y wife, Abigail, and my assistant, Sander Strangewayes.
Dr. Strangewayes
We’ve also met.
White
Aye. You were called into service on Paragon to a battle
off Tobago with me. Your surgical technique and skill were
inspiring.
Dr. Strangewayes
However, not a seaman, at all.
White
Aye. I remember that too.
Dr. Strangewayes
(Pats his head)
I was rather hoping it was cooler than Barbados.
White
Cooler is about four weeks sail north, Doctor.
(To Dr. Beazley)
You may take your post Chief Surgeon. Welcome to
Jamaica. There's temporary housing, straight ahead.
Dr. Beazley
How are the food stores, here?
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White
You’re smelling it.
Dr. Beazley
That’s what I was afraid of. I’ll need to speak with the
governor right way.
White
Will you?
Dr. Beazley
Yes, I’ve been given the task of Surveyor General as well as
Chief Surgeon. I’m an expert on building settlements.
You’re going about this all wrong. M uch of this work will
have to start over.
White
By all means, it’s yours. Bye.
Dr. Beazley’s in charge, M r. M orris.
M orris
By all means.
White
As it is, I’ve got to go meet the governor myself, along with
your Captain X. Hughes. You can tell Governor Venables,
you’re in charge now.
Dr. Beazley
(To Abbey)
Go on up and get situated. Find something suitable.
Abbey leads the groups away into the construction zone.
Dr. Strangewayes
(To Gladstone)
See, I told you we'd reach Jamaica in one piece.
Gladstone
(Struggles to keep up the heavy bags)
I feel so much better.
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M orris
(To White)
You fired Dr. Strangewayes from Paragon, did you not?
White
Aye. He tended to calm his nerves excessively with native
concoctions. He’s a well meaning chap but at times, he
could be unreliable and unpredictable.
White moves on to lead Dr. Beazley to the longboat as more settlers arrived to welcoming
relatives, and cheering crowds.
A mother and daughter eagerly look for someone while they take their turn down the gangway
in worn, conservative dresses: Annabelle Bartaboa, "Belle" 30, porcelain white skin in a sun
hat, with Esmeralda "Easy" Bartaboa, 14, with rosy cheeks.
Belle
Don’t run ahead.
Eazy reaches the shore. She kneels, and kisses the ground.
Belle (Cont'd)
Esmeralda, don't get your dress dirty!
Easy
I never thought I'd touch land again.
Belle
(Taps her foot)
Come on, Esmeralda, get a move on.
Easy
Aye, M other.
Papa!
Dr. Beazley
The family of M aster Carpenter Bartaboa.
No doubt the young lady will soon be learning a trade.
Everyone's going to work in this town.
Bartaboa runs down the lime dusty road. Easy rushes to his arms and they embrace and kiss.
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Dr. Beazley (Cont'd)
Yes, Inform M r. Bartaboa to stop what he’s doing and
dismantle the foundations around the point.
JJ
Ready to shove off, Captain White.
White
(Climbs in the boat)
You said it, JJ.
(To Dr. Beazley)
We’ll take it up with the governor, Doctor. And, I’d like to
have a word with Captain X. Hughes.
Dr. Beazley
(Gets aboard)
You’d have the same results having a word with a dolphin,
Captain. The abundance of negligence was intolerable of
both captain and crew on our endless voyage. I fear
William’s state is much the same as Recovery’s.
White
You’re in command, here, M orris. Have M r. Bartaboa halt
construction. Or, better yet, give them all the day off to
conserve their appetites. And, interrogate the prisoner. I’ll
expect a full report when I get back.
M orris
Aye, sir.
White
Stay on alert and out of my tent.
M orris
Aye, sir.
Crewmen start rowing, the boat drifts away from the dock, JJ still nurses his wounded hand.
White
Take us to Spanish Town, JJ.
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JJ
(Yells at the crewmen)
Spanish Town!
White
(To JJ)
What happened to you?
JJ
I took one for the team in Ligania. Bastard!
I got one. I got ‘em!
White
Hmm. You should get that attended to.
JJ
Aye sir. Aye, I will.
White
Soon We don’t want it getting infected. Where will we find
a medical practitioner at this time, I wonder?
They both look to Dr. Beazley who pretends not to hear at first.
Dr. Beazley
Never a moments peace. Let’s have a look. Give me your
hand.
JJ
Which one?
Dr. Beazley scoffs. He reluctantly gives in and tends the wound as they row to Rio Cobre.
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THE CAGWAY - AFTERNOON
Recovery unloads by the point while William is brought around the inner harbor. Cormac's
watery blue eyes meet those of his wife on deck. His men eagerly wait their wives and children.
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Lucretia O'M alley, 20, fiery red with green eyes, watches the rickety docks on the rocky,
sandy shore get closer, Saoirse-Atia Caomhánach, 20s, black hair with green eyes, and SorchaLivia Caomhánach, small and skinny.
Samhain
I don’t believe me ey es. There they are.
Lucretia
For three miserable months we’ve been cramped in the gun
deck without proper food and water.
Cormac
I’ll speak with the travel agent.
Lieutenant Bud Flowers, skinny and lanky, commands the landing from the poop deck while
crowds cheer. Cormac and Samhain wave and holler with what remained of Cormac's men.
Some of the wives show signs of panic when they don’t see their men.
Samhain
Come here, me beauty.
Big Iian pushes through the crowd to the relief of his brown-haired beauty Alannah
Caomhánach, 25, rounder curves, and her small boy, Little Iian.
Alannah
There’s yer da, Little Iian.
The ship docks, the men rejoice as their wives and children leap off boats and run to their arms.
Big Iain
So this is Little Iian? Aye, and a handsome lad.
Excuse me a moment, Little Iian.
(Tears open Alannah's top and massages
her breasts)
We’ll just be a moment. Oh, ya taste like Heaven.
Alannah
Heaven's a little lower, mate.
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Big Iain
I’ll get reacquainted with these on my way down. Little
Iian may need a little brother, I think.
Cormac
(Smells Lucretia's hair)
I was beginnin' to think they shipped ya back off to bloody
Ireland.
Lucretia
I was beginnin' to think they'd bloody hanged ya.
Samhain
(Kisses Saoirse all over)
How are the boys?
Saoirse
Assigned to cabin duty on one of the warships, I think. I've
been told they're well.
Flowers comes down the gangway with M r. Pitts, stocky with deep pox scars.
Pitts
M ove it, yer ladyships.
Saoirse
(Rubs Samhain’s balls)
Oh, bugger off, I ain't seen either of 'em.
Flowers
Perhaps they need another lesson, M r. Pitts.
Pitts
(Readies his whip)
Perhaps they do, M r. Flowers.
Cormac
She meant no offense, Sirs. Now, just what were you
expecting to do with that?
Alannah
Aye, she meant, sod off. M r. Flowers.
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Cormac
Flowers?
Lucretia
He sure don't smell like flowers, I can tell ya.
Cormac
Oh, yeah? Am I to understand, M r. Flowers that my wife
and her companions didn’t have a pleasant voyage?
Flowers
I’m inclined to have ‘em all executed and made example of.
Would you like to join them?
Flowers and Pitts ready their whips. Samhain and Big Iian move in, ready for a fight.
M orris
(Booming loud)
Right, you lot! O'M alley put a lid on yer fire! They're
under my charge, mister!
Flowers
M r. Flowers to you, mister.
M orris
M r. Flowers?
Cormac
Aye, M r. Flowers.
Flowers
Aye, M r. Flowers! Shall I say it again?
M orris
Not to me. I’m acting Captain of The Cagway, M orris.
You’ve delivered your cargo. Return your ship. All of the
rotten food needs to be disposed of. Captain X. Hughes is
away, the cleanup is under your charge. You brought it, you
bloody clean it up. Right away. You’re stinking up the
Cagway, M r. Flowers.
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While Flowers and Pitts grumble away to their ships, Cormac leads his men and their families
away, into the settlement.
Lucretia
(Quietly to Cormac)
I’m gonna do away with M r. Flowers and M r. Pitts.
Cormac
I’ll dig the graves for ya. We have a lovely spot picked out
for ya, ladies.
M orris
Not so fast, O’M alley. The women can assemble in the
base-camp where duties will be assigned.
Saoirse
(Lifts her dress and shows a butt cheek)
Duties? I got duties for ya.
M orris
I bite yer ass off if I see it again. Assemble your men,
O'M alley. Ye can catch up on yer matrimonial urgencies
when we're done.
Cormac
Aye, sir. M r. M orris, sir.
M orris goes off yelling at dockworkers and crewmen while The Pikey’s reacquaint.
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VILLA DE LA VEGA - GOVERNOR’S M ANSION - BED CHAM BERS
General Venables is buried in blankets and pillows on his bead when a knock comes at the door.
General Venables
(Reaches for his sword)
God have mercy on your soul. What?
Lynch enters the room with slaves carrying fresh linens.
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General Venables (Cont'd)
No, “time to get up, General?”
Lynch
(To the slaves)
Prepare the governor’s clothes.
(To General Venables)
Captain X. Hughes has arrived with Recovery and is on his
way to Spanish Town.
General Venables
Spanish Town? Where’s that?
Lynch
This is Spanish Town. Remember we changed the name
because Colonel Blake kept getting lost trying to find, Villa
de la Vega.
General Venables
I said I wanted it called Venablesville.
Lynch
Admiral Penn couldn’t pronounce Venablesville. Besides,
The Earl of Carlisle and Lord M onck have first choice.
When the new fort on the Cagway is finished it’s to be
renamed, Fort Cromwell.
General Venables
Then what’s Spanish Town to be named, M onckville?
Lynch
We’re keeping it Spanish Town for now. Captain White is
apparently on his way here as well. Seems the food crisis
we’ve dreaded is actually upon us.
General Venables
You are telling me to get up!
(Throws his bed pan on the floor)
Curse you! Bloody bastards!
Lynch does a panic dance away from the p an, holding his breath.
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General Venables (Cont'd)
It's empty, you fool!
Lynch
(Catches his breath)
Sorry, sir. The food shipments are bad. One hundred
percent loss.
General Venables
(Tosses the covers and gets up)
Dog bollocks! Bloody enthusiast meddling. Fetch me my
robes and have the bath filled. The Cagway is the gateway
to hell!
Lynch
We sent men to the outskirts, raiding local plantations.
Some met with resistance. Some didn't come back at all. No
parties came back with any food.
General Venables
Send more raiding p arties. What about the livestock around
the town and the Ligania plain?
Lynch
All lost, due to Spanish attacks and negligence.
General Venalbles
Of course it is. This is a navy operation after all.
Lynch
(Peeks out the window)
Captain X. Hughes is here.
General Venalbles
(Goes into the privy)
He can bloody wait. God-damn bloody navy!
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GOVERNOR’S M ANSION - M AIN HALL
Captain X. Hughes waits, tapping his feet impatiently when another carriage arrives outside.
Captain White and Dr. Beazley get out and come inside the main doors.
White
Hey, I know that tune. Wait! It'll come to me.
Captain X. Hughes
I've been waiting an hour.
(Dangles his pocket watch)
Fortunately for you, the governor hasn't come down yet.
White
(Wiggles his finger in his ear)
M y ears are still ringin'. Didn't catch a word.
Dr. Beazley
Just as well you’re here, Captain X. Hughes. You’ll have to
answer for our delayed arrival.
Captain X. Hughes
I’ll not take all the blame for that Dr. Beazley.
Dr. Beazley
You never do, Captain X. Hughes.
Lynch comes in the door, leaving it open for General Venables, all the guards clear away.
Captain X. Hughes
(Bows with his hat under his arm)
General Venables, how good to see you're well.
General Venables
Your eyes deceive you, Captain X. Hughes, I'll deal with
you presently.
Captain White, what is the food situation?
White
Perhaps so, but Dr. Beazley’s in charge now.
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General Venables
Dr. Beazley, is the settlement starving?
Dr. Beazley
Not yet, but very soon. If Captain White is correct, a
fortnight, maybe.
General Venables
(Snarls)
Is Captain White correct?
White
I average about eight-five percent.
Dr. Beazley
I took the liberty of sending for Chief Engineer Bill Chitty
to come to Jamaica. He’s done very well in London and is
currently in Barbados, designing the new fort and prison,
there. I could use his help designing the citadel fort on the
Cagway. Those Spanish will think twice before attacking a
Chitty fort, I tell you.
General Venables
M ake sure it has lots of bumps. The Island is in your
hands, gentlemen, I shall be leaving the island in a fortnight,
thank God. Admiral Penn and I have completed our
mandate and shall depart for England immediately. Good
riddance, Jamaica. I'm going home. But, I’ll not leave the
colony to starve before the new government of Lord
D’Oyley arrives. He can do that. We’ll need to start
slaughtering the animals in Ligania as a temporary measure.
Dr. Beazley
Seems we may not have any livestock.
White
Lieutenant Jackman reports our livestock is all dead.
Colonel Blake’s raiding parties have disappeared beyond
the Ligania Plane. Blood trails lead into the hills.
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General Venables
Curse those heathens and Spanish devils for their dirty war
tactics. I'd dare them to give me a lance and face me man to
man. If I was staying. But, I’m not.
Dr. Beazley
I understand colonel Blake’s raiding parties inland have had
little or no results. However, I see no alternative but to
send more but not as to leave the settlement without
protection and not without proper backup.
What men do we have available?
White
Just more pawns.
Dr. Beazley
What White?
White
A more substantial deployment is necessary. Request
permission send Kapitein M artien with a large, well armed
raiding party on land and sea with Adventure.
General Venables
The Dutch fishing boat. Aye, the sooner the better. Take
what you can but English law will be obeyed. Now, what
happened to our supply shipment? God damn bloody
navy. What's your excuse, X. Hughes?
Captain X. Hughes
Dr. Beazley is in error. Strong winds pushed us southeast
and off course.
White
All the way to Barbados? That's where they found you.
And since when does the wind blow east for three months
around here?
Captain X. Hughes
A Spanish fast galleon was then spotted off our port
quarter forcing our immediate turn around.
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General Venables
You had two ships. You should have stayed the course and
prayed for favorable winds.
Captain X. Hughes
They’re called fast galleons for a reason. I didn’t think
praying would help, at the time.
General Venables
Of course it helps. Why do you think we pray all the time,
for the hell of it? Are you saying all the food was lost? Such
negligence!
Captain X. Hughes
Negligence, no, bad luck.
Dr. Beazley
Negligence. Gross negligence.

General Venables
You call losing all the colony’s food, bad
luck?

Captain X. Hughes
Well, how do you think I feel? I feel jus awful, I assure you.
I tried to save some of it myself. It was a difficult situation,
I can tell you. I did my best. Some food was saved.
Lynch
Well, where the Hell is it?
Captain X. Hughes
Barbados.
Lynch
Barbados?
Dr. Beazley
Captain X. Hughes insisted we unload it in Barbados.
Captain X. Hughes
I didn’t want to. Colonel Edward M organ had to re-asses
the situation and there was considerable cost.
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General Venables
God-damn bloody enthusiast privateers.
Captain X. Hughes
Aye. Blame those God damn bloody enthusiasts. Damn the
lot of them.
Dr. Beazley
The relief ships brought only uneatable bread and rotten
food. The M organ's took back the rest.
General Venables
God Damn bloody enthusiast privateers.

Lynch
God Damn bloody privateers.

Captain X. Hughes
Aye, God damn bloody privateers.
Dr. Beazley
Since the Cagway fort is vital I request more working men,
hospital staff, and guards. And I need more doctors.
General Venables
You’ll have all the men you need. Each ship is to give up
men accordingly. Land grants issued, and block housing.
White
I’d like Dr. M acAskill back, if ye please, General.
Dr. Beazley
The Cagway only has two doctors, myself and
Strangewayes I need at least one more.
Lynch
I’ll take it up with Captain Dakins.
White
Food is still the pressing issue. I understand, there is some
onboard Bear and Tulip which can be dispersed.
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General Venables
Impossible. The supplies will be needed for the trip home.
Admiral Penn has re-organized the Jamaica fleet and issued
new orders. Recovery and William will serve Jamaica until
released from services from Admiral Goodson.
Draft a letter to the mission commanders. The Spanish lost
this island due to carelessness. We shall not lose it to
carelessness, disease, lack of food or lodging. Have Fort
Cromwell construction on the Cagway given top priority
and bring in Engineer Chitty. If we are to avoid disaster, we
must fortify the Cagway first and foremost.
And make sure Fort Cromwell has lost of bump s - it should
be only fitting.

FALMOUTH - DAY
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In the captains’s cabin, a foul odor hangs in the air, Colwood winces and clenches his fists as
Dr. M acAskill lances a huge boil on his neck. Yellow puss oozes out and he wipes it away.
Then pours a packet of powder on the volcano causing it to fizz.
Colwood
I'm not sure if I should laugh or cry.
Dr. M acAskill
Be thankful you didn't have to look at it.
Crewmen drag in a hung over, Wilgress, broad shouldered and red faced, his suit in disarray.
Colwood
Wilgress. You were drunk and disorderly on duty.
Wilgress
Sorry sir, I have no excuse.
Colwood
You should be flogged to death for such an offence.
Take him below and put him in irons.
The men haul Wilgress away.
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Colwood (Cont'd)
And clean him up, he smells absolutely foul.
Dr. M acAskill
Beggin’ y er pardon, sir, but most of the men here have been
three sheets to the wind since we got here.
Colwood
I’ll make an example of him then.
Dr. M acAskill
(Covers the boil with a bandage)
There. Keep that on for a fortnight or you’ll end up looking
like Cromwell.
Colwood
(Nose in the air)
What is the smell?
Dr. M acAskill
We'll if it's you, you're in a lot more trouble than I thought.
Colwood
(Gets up and goes to the gallery doors)
Whatever it is, it's blowing this way - from The Cagway.
Colwood gathers his coat and hat, M acAskill cleans up his tools and puts them in his bag.
Then they proceed out of the cabin.
Dr. M acAskill
(Waves his hand in front of his nose)
Jesus Christ, the Kraken died of dysentery on the docks,
did it?
They make their way out on deck, passing twisted faces to the main deck where a tall officer
arrives on a longboat: Lt. Arthur Valentine, skeletal, grinning with big teeth comes aboard.
Valentine
That's the colony's food you smell. It’s all over the Cagway
dock. M akes one appreciate life on board ship.
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Colwood
Are you St. Patrick from Torrington?
Valentine
Valentine, sir. Arthur Valentine, at yer service.
Colwood
(Hands him a scroll)
Aye. That you are, Valentine, you’ve been transferred to
Falmouth to replace M r. Wilgress as bosun.
Valentine
I am?
Colwood
On Admiral Penn’s order.
Valentine
He did?
Colwood
The food is spoiled, and the triage can't keep up with the
lot of sick and injured. Each remaining ship will have to give
up men to assist in building defences and infrastructure.
Get your gear, doctor. You're to report ashore with
Valentine to assist Dr. Beazley.
Dr. M acaskill
D-do we not have wounded on board that need tending?
Colwood
Who?
Dr. M acaskill
(Points to Valentine)
What about him? He’s emaciated - look at him. Sick as a
dog he is.
Valentine
Nothin' a pair of tweezers and sulfur powder can't fix, sir.
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Colwood
M ake haste, Doctor. M r. Valentine, you will go with him.
Lucky you. I’m transferring you to the Cagway, on loan to
Dr. Beazley.
Valentines
(Eyes bulge)
M e? But, I'm... uh?
Colwood
Go ashore with the young doctor and assist Dr. Beazley in
building a triage to maintain the health and security of the
colony. If that doesn't suit you then you can dig in the
trench on Lime Street.
Dr. M acAskill
Can I bring some food? A few tangerines, maybe?
Colwood
(Goes up to the poop deck)
Give the doctor a hand with his things, Valentine.
God Speed, gentlemen.
Valentine
(Swallows)
Aye, aye, sir.
Dr. M acAskill and Valentine walk to the bow hatchway with their heads low.
Dr. M acAskill
Thanks, M r. Valentine for backing me up.
Valentine
Yer the one who took up medicine, doc.
Dr. M acAskill
Better hope you don’t get a boil like that.
Valentine
Boil? I thought it was M t. Vesuvius.
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They go down the steps and over to the doctors bunk where he gathers his things.
Dr. M acAskill
What a might sorry mess this place be. Smells like hell on
earth. Ya have your work cut out for Ya, M r. Valentine, sir.
M aybe ya should have taken him up on the lime street.
But, someone might mistake you for a statue of Jesus and
stick ya in a fountain.
Valentine
Don’t take it out on me, Doc. I’m in the same boat as you?
Do I relish the thought of being transferred to a place that
smells like this? Not presently. Still, it has potential. I hear
the snails are good.
Dr. M acAskill
You know, I’ve been transferred now, from Paragon to
Mathias to the Cagway to Falmouth and now back to the
Cagway?
Valentine
Ever think there might be a reason for that?
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AVONTUUR - SOUTH OF THE CAGWAY - NEAR SUNDOWN
The sun sinks gold on the island, Avontuur rocks in the breeze anchored off the Cagway. In the
captain’s cabin window, M artein sets a birdseed tray by the perch and Sunny hop s off his
shoulder for dinner. At the table, Kirby carves a roast, M orris holds his plate out, and White
cleans his silver fork.
White
It’s a shame I can’t smell anymore that looks marvellous.
(Inhales)
Wait! It’s coming back to me.
M artien
(To White)
Is this southeast enough?
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White
Just up wind is all I asked.
Kirby
Admiral Goodson may call it desertion.
White
Admiral Goodson can call it a cherry and stick it in his
glass. We’re guarding the Cagway, right where we’re
supposed to be. Besides, my presence is not immediately
required on the Cagway. Dr. Beazley’s in charge now and
the harbor is being protected by Falmouth.
M orris
She’s similar to Bear and Tulip, shaped like jester
footwear, but a lot more guns.
White
She’s an older style but a sixth rate Rotterdam frigate,
owned by the slave trader, Sir. Langford who regularly
ships from Barbados to Tortuga. Falmouth had a huge,
long, Dutch name when she was captured in the port of
Falmouth when war broke out. She was just there buying
food at the wrong time. The locals claimed her a prize and
named her after the port.
Langford was the local gentry. He bought her, cheap.
M artien
The doctor’s here, now.
He joins in at the table and Kirby serves up flanks. They dig in and savor the first bites.
White
Is it cow or Pig?
Kirby
To tell you the truth I’m not sure.
M orris
Goat for all I care, it’s smoked to perfection.
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M artien
The last of the meat from Ligania. Enjoy it gentlemen as we
may not have much left.
White
Who cooked it?
M artien
Frenchie smoked this one. Him and Paine from Rhode
Island were able to save much of the cattle. They learned
the art of smoke from the buccaneers on Hispaniola.
Dr. M acAskill can be seen arriving on deck, Yaguara directs him down to the cabin.
White
Join us doctor.
Dr. M acAskill
Am I being transferred again by any chance, sirs?
(Sits down to eat)
Don’t mind if I do.
M artien
Can you be trusted to keep a secret?
Dr. M acAskill
Does Syphilis love lovers?
White
We want you to join our club.
Dr. M acAskill
You don’t gotta sell it, neither.
White
As you know, Admiral Penn is transferring his command to
Mathias. He and General Venables are leaving for England
along with the sick officers. Admiral Goodson will be in
command of the settlement.
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Dr. M acAskill
Admiral Goodson? I see.
White
A parrot would suffice.
(To Sunny)
Or a parakeet. What do you say, Sunny? Want to be
governor?
Sunny
(Whistles and bobs his head)
Red legs.
Dr. M acAskill
Ahh. It’s to be one of those conversations which can get us
hanged if we’re not more careful than we were with the
Chartreuse.
White
Twas a work of art, that. And, he still has no proof. But,
we think it wise to elect a council not entirely devoted to
Bill Goodson. They picked the evil of two lessers, in this
case. Governor Venables told me to assemble a council of
reliable officers to assist Dr. Beazley in building the
Cagway. And, that’s us. We're down to three large warships
lying on their sides and a small merchant fleet. M ost of
whom, are sick. The Spanish Armada has probably ten war
galleons, maybe more. Until we have protection from the
warships, the pirates will patrol the seas around Jamaica to
hinder and slow the Sp anish attack. And give us time to
mount a defense.
(M assages his temples)
The Cagway is nearly out of food, the turtle pens are
exhausted, there's very little meat at all, and now this.
Kirby
I can't help you. We're down to rations of bread and it's
running out. Send some of yer turtles our way.
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White
(Bites his lip)
We must act to save the colony. There's no food on the
coast, what about the expedition up Rio Cobre to find food.
Kapitein M artien will take Avontuur up the rivers.
M artien
There's wild pigs up there in the hills.
Dr. M acAskill
I’m not being transferred to your little Adventure, holiday
am I?
M artien
Aye.
Dr. M acAskill
We're already short on men. Especially doctors.
How will Dr. Beazley take it?
Kirby
I’ll be frank.
M artien
You are Frank.
Kirby
I mean, I’ll tell you the truth. If Adventure leaves, we'll be
giving up have our defensive bodies and leaving the cagway
too weak.
M orris
It’s a fishing boat, Frank.
M artien
Watch it, M orris. She still has a plank.
Sunny
(Chirp, chirp)
Walk the plank.

Kirby
Aye, watch it M orris.
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M artien
Bodies is what they will be if we don't find food.
White
Dr. Beazley instructed me to send whatever men I saw fit.
Well, Dr. M acAskill is fit to serve as ships doctor on
Adventure and Kapitien M artien whom I have complete
confidence in.
M artien
We’ll take good care of you.
White
The governor says M r. Jackman must go to maintain
English order and take Paine's Rhode Island Rogues with
Indians.
Kirby
If the rest of us will defend the Cagway while they're gone,
we’ll need to keep up the appearance of a full compliment.
White
The Irish will stay here to guard the harbor while you’re
away. Being as unruly and as obnoxious as ever, M r.
M orris.
M artien
Wait a minute. I’m not answering to JJ on this trip, am I?
White
As you’re only a lieutenant in the English ranks, the
governor demands Lieutenant Jackman be in charge of land
operations.
M orris
You’re answering to the lieutenant J, J, and J?
White
I’m sure you can handle them, Davey.
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M artien
Very well, but I want to make Frenchie an officer.
White
I'm hesitant to send indentured servants, you know that.
M artien
Him and Yaguara know the area better than we do and they
have the respect of the men.
White
What about - Jaguar, is he not to be an officer then?
M artien
If I call him an English officer he’ll disappear and I’ll never
see him again.
White
(Pauses)
Very well. You'll leave as soon as you're ready.
Just be back before the Spanish Armada get’s here.
Kirby
I don’t relish the thought of staying in Jamaica but without
my Bear and Tulip makes me feel like a sitting duck.
M orris
You’re no longer in command of Bear?
White
Admiral Penn is taking Bear and Tulip for the trip home.
Captain Kirby will command Discovery a while longer.
Dr. M acAskill
They’re big in the middle, those two. Are they Rotterdam’s
like Falmouth?
Kirby
Bear and Tulip were originally cargo fluyts. I was ordered
to capture a Dutch merchant fleet in the Thames in 52 and
took the two of them.
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Kirby (Cont'd)
They were rebuilt into warships of 4th rate, owned by
Lord M onck who invested heavily in the expedition with
Sir Langford. They’re steady but slow. Even with the
modification's it takes a long time to get them up to speed.
In battle we always took the rear of the formation as not to
get in the way, and also because the rear ships can catch
more wind at times. The Spanish would have a mighty hard
time taking Jamaica with them here. But unfortunately,
we’ll have to do without them. And, so must I.
M artien
The Spanish Armada is coming. It’s just a matter of how
long it will take them to get here. I’ll leave right away.
Dr. M acAskill
Tonight?
White
Aye. The sooner the better.
Dr. M acAskill
Can I get a wee bit drunk, first? It’s not like I have to drive.
White
I won’t tell anyone.
M artien
We leave in the morrow’s morn, doctor. Just be on board by
then, in body and spirit.
Dr. M acAskill
Well, body at least. Adventure, she’s a warship, or is she
really a fishing sloop like M r. M orris says?
M artien
Avontuur s not a sloop. She’s two masted dogger.
She’s anything you want her to be. She’s the perfect ship.
Her bottom is shallow and flat to get in close to shore. I
would take a small fast ship over a big warship any day.
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Martien (Cont'd)
She’s well equipped to carry loads for smuggling,
transporting passengers, and can even for fishing. That was
the life I enjoyed back in Brazil.
Dr. M acAskill
You’re from Brazil?
M artien
That is where I lived with his wife and children until it was
lost to the Spanish. As our home burned we fled the South
American coast.
M artien lights the candles in the cabin and drinks are pours all around and White fills the
doctors glass from a familiar green bottle.
Dr. M acAskill
A captain who’s true to his word.
Kirby
Aye, a rare breed indeed.
White
You earned this. Besides, I’ll need you on my side incase
Dr. Beazley turns out to be a roundhead.
Dr. M acAskill
Aye. Thank you. No offence intended, Captain White, and
I’m not trying to dispute your abilities, but you don’t seem
to me to be the warship commander type.
M orris
It’s because he ain’t. He’s a good captain, but he’s in the
wrong business.
White
Thanks M orris. He’s right though. I never wanted a
command of a ship like that, Doc. A simple merchant
captain is all I aspire to be.
(Raises a toast)
To happier days on the lovely decks of my White Raven.
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Kirby
Ahh, White Raven, she was a fine ship.
White
I missed her now more than ever.
Dr. M acAskill
How long were you a merchant captain?
White
I grew up on the Isle of Wight and worked on the docks.
When the Civil War broke out I was pressed into service
and quickly became an officer. There’s always been a very
high turnover for officers.
Dr. M acAskill
I’ve noticed a trend, most of ‘em end up flying off the
decks of their ships and hardly ever intact. Not a job I ever
fancied.
White
M y family owned stock a merchantman, White Raven and
she became mine to command. Raven was white with blue
and violate trim with a white raven figurehead at the bow,
leading the way. I fell in love with her as many captains do.
You know, she was one of the ships that escorted King
Charles to the Isle of Wight when he fled Cromwell's army.
I was the only captain who’s name he could remember. He
just pointed at me and said. “White.” Even stayed on when
she was embargoed and sold to the Earl of Carlisle. M ade
made frequent trips to Barbados delivering immigrants and
returning goods from the Caribbean.
Truth me true, I wasn't overly fond of the Caribbean. M y
skin’s too pale for this sun. It burns easily.
Dr. M acAskill
The people of Barbados call your type a "red legs.”
M artien
So does my bird.

Sunny
(Screech)
Ha, ha. Red Legs.
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White
It was there I got work supplying the privateers, Colonel
M organ and his nephew, Henry.
Kirby
(Indicates M artien)
Along with a Dutch dogger captain who smuggled goods
out of Bocas del Dragón, This gentleman.
Dr. M acAskill
Ever plan on going back to the damp, fog, and rain?
White
I do long to return home and retire someday. Perhaps with
my own shipping business when the war is over.
M artien
But, war is never over, as you know. Pity about Raven.
Dr. M acAskill
What happened to the Raven?
White
When England was at war with the Dutch I was sent to the
Cape of Good Hope, the south tip of Africa.
(Points to M artien)
This canker sore was shipping guns to the Dutch who were
building a new fort.
M artien
(To Dr. M acAskill)
We go back a long way.
White
And, only recently on the same side. See, Kirby and me
were assigned to Admiral Goodson's fleet where the rich
disagree over who's fault it is, and the blame always goes to
the one with the smallest bank account. For the first time
in my life, I feared for the loss of my ship. I feared having a
bad leader.
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M artien
With good reason. Goodson is a dolt of a man.
He’s there because of privilege and not valor.
White
M y fears were soon realized.
(Imitates Admiral Goodson)
I say, Whitie - White Raven is to be sacrificed as a fire-ship.
She’s to be loaded with combustibles for a suicide mission.
Cheerio.
(Raises his glass)
Gone before her time.
(Lights his pipe)
Quite a coincidence since the Earl of Carlisle had
complained the ship wasn't bringing in enough profit.
Which is hard to do when you're fighting a war.
Dr. M acAskill
They burned your ship then? Pricks.
They toast “Pricks,” and drink.
Kirby
Not without a fight. John protested and argued and nearly
found himself in irons for insubordination.
White
Falmouth and Langford was also present at the south tip of
Africa and partook in her demise. It would have made more
sense to sacrifice the old, Falmouth rather than the Raven.
But, in the dead of night, I piloted her myself.
White Raven was rammed into the Dutch fortifications and
lit on fire. I rowed to shore to watch her burn and
disintegrate to smoldering ashes.
M artien
We fired everything we had at him from the fort. But
there’s only one way to stop a ship on a suicide mission
and that’s to blow it up. Something we failed to do.
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Martien (Cont'd)
Captain White accomplished his task and caused heavy
damage to the fort.
(Shows them his arm)
Gave me this scar, you Bastard.
White
(Shows the top of his head)
Well, you gave me this, you Kak.
Dr. M acAskill
Were you ever compensated?
White
I got the Chartreuse, didn’t I? But, no, Doc, I was never
compensated for the loss and left without a ship.
M artien
Admiral Goodson got a nice bonus, though.
Kirby
Captain White was a lieutenant and put under my charge.
We served under Admiral Blake, the colonel's older, and
more respected brother at the Battle of Portland, and
Admiral Goodson at Texel.
White
In both battles, we fought against Davey M artien, again.
(To M artien)
Are you sure you’re not a spy?
M artien
Who can be sure of anything anymore?
(Toasts his glass)
Kirby took command of the flagship, Prosperous, at
Portland.
Kirby
When Captain Barker, was killed. I lost that ship and was
injured in the battle.
(Shows his collar bone scar to M artien)
You gave me this.
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White
(Shows a scar on his arm)
Yes, and two years later, at Texel, he gave me this.
M artien
But, Kirby regained his honor when he boarded the flagship
and reclaimed it for the English. He was again decorated for
bravery. His attack was so fool-hardy and his numbers so
few, we called the ship Preposterous.
Kirby
I didn't command her long. When I returned home to Bear, I
took Preposterous's whip with me.
Dr. M acAskill
Where did that tradition come from? The Whip on the
mast? The English and Dutch share a desire for sodomy, do
they?
Kirby
When taking a ship from the Dutch, we hang a whip on the
mast to show them that they've been whipped.
M artien
Only in response to the Dutch tradition set by Admiral
Tromp of hanging a broom up the mast to show the English
they have been swept away .
Kirby
I hung it in Bear's captain's cabin for keep sake. And, as a
reminder how sides change so quickly. It’s getting
increasingly difficult to remember which side everyone is
on at all.
Dr. M acAskill
At least one can distinguish the Spanish with their fancy
dress.
M artien
Your ally could end up being your enemy in a day and then
your ally again at the drop of a coin.
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Kirby
The life of a privateer?
M artien
(Raises his glass)
In Barbados there was always a fight going on.
M ostly at the tavern.
White, M orris, Kirby and M artien
(Raise a toast)
The M ermaid!
Sunny
The M ermaid!
M artien
(To White)
You had command of a warship, again.
White
By attrition I became Acting Captain of Paragon,
answering directly to Goodson. I saw many good men
blasted off the deck by a cannonball but unfortunately, not
Goodson.
That’s when I met the doc.
Dr. M acAskill
Aye. I rather hope you’d have picked that awkward chap,
Strangewayes for your ship’s doctor.
White
You served me just fine. We patrolled the Windward
Islands with the two newly built ships of the line, Paragon
and Mathias. Then, when another fine gentleman
encountered a twelve-pound round-shot, I found myself
captain of Mathias. Then, in the spring, like it matters in
the Caribbean, we was off to Oliver Cromwell's "Western
Design.”
Dr. M acAskill
Ollie Big-Warts Northern Peaks.
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White
You’ve seen his portrait, Then?
Dr. M acAskill
That lumpy bastard’s smirk is hanging in every ship I’ve
ever been on. I thought it was sloppy brush strokes but, no
they’re real. Couldn’t the artist take a few liberties, or do
they want to scare the piss out of future generations for
God’s sake?
White
He was probably going for the plebe vote.
Kirby
One of us should bring paint on board the flagship and redo the warts into cannons.
They burst out laughing and much of the booze is splashed onto the table.
Kirby (Cont'd)
With grape shot!
White
I’ll bestow the honor on my farewell visit if given the
opportunity if one of you finds me an artist.
M artien
I can arrange that.
Dr. M acaskill
Don’t get caught. Cromwell’s likely to go after your wife
and kids. He’s got a fetish for heads.
White
I don’t have a wife and kids. I was married to my Raven.
Kirby
(To Dr. M acAskill)
Are you married, doctor?
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Dr. M acAskill
I’ve got a sweetheart back home. Last I heard, anyway.
How about yourselves, captains?
M artien
I’m married to a beautiful woman with two kids.
Kirby
A wife and three daughters, myself. Kapitein M artien was
best man at my wedding.
M artien
Her name is Frances but for obvious reasons we call her
M rs. K. Though I can not make the same claim, to my
knowledge, Kirby has managed to stay faithful to his bride
even after long months at sea.
Kirby
True, I have.
M artien
Your hand must have blisters.
M orris
Aye, Davey never has a shortage of women. In every port
he’s got one on the ready. Every port!
M artien
Blame the bird. Sonny is a good magnet for a female
attention.
Sunny
Who’s a pretty bird?
Dr. M acAskill
You’re from the south - London, Captain Kirby? I can tell
from the accent.
Kirby
I’m from a navy family, born and bred. First served on a
frigate called, Hector, battling royalists off Ireland.
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Dr. M acAskill
Oh. M aybe I should have kept my mouth shut a bit?
M artien
You’re in good hands, doctor.
White
Kirby is solid. His kind always follows through with
something if it was right or not. You wouldn't expect him to
come apart, though, I did witness his missing pieces but in
his defence, a flying object was involved.
Kirby
On more than one occasion.
White
I thought I was going to inherit your ship on more than one
occasion. But, as it is, we happy few have been chosen.
Chosen to command a sea port called the Cagway.
(Stands with his glass in the air)
Gentlemen. I give you, the Council of Jamaica.
Everyone
(Stands with glasses up and toasts)
The Council of Jamaica.
Sunny
(Whistle) The Council of Jamaica.
Dr. M acAskill
God have mercy on us all.
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RIO COBRE BANKS - AFTER DUSK
Under a pleasant evening sky Yvette watches from the opening of her tent.
Yvette
They're gone.
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Cheri
Who?
Yvette opens the tent to show the Cagway across the water, bustling with activity.
Jehenne
M r. Keene and the guards?
Yvette
M ost of the guards are all gone. Now is the time to go.
She goes out to have a look when Keene suddenly appears before her and pokes in.
Keene
Turning in early. Good.
(Examines the tent)
Hmm. Good work. A little tighter in the corners, tie them
ropes tight. You'll feel safe here at the Passage Fort, I run a
tight ship, everyone up at dawn and hard at it. No one gets
in or out without me knowing and you'll never be without a
guard. You'll be safe here, mademoiselles, not to worry.
He goes away giving ordered to his men unloading crated of water while Yvette starts packing.
Cheri
What are you doing?
Yvette
We're leaving.
(Tilts her head to the Cagway)
Over there is where we belong, the Cagway. As soon as
Keene and his guards are not looking, we're going.

RIO COBRE - NIGHT
Yvette, Jehenne and Cheri sneak out to one of the empty canoes by the water depot. They
pack their things in the boat and climb in.
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Cheri goes to speak, Jeheene and Yvette quickly “Shhh,” her. They keep low and paddle out
toward the lively lights and sounds.
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Boats of all kinds go back and forth, no one pays any attention to a boat with Yvette, Jeheene,
and Cheri, paddling over. The water is calm and smooth, as they reach the noisy shore. They
unload their boat and drag sacks into the busy tent streets.
An ugly worm, M aggot, finishing a pee in an alleyway, recognizes them and blocks their way.
M aggot
Ye lot don't belong out here. Unless yer offering services.
Does Captain Colwood know yer here?
Yvette
M r. Keene sent us here for work.
Jeheene
(Agrees)
We are ordered for trade work at the Cagway.
M aggot
(Peers down Yvette's top)
I got work for y a. What trade is this?
Yvette
You can dream on, English pig or I will tell
the white captain you held us up!

Cheri
What is our trade?
We can sew and cook.

Jehenne
Sew? Cook? Shut up!
Cheri
We can stir pots and make repairs, we can work a trade.
What trade do you want?
Jehenne smacks Cheri upside the head.
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Yvette
We’re to report to Lieutenant JJ.
M aggot
(Anxious to go back to drinking anyway)
Stay away from the inner harbor. It's for loading and
unloading. See if the Irish got room on the east side.
Yvette
(Leads the girls on their way)
Oui, We’ll go live with the irish.
Cheri
Live with the Irish? Is this possible?
Yvette
Anywhere to get away from M aggot.
They each give M aggot a different rude gesture and continue through the settlement.
Jeheene
He can unload himself for all I care!
Cheri
(Spits in his direction)
Oui, English pig!
By the east beach a bonfire rage, the Irish wives smoke and laugh and pass a flask around.
Lucretia
(Squeezes her growling stomach)
Is there no corn left over?
Saoirse
None.
(Pats her belly)
I feel like a mouse.
Sorcha
Aye. I can feel me stomach gnawin' away at me ribs.
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The French girls wander into the camp stringing French obscenities.
Alannah
(Rubs her eyes)
Who's this I see? Are they French?
Saoirse
No, welsh.
Alannah
I don’t know the difference.
Yvette
(Exhausted, stops and drop s her bag)
Can you tell me where we can unload?
Lucretia
Not around me, I can tell ya.
Yvette
We are looking for lodging, yes?
Lucretia
What's she goin' on about?
Jeheene
(Plunks her bag down and sits on it)
Someplace to sleep, yes?
Cheri
(In French)
Stupid Irish! They don't know how to speak any language.
Lucretia
Are ya hittin' on me?
Jehenne
How do we find a bed?
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Saoirse
(Laughs)
Around here? Just lie down and open yer legs and an
opportunity will arise.
Lucretia
(Points across the water)
Ya might like it a bit better over there by the Passage Fort.
Yvette
(Swings he bag over her shoulder)
Aw, fuck it! Where's the next boat to Tortuga?
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TURTLE CRAWLS - PRE DAWN
Avontuur docks as the sky begins to glow, Yaguara secures the moorings while White and the
other officers stagger off toward his tents and M artien enjoys a puff on his pipe.
M artien
Yaguara. We’re going up river as far as we can go. Take the
longboat in and find provisions, gather the crew. Inform M r.
Paine he’ll be coming with us.
Yaguara
Aye, Skipper.
M artien
I’m going to grab a few hours shut eye.
Yaguara
Aye, Skipper.
While Yaguara gathers men for the boat on deck, M artien yawns and taps his smoke’s contents
into the water. Then goes inside and heads below.
M artien walks into his cabin, leaning on the wall he notices a candle flicker and a shadow move
by his bed. Sunny coos pleasantly and hops up to his perch. He goes in to find a trail of
tattered woman’s dress which leads him to Zoe, naked on his bead with her legs spread apart.
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M artien
How did you get in here?
She pretends not to understand and speaks in French as he begins opening his pants.
M artien (Cont'd)
No matter. You’re here, Just how I like you.
She slips off his trousers, he takes off his shirt and slides on top of her.
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THE CAGWAY - M ORNING
A wood beam is being pounded into it’s foundation, Lime Street is bustling with construction,
La Roche and Diego nail slats on a bungalow rooftop. Nearby Jeheene and Cheri prepare stew
with a group of women and smiling up at Diego.
Diego
You seeing what I’m seeing?
La Roche
Staring again. They are in heat, yes?
Diego
Yup. If looks could fuck, they’d be with child already.
Hey, two of them, two of us?
La Roche
No. Not my type.
Diego
Not, your type? It’s true what they say about buccaneers;
They don’t take nothin’ that don’t fit in your mouth.
La Roche
I’ve had them. Both of them. And, the dirty blonde.
Diego
What? M onkey see monkey do?
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La Roche
Oui, that’s Tortuga for you, comme ci, comme ça.
Over by the river, Yaguara comes by boat with a message for Colwood.
Colwood
You too. You’re going on a mission. Get ready to leave
when you’re done there.
La Roche
A mission? Now?
Diego
What, no one told you slavery is hard?
Colwood
What did you say?
La Roche
Oui, mon capitaine! Right away, sir.
Colwood
Be done that in twenty minutes, Frenchie. Put your arm
into it. I want to hear that hammer banging.
La Roche
Oui. Right away, sir.
Colwood goes off giving orders to the next group of people. The guards follow and wander
about far away and Jeheene and Cheri bat their eyes.
Diego
I been at sea a long time. And I’m not like you sailors, no
offence, but I’m a strict vagitarian.
La Roche
Go on then. The guards are busy. I can finish this without
you.
Diego
Straight shooting?
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La Roche
Say “Hi,” for me.
Diego climbs down and goes to chat with the ladies. After a few quiet words he sneaks back
and climbs up to La Roche while Jeheene and Cheri disappear behind the bushes.
Diego
Frenchie, I gotta go nail something over here for a spell.
La Roche
Oui. You go on. I'll watch.
Diego
Huh?
La Roche
No, I mean I'll watch out! You go on.
Diego
Thanks, Frenchie. Yer a pal.
Diego slips after the women, down the path, and meets up with them under the droopy trees
away from the guards.
Diego (Cont'd)
Ladies. Allow me to introduce my friend, here...
The three of them tear each other’s clothes off and kiss passionately. Then both the girls go
down for his manhood, together.
Diego (Cont'd)
Worry not, ladies. There’s plenty to go round.
La Roche climbs higher, trying to see. Yaguara talks with a pretty young M ayangna native girl,
Fu-Fu. They check to see if anyone is looking and then they sneak away behind bungalows.
La Roche gawks while Fu-Fu rips open Yaguara’s loin cloth and leaps on him. Yaguara catches
her by the legs and presses her against the wall, they grunt and pant.
La Roche
(Reaches for a better look, side to side)
You can see a lot from up here?
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The banging from the bungalow wall gets loud while Diego grunts and gasps and lies back with
the girls jostling for positions on top.
Colwood
(Far away)
Faster! M ore banging, Frenchie.
La Roche
(Hammers loud and fast)
Oui, more banging! Lucky bastards.
I don't even remember how they feel.
(Eyes down to his bulge forming)
Oh, now I do.
He continues hammering, JJ walks up behind, arm bandages, looking around for everyone.
JJ
Where’d they go? Frenchie.
La Roche
(Hammers away, pretending to be busy)
Frères Jacques, Fréres Jacques...
JJ
Frenchie!
La Roche
(Stops and turns)
Lieutenant. Oui?
JJ
(Looks for the banging noise)
You and your men. Bring your canteen and get your gear.
We’re going into the hills.
La Roche
(Isn’t sure and points north)
Those hills?
The banging suddenly stops and all goes quiet. They check around over their shoulders.
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JJ
Aye. Adventure’s going up river to find food. Your
captain’s on his way here, now. Hurry up. Where's your
Negro friend?
La Roche
Uh, he's getting wood treated. He'll be finished soon. I'll tell
him when he comes.
JJ
Aye. Both of you report to me. Aye. Ya?
La Roche
Uh, oui.
Colwood and 2 guards march over and scour the area.
JJ
Captain Colwood. Captain M artin’s Adventure’s going up
river. I’m to gather the men. Aye. Yup.
Colwood
So, gather the men. There’s three missing. Two French and
an Indian. Find them. Excuse me, Lieutenant, There are
slaves unaccounted for.
Guards search the bushes when Jeheene and Cheri slip by and return to their work, still tying
their clothes.
Colwood (Cont'd)
(To the French girls)
Where’d you go?
Jeheene
When a girl has to go, a girl has to go.
Colwood
Not on work time.
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JJ
(To Jeheene and Cheri)
So, uh, where’s your friend?
Cheri
Who?
JJ
You know. The pretty one.
Cheri
In my bag, what are you talking about?
Jeheene
He means Yvette. Where’s Yvette?
Cheri
The pretty one? Fuck you, uh!
Jeheene
M ademoiselle Beazley has selected her for nurses training.
Cheri
Oui. M y friend likes bleeding. Do you like bleeding?
JJ
(Points in different directions)
I’ll see her later. M aybe. We’ll see. Bye.
Diego
(Returns sporting a happy grin)
Someone call?
Colwood
You! There!
Diego
Good day, Captain Colwood.
JJ
(Suspicious)
Where's your wood?
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Diego
You know, I was just thinking the same thing.
Fu-Fu appears behind the bungalow carrying a basket of plantains.
Colwood
There she is.
Diego
I said shingles, not bundles.
(Shakes his head)
Women.
Fu-Fu
Is something wrong?
Yaguara
(Strolls in)
I’m gathering supplies for the boat, Avontuur.
Lieutenant Jackman has the orders.
JJ
He is. I am. What? I do. Right. Captain M artin sent us to
find food and water barrels and ready them for loading onto
Avontuur.
Colwood
Not our water.
JJ
Captain White said. Uh, huh. I heard him. He did.
Colwood
M y water stays where it is. I’ll report you to Sir Langford
if you lay a hand on it. There's fresh water being sent from
Ligania, up the way. You can take that.
JJ
Take that!
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Yaguara
(Eyes JJ oddly)
Aye. Yaguara will find the other water for Avontuur and
report back.
JJ
(Winks and nods)
Aye. And, report back, aye.
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THE CAGWAY - LIM E STREET
White walks with Dr. M acAskill, carrying bags he heads toward the dock at Turtle Crawls.
Dr. M acAskill
I like Kapitein M artien, he’s a steady bloke. That JJ’s been
hit in the head, I think.
White
Aye, stand behind him if there’s trouble.
Dr. M acAskill
Aye. Sixty feet behind.
White
You’ll also have Paine there.
Dr. M acAskill
You’re so reassuring.
White
Thomas Paine and his Rhode Island Rogues. They’re expert
shots they trained with the buccaneers on Hispaniola.
Dr. M acAskill
There’s another concern, giving rank to a man who
associates with buccaneers. That’s called playing with fire.
White
They’re fiercely loyal to the Skipper, you’ll see. Besides,
Davey M artien’s taken a liking to you.
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Dr. M acAskill
You’re loyal to your friends too, I see. M r. M orris has a
point when he says you’re too soft.
White
He does? When?
Dr. M acAskill
I’m honored you let me join your merry band, but I’m
concerned about loyalty. When this colony is fully
established, there’s gonna be a lot of rich people getting
involved. Some people tend to talk too much at times.
White
M r. M orris?
Dr. M acAskill
Aye, M r. M orris. He’s a loose cannon when he’s had a few
and a misery when he hasn’t. He can get moody too. He
hardy spoke last night and he was the town fuckin’ crier the
night before.
White
You don’t think I can trust him?
Dr. M acAskill
Can you trust him? Suppose your buddy, Goodson buys
him a few rounds? Is it because you’re friends?
White
Because I do trust my quartermaster more than most men I
served with. It’s true, we’ve become close friends over the
last two years. I spent time with M orris's wife and son on
Barbados at their beach side home, eating shellfish and
listening to his wife's lute playing. I was there to console
him at the worst of times. M orris's wife died in child birth
along with, what would have been a second son just shortly
before we left. I admit, I’ve given him too much freedom.
On Mathias, herself, I could not have functioned without
M orris's plantain peeling voice.
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White (Cont'd)
When he calls the men to order they follow every word and
when he says, "Double Quick," he means it. I’ve heard
crewmen below saying: “The ship is in good hands with
M orris in charge.” Come to think of it, though. I’m not sure
if that was meant as a compliment for him or an insult to
me.
They walk down to the dock at Fisher’s Row to Turtle Crawls where Avontuur is being loaded
with barrels of water.
White (Cont'd)
Ahh, clean water.
Dr. M acAskill
I could take one of those green bottles?
White
What green bottle?
A commotion goes on by the ship and they turn to investigate. M orris and a handful of officers
stand by as Colwood chants scolding words of slavery and M aggot has 20 mixed African,
Native, and Spanish slaves on the rack.
White (Cont'd)
What's going on, M orris?
M orris
Orders from Sir Langford. These crates were to be installed
on Falmouth.
White
Captain M artin is taking them, now.
M orris
Not these. They loaded the wrong ones and put Adventure
behind. These ruddy layabouts caused more work to do.
They got it comin'.
Colwood
Bloody slaves. Begin.
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M aggot cracks his whip and slashes open a man’s back.
White
I didn’t approve this.
M orris
Sorry, sir, Sir Langford pulled rank.
White
No one out-ranks me on the Cagway, M r. M orris.
M orris
Aye, aye, sir.
(To M aggot)
Enough of that.
White
Captain Colwood, let them down.
Colwood
Let them down? There’s a social hierarchy that must be
maintained.
White
There'll be a social hierarchy up yer arse, in a minute if he
throws one more stroke.
Colwood
We can't feed 'em anyway. There ain't enough food ta go
around and these are new captures. Taken from Spanish
Town.
There’s pushing and shoving down the stairs as Dr. Beazley arrives with M artien and Yaguara.
M artien
(Holds his swords)
What’s wrong here, Captain White.
White
Nothing I can’t handle. Captain Colwood was about to
retire to his ship.
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Dr. Beazley
Stop what you're doing, here and put these slaves to work,
Captain Colwood. I want food and water rations for all,
freemen and slave and everyone working hard. Dead bodies
can't build settlements.
M aggot
They got it comin’.
M orris
Speak again or I'll have you all in chains.
Dr. Beazley
You insubordinate slug. Take them down.
Colwood
Do as the doctor says.
M aggot and his men start untying the slaves.
Dr. Beazley
(Privately to White)
You want a slave revolt when we're surrounded by Spanish
and M aroons? This must not continue, Captain White.
White
No it won't, Doctor, you’re right.
This won’t happen again.
Colwood and M aggot depart the other way to their ship complaining to each other.
White pushes past M orris and leads M artein and Dr. Beazley over to Avontuur. Yaguara
commands the deck giving orders to get the ship ready.
Dr. M acAskill speaks with Dr. Beazley by the plank while JJ and Paine lead squads of armed
men down from the point.
White (Cont'd)
You’re ready to shove off, then doctor?
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Dr. M acAskill
This is your way of transferring me to the M aroon’s is it?
Dr. Beazley
I was just telling the young doctor to return in one piece. I
need his help here.
Dr. M acAskill
And, I was just agreeing, that I’d very much like to return
in once piece, thank you, doctor.
White
Well, change in plan, Doc, I’m going on the bloody boat
with you.
Dr. Beazley
I’m afraid, White, I’ll need your assistance with something
at the main intersection.
White
Why me?
(To Dr. M acAskill and M artien)
Gentle men. I bid you good hunting.
They exchange pleasantries and White goes with Dr. Beazley to the stairs, passing by the
soldiers lining up for inspection.
Crewmen load the last of the supplies, M artien meets up with La Roche, Diego and Yaguara.
M artien
You’re my deck officers. I have absolute faith in you.
Yaguara, La Roche, and Diego.
Aye, aye, sir.
M artien
(Quietly)
We’re just three things short. We still need a compass.
Yaguara
Yaguara doesn’t need a compass.
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M artien
Well, I do!
La Roche
I’ve seen Colwood with a fancy compass. He leaves it in
his cabin.
M artien
Good. Go steal it for us. For the cause.
Diego, go through Swiftsure and Paragon’s supply bays
and find us a back-staff. I’m sick of staring at the sun all
day. Then steal us a poker iron and some good hooks from
the forge.
Diego
I’m on it.
M artien
Yaguara, commandeer us a pair of sharp saws from
Bartaboa’s tool shed, and whatever else we might need.
Yaguara
Aye.
They split up and go out separate exits.

ON FALMOUTH
La Roche climbs out the captain’s cabin window with a nice new compass and scales down a
rope to a rowboat waiting.

THE FORGE
Diego whistles to himself as he innocently walks past slaves and into the metal shop.
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LIM E STREET
Yaguara watches Bartaboa and Belle working on their store front.
Bartaboa
Where is she? She should be back by now.
Belle
She must have gotten lost.
(Goes into the crowd)
Eazy?
Workmen nearby call to Bartaboa and he goes out the main doors with a hammer and chisel.
They each disappear from sight, Yaguara sneaks in and swipes a few new saws off the wall.
Yaguara
Yaguara’s borrowing, not stealing.
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LIM E AND THAM ES STREET INTERSECTION
Easy waits near the front of a long line with a box of empty bottles, while on the waterfront
Yaguara loads a canoe with long things wrapped in old blankets.
Waterman
Next.
Easy reaches the front of the line. The waterman fills her bottles and hands her the box with a
wink. She’s uneasy as men's eyes fix on her and she walks away with her crate.
Waterman (Cont'd)
All my best to your mother and father.
Eazy
Thank ya, sir.
She walks out through the crowds of people, white dust, and smoke. Soon every direction
looks the same. She hears a familiar voice and follows.
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At the main intersection she sees Captain White arguing with Dr. Beazley. Valentine follows
them holding the diagram charts while huge loads of limestone are carted through the white
street to the new fort.
Eazy (Cont'd)
Excuse me. I'm looking for M r. Bartaboa.
White
Aye, that you are.
(Points her in the right direction)
Over there.
Dr. Beazley
Be quick about it, girl. Lime Street is no place for the likes
of you.
She curtseys and heads off with the crate through the maze of housing construction.
Dr. Beazley (Cont'd)
M r. Keene agrees with me, Captain White. It must be thirty
feet across between the storehouses and the triangle! A fire
would ravage the settlement and any ships docked.
White
Thirty feet is excessive. Only the streets leading from the
storehouses.
Valentine
The dimensions planned were to be a maximum of twenty,
according to this.
White
We'll be needing much of the exterior terrain for
fortification.
Dr. Beazley
That was for Hispaniola. An entirely different island.
White
I don’t see a difference.
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Valentine
(Shakes his head)
Dr. Beazley
(Points to the chart)
M r. Chitty’s specification’s clearly state: Fortifications
need quick and easy access for supplies, let me do thy job.
White
Housing on a small spit like this needs to be taller.
Valentine
Like Barbados. Three and four levels, not be uncommon.
She shall be a tall city.
Dr. Beazley
Again, entirely different island. Safety is always the most
important.
Valentine
I thought money is the most important?
White
The investors in London want a naval station. This is too
small for both unless we build taller.
Eazy's eyes follow the bickering men as she trails off the path.
Workman
(Points to Eazy)
You there! Watch where you're going!
Eazy takes a step that isn’t there and tumbles into a lime deposit ditch.
White
And, abracadabra.
Easy flails in a great puff of white dust scrounging for the bottles. Dr. Beazley and Valentine
cross the street and come to her aid.
Dr. Beazley
I said we needed clear walkways!
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White
(Coughs and waves off lime dust)
Yeah, yeah. You help her out, I'm white enough as it is.
Eazy coughs up white dust, feeling around for the bottles she finds one and another, and
another.
Valentine
At least ya haven't broken them, missy.
Dr. Beazley takes her and the box and helps her out with Valentine and a few townspeople.
Dr. Beazley
There, all better?
She squints with stinging lime in her eyes only to open them to Valentines big grinning teeth.
White
Aye, she's doing just splendid, Dr. Beazley.
Dr. Beazley
(Guides her away)
Come now, my assistant will see to you.
(To Valentine)
Show Captain White the errors on High Street.
White
M ore errors on High Street. Ay e, show me the errors then,
M r. Valentine.
Dr. Beazley takes Eazy across to the housing construction to a sign marked: Triage.
Dr. Beazley
Dr. Strangewayes is over there. Get yourself looked at.
Easy coughs up a cloud and staggers over toward the closed triage door, a white cloud follow as
she approaches as Gladstone loiters nearby.
Dr. Beazley (Cont'd)
M iles? Why is it closed? He's supposed to be examining
the new arrivals. I can't do it all meself.
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Dr. Beazley (Cont'd)
(Goes to the door)
The doctor’s in here, child.
Gladstone
(Blocks the way)
He's a bit... ill.
Dr. Beazley
(Goes left, then right)
He did another one of his experimentations with the plants?
Gladstone
(Painfully nods)
And frog glands. You don't want to see him just now.
Dr. Beazley
I’m not against the experiments, I say that Fix-it-toll
powder you refined from Columbia works wonders, but I
do insist you limit your trials to outside the work day.
(Takes Gladstone by the arm)
We have work to do. Someone has to check the new arrivals
for contagions. Go inside, M iss Bartaboa.
M iles, come with me.
Gladstone
Y-you want me to... examine sick people?
Dr. Beazley
(Drags him away, toward the ships)
That's what we're gonna find out.
Easy starts to walk away but finds her self having a coughing a fit. She stops to put the box
down by the door and coughs out as much white gunk as she can.
The door slowly stars to creek open.
A passerby looks inside but wild red eyes appear from the dark, a noise hisses at him to "Go
away." The man scurries away and the tall, weird, Dr. Strangewayes creeps out and grabs her
and the bottles inside.
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He slams the door and stares at her with beady red eyes. Easy notices the room filled with
bottles and leather tubing.
Dr. Strangewayes
What is it! What do you want?
Eazy
I... I...
Dr. Strangewayes
We’re not at sea.
(Lunges forward)
Can't you see I'm in the middle of an experiment?
Who sent you?
Eazy
(Backs away)
I'll just go.
He rushes to her and grabs her by the arms. She goes to scream but it comes out a squeak and a
puff of white dust.
Dr. Strangewayes
Are you all white?
(Examines her all over)
What is it?
(Sniffs her)
Oh! Your covered in lime! What a thing to be playing in?
(Wipes lime off her face and examines it)
Wow!
Eazy
What is it?
Dr. Strangewayes
What?
(Rummages through his bag and hands her a
small vial)
Here, take this.
(Thinks for a moment)
No, no. That's not it.
(Rummages again and finds other)
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Dr. Strangewayes (Cont'd)
Try this.
(Snatches the first bottle away)
What are you doing with that?
(Gasps and hands her the second bottle)
Here, wash in the ocean with salt water, thoroughly. Watch
for sharks! Then gargle with this a little bit ever hour. If
you feel sick, by all means, throw up and come back for
more. Got it?
Eazy
(Stares blankly)
I think so.
Strangewayes slams the box of bottles clanking into her arms and opens the door for her.
Dr. Strangewayes
Good, get out!
(Pushes her out the door)
What a strange girl.
The door slams shut, Eazy doesn't know which way to go. Tents and construction seem to be
in all directions. She stumbles along the inner harbor hoping it will lead to something familiar.
She finds Yaguara smoking his pipe by his canoe.
Yaguara
The young Bartaboa girl is expected home presently.
(Points the way)
That way. Past those tents.
Easy
(Sees the storefront)
Thank you.
(Walks but stops)
How did you know who I am?
Yaguara
Yaguara knows everything.
(Points again)
Go that way.
Easy heads off and before long Belle appears from behind the tents.
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Belle
There you are! You're a mess! What happened?
(Drags her home)
What the bloody hell have ya done now?
Eazy
I found the water.
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TURTLE CRAWLS - FISH DOCKS
Avontuur is ready to leave, her moorings undone by dock workers, crewmen take to the oars,
M artien scans the banks impatiently with his telescope while JJ, Paine, Diego and La Roche
give order to the men on board.
Yaguara paddles up with a canoe full of supplies. Crewman quickly hoist up the contents while
he starts for the aft and passes M artien a backstaff on the way.
M artien
That’s everything. What kept you?
Yaguara
A little white girl.
M artien
Well, we better get moving.
Dr. M acAskill nervously clings to a railing while Yaguara and La Roche order crewmen and the
ship rows away from the Cagway.
M artien (Cont'd)
We won't be long. They won't even miss us.
Paine p acks a huge barreled blunderbuss in his coat sling.
La Roche
(To Paine)
Anyone you know, up there?
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Paine
A gift from my mother.
(Shows him the huge shot gun)
She can fire more than ten shots at once over a wide area.
Diego
I'll stay behind you.
M artien
If we come across a cow farm, all our problems be solved.
Diego
If we come across a cow farm, I'll put up a sign and open
for business.
They all laugh as Avontuur rows across toward Rio Cobre.
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HIGH IN THE BLUE M OUNTAINS
As the sun goes down a great gold moon rises, Carlena and Andrés trek on horseback through a
long trail in the trees. Carlena’s horse stumbles.
Andrés
We needed mules, not horses.
(Wipes his head)
There's a small villa ahead. We'll find new transportation
there.
In a clearing, with a creak running through they stop and dismount.
Andrés (Cont'd)
We must stop for the night. We’ll be faster on foot from
here, anyway. Leave the horses here.

BLUE M OUNTAINS - IN THE EVENING
Carlena and Andrés emerge from the trees and spot a village with lots of singing and dancing.
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Andrés (Cont'd)
This is it. We are looking for Yuma, the medicine woman.
She knows Cimarrón de Serras. She will lead us to him.
Or, kill us.
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KARM AHALY M AROON VILLAGE
The small round huts overlook the mountains, a mix of Taino and Carib people sing songs and
prepare for a meal.
Carlena and Andrés enter the compound, they notice the lack of interest at their presence
Andrés
They know we’re here. They’ve known for miles.
(To the villagers)
I am Andrés Rodríguez of the Spanish M ilitia. I seek
council with Cimarrón de Serras. Where is Yuma?
Yuma the medicine woman. Is she here?
Yuma (O.S.)
She is here.
The people turn to Yuma who emerges from her hut with only beads, shells, tattoos and a
medicine bag, Smoke follows her out as she studies the intruders.
Yuma (Cont'd)
Juan de Bolas promised Andrés Rodríguez death is he ever
returned to the mountains.
Andrés
A risk I must take. Our people are no longer fighting and we
want to keep it that way. M yself and my slave Carlena,
travel up into the mountains to meet Cimarrón de Serras, to
negotiate an alliance.
Yuma
Why her? She’s black. We are at war with the blacks.
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Andrés
Carlena knows the language of all the M aroons. She is to
translate the proposal of Don Cristóbal.
Serras ( Carib dialect O.S.)
Why did Don Cristóbal not come himself?
They turn around to find themselves surrounded by warriors of Taino, Arawak, and Carib.
Serras (Cont'd)
Don Cristóbal is losing the fight for Jamaica. Your own
governor has left. Now you need my help to defeat the
English.
Carlena
That is correct. The Spanish cannot win back the island
without your help. Don Cristóbal asks you join forces with
him to drive the English away .
Serras
Then, what does the Spanish promise me?
Carlena
He promises your land will belong to you.
Serras
Your master, Rodríguez risks much by being here. De Bolas
promised war if Rodríguez returned.
Carlena
His family is more important to him.
Serras
I will listen to the words of Don Cristóbal but Rodríguez
must be gone by morning or he will die.
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M OUNTAIN VILLAGE - NIGHT
Local p easants sing native songs and dance. Carlena translates between Serras and Andrés while
they go over the parchment.
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Carlena
(From Serras)
The Spanish must release all people of the Caribbean and
stop bringing blacks.
Andrés
Don Cristóbal agrees to end the slavery trade in Jamaica.
Carlena
(Translates to Serras then back to Andrés)
What about Cuba? You governor in Cuba will agree?
Andrés
This is only for Jamaica. Don Cristóbal can not speak for
the laws of Cuba.
Carlena
(Translates then back)
Rodríguez will return with a message for Don Cristóbal.
The Cimarrón agree to help the Spanish defeat the English.
We will go to war with you and kill the English invaders.
The Cimarrón agrees.
Yuma smiles and claps her hands. M aroons bring in a celebratory dance and food. Andrés
samples the food offered.
Carlena (Cont'd)
M ay I be excused?
He waves her off. Carlena goes off and finds some food and sits by herself. Yuma comes from
the dark behind her.
Yuma
He promises to free the slaves but he does not free you to
prove it.
Carlena
He knows I have no place to go.
Yuma
Your people are not far away. Two days.
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Carlena
I have no people.
Yuma
You must leave. Be alone, then. You have always been
alone. You will leave alone.
Carlena
Where would I go?
Yuma
Away. When Andrés is asleep you must. Or, you will
always be a slave.

LATER ON, BY THE FIRE
Andrés is asleep by the smouldering logs when Carlena quietly slips her travel bag and canteen
strap over her shoulder and silently starts off.

ON THE HILL OVER THE VILLAGE
Under moonlight hiking up the trail, Carlena hesitates. She turns to look back, but decides
which way to go. She hikes up the mountain alone.

M OUNTAIN VILLAGE - PRE DAWN
Andrés opens his eyes and sees the red sky. He gets up and begins gathering his things.
Andrés
Carlena?
(Looks around, realizes she’s gone)
Carlena!
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THE CAGWAY - INNER HARBOR - DAY
Longboats toe Mathias out into inner harbor docks, still under heavy construction while the
rest of the ships are being prepared for their return to sea.

WAREHOUSE DOCKS - EVENING
Mathias is being loaded with supplies and fitted with shiny bronze guns, Bear and Tulip
nearby are being loaded as well while Paragon is being towed toward the docks for service.
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MATHIAS - GRAND CABIN - DAY
Admiral Penn grips the rail as he vomits over the aft. On the deck below, officers stand back
from the rail while the admiral decides to go back in.
As he passes the doors, he notices the painting on the wall of Cromwell, his warts altered to
cannons shooting puss.
Admiral Penn runs outside and throws up, Admiral Goodson, Captain Dakins, Captain White,
and Col. Blake wait patiently behind him in the grand stateroom as Lynch is let in by guards.
Captain Dakins
A frigate is no match for a treasure galleon.
Admiral Goodson
She may seem like a frigate, but she has three decks. We’ve
refit her with the latest British firepower. Her main guns
will be twenty-two, massive 24 pounders which can smash
an enemy to pieces from miles away. Eight culverins and
eight-teen 8 pounders for closer, pinpoint accuracy, and 4
British sackers to put a hole through any hull.
Lynch
We just received some good news; Admiral Robert Blake’s
fleet has smashed the Barbary corsairs at Tunis in a
stunning victory.
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Blake
Robert Blake, Robert Blake, Robert Blake, it’s all I ever
hear, Robert Blake. Well, jolly good for him!
Lynch
(Pause, then to Admiral Penn)
General Venables is on board and taking accommodation in
the stateroom below. He says he will join you for departure
but be prepared to have the poop deck swabbed.
Admiral Penn
Very well, Colonel Lynch. As much as I love the heat and
insects, I must bid you farewell. I transfer command of
Jamaica to you, Admiral Goodson until the navy frigate,
Marmaduke, arrives in October with the new Governor of
Jamaica, Lord Sedgewick. England prevails!
Admiral Goodson
England prevails!
(Nearly offers his hand but retracts)
Rest in p - rest assured, Jamaica is in good hands, Admiral.
In the background a dock worker falls through construction and crashes into the lime pit below.
Admiral Penn
I'm sure it is. Now I must set sail for England.
(Breathes in)
Aye. I like the sound of that.
England prevails!
Everyone
England prevails.
Lynch and Admiral Goodson lead the captains off the deck. The officers close the stained-glass
doors to the admiral’s cabin. Then, they proceed outside to the main deck and off the ship.

ON SHORE
The moorings let go, longboats tow Mathias out of the bay and around the point.
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Admiral Goodson
Prepare to fire salute!
A crewman torches a swivel cannon and fires it at the dock. The shot smashes a cart to pieces.
Admiral Goodson (Cont'd)
Dummies! Dummies!

ON MATHIAS
Admiral Penn turns and goes inside, Captain Dakins and Colonel Blake follow.
Admiral Penn
I hate Jamaica, anyway.

OFF THE CAGWAY
Mathias deploy s her main sails and majestically sails away with Bear, Tulip, and Paragon.
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MATHIAS - GRAND GALLERY - DAY
Admiral Penn joins Capt. Dakins and Colonel Blake as they lead the fleet, Paragon, with Bear
and Tulip trailing behind on a clear, breezy, day off the coast of Cuba.
Admiral Penn
(Takes a deep breath and smiles)
Ah, I feel better already. Steady as she goes.

ON PARAGON
As she explodes into a huge fireball of bodies and debris.
DISSOLVE TO:
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BLUE M OUNTAINS - WATERFALL STREAM - SUNRISE
Carlena comes to a mountain stream with a waterfall and stops to fill her canteen. The water’s
so clear and clean she figures this is a good a place for a wash and takes off her filthy dress.
Having her clothes off is liberating and she stretches out, felling the rising sunlight on her skin.
The breeze picks up, Carlena’s free to go where she wants for the first time in her life. She
kneels by the water and hangs her canteen on a branch. Then jumps into the water.
It’s cool and refreshing as she does loops under the surface, the oily and gritty dirt floats away
with the current.
Carlena swims to the bottom for a look around. She sees an interesting fish and follows it to a
hidden cave. The tunnel is tempting. She stays down until she can’t hold her breath any longer
and goes up to the surface.
Carlena takes a huge lung-full of air and arches back to float on the surface. All she can taste and
smell is fresh air and flowers for the first time in her life.

NEAR THE WATERFALLS - DAY
Carlena emerges from the water to find a hibiscus flower. She rubs its peddles all over her skin.
She lies in the flowers. Her eyes open, a shrilling howl echoes in the trees and birds fly away.
She knows the sounds, native, mostly Arawak and Taino, on the attack in the distance.
A man's screams soon follow and she gets out of the water and climbs on a slippery rock to
see. Below, on the adjacent mountain, Andrés staggers along a cliff side, an arrow in his leg and
he falls. Just out of view. African M aroons come from the trees and descend on him.
Carlena goes dangerously close to the edge to see as Andrés craws but men in feathers and war
paint catch up with him. Andrés cries and begs in Spanish but that only aggravates them more.
He makes an effort to crawl away, but they circle and begin jabbing him with spears. His
screaming quickly fades.
Carlena spots M aroon scouts in the trail beyond. She slips down the rock and goes for her
dress. A spear jabs into the dirt right in front of her face.
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Her petrified eyes look up to see a dark, muscular man in rags and a straw hat, Juan de Bolas
stares down on her intensely.
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THE CAGWAY - GOODSON’S WAREHOUSES - DAY
White, Kirby, and M orris walk down Thames Street toward five big warehouses line the inner
harbor just inside the point bustling with final stages of construction. Ships of the line are being
loaded with barrels, crates, and guns Admiral Goodson, Captain X. Hughes, and Sir Langford go
over maps on a table while Colwood, Flowers, and Pitts wait outside.
White
You men couldn’t get a pass?
Excuse us. You wait here, M orris.
White and Kirby go inside the office, getting no acknowledgement.
White (Cont'd)
Admiral. I must say, you picked the cream of the crop with
this location.
Sir Langford
Perfect for loading and unloading.
White
You know all about that, sir.
Admiral Goodson
I’ve designated the dock closest to the point for priority
loading and unloading and marked these area’s red.
Sir Langford
Red?
Admiral Goodson
Aye, there’s no unauthorized stopping in a red zone.
Sir Langford
I thought you wanted them white so I had them painted
white.
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Admiral Goodson
White?
White
What?
Admiral Goodson
White is for stopping and loading.
Kirby
Sorry, the red zone was for stopping?
White
No, the white zone, right?
Admiral Goodson
Don’t tell me which zone is for stopping and which one is
for loading. I clearly told you the red zone’s red, White!
White
Right, right, the red zone’s white. Red zones, Kirby.
Kirby
Red zone’s, White?
Admiral Goodson
It’s very simple, there’s no stopping in a red zone. You’ll
have to re-paint it. By the time I return I want all the white
zones red, White.
White
Right. All the white zones, red, Kirby.
Kirby
Aye, aye, white zone’s red, White.
Captain X. Hughes
I’m lost, White. Is it the white zone’s red or white?
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White
Aye sir, I’ll paint your white zone’s red but, back from
Where, Beggin’ yer pardon?
Sir Langford
The Spanish M ain.
White
As in, mainland South America? Spanish territory?
Admiral Goodson
The Spanish have become grossly overconfident in the
Caribbean. So, we lost a few at Santo Domingo the rest of
the Caribbean is our for the taking.
Captain X. Hughes
News has spread of our capture of Jamaica. The Spanish
are retaliating all over the Caribbean. Our colony at Belize
has been attacked by Indians. They’re left with barely any
food or provisions. M ost of their slaves are dead and this is
an excellent opportunity to supply Belize with new ones.
Our first exports from the new Jamaica colony.
Sir Langford
We have more than enough slaves. Falmouth can be ready
to sail for the Yucatán in two days.
Admiral Goodson
Work on Torrington must be doubled. She must be ready to
sail immediately. I shall sail out to raid the Spanish M ain.
Do we have the new bombs made by Frenchie and his
buccaneer types?
Kirby
The ships are being equipped with the new buccaneer
cannonball bombs, aye, but...
Admiral Goodson
We mustn't waste time. We shall raid the Spanish M ain.
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Captain X. Hughes
(To Kirby)
I want all our ships ready for action.
White
Admiral Penn approved this one did he?
Kirby
Sir, if the Spanish Armada arrives we'll be sending out ships
with not enough food to sustain a crew.
Captain X. Hughes
The Spanish armada won't be here for weeks, probably
months, what’s the hurry, Kirby?
Admiral Goodson
Probably won't suffice. Swiftsure's a fighting ship. Double
the men on her refit and get her protecting the harbor.
The city is secure from the Spanish threat for now. This
shall become the commerce central of the Caribbean. We
don't want the pirates taking all the spoils of the Spanish
M ain.
White
Swiftsure won’t be ready for weeks. You mean to take the
navy presence away from the city? Captain Kirby is
correct, that will leave our defenses dangerously thin.
Admiral Goodson
I'm in command now and we are going on the offensive.
White
Without proper provisions. You'll lead us to ruin like ya did
at Santo Domingo.
Captain X. Hughes
You're out of line, Captain White.
Admiral Goodson
No. Well, lets have it then White?
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White
You landed our army thirty miles away and left the beach
assault to be surrounded and stalled without proper
supplies. You killed us there and you’ll kill us here.
Admiral Goodson
They were indentured and should have fought to the death.
Your insubordinate and it will not be tolerated. Captain X.
Hughes is in command until I return.
White
Captain X. Hughes? You jest?
Captain X. Hughes
How dare you, White? I’ll make you a shirtless oarsman if
disrespect me again.
Admiral Goodson
Captain X. Hughes is the senior captain here and he will
command. You will follow his orders.
Kirby
If there is still a settlement to return to.
Captain X. Hughes
Do your jobs, Captain Kirby, Captain White. You’ll take
charge of these slaves and rabble. They're like yourselves.
Admiral Goodson
There better be a settlement here when I return, White. Or,
I'll know who to blame.
Kirby
Captain White and I can handle defence, sirs.
White
M y indentured servants, as always. Will comply.
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THE CAGWAY - EAST TENT TOWN - SUNDOWN
A slight breeze blows the laundry in the orange sunshine while Alannah takes them down,
Sorcha stitches clothes, and Saoirse crushes corn in a large pan.
Saoirse
We don't have much in the way of corn rations.
Alannah
We best ask for more.
Saoirse
This be it, love. There ain't no more.
Sorcha
Did you tell Lucretia? Where is Lucretia?
Saoirse
She’s gone to find something with Cormac.
Sorcha
Find what?

THE CAGWAY - NIGHT
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Beyond, Torrington and all the big ships line the inner harbor being serviced and prepared for
sail, White, M orris, and Kirby talk with officers. Cormac and Lucretia crouch and crawl into
the command tent.
Cormac
This way.
Lucretia
You haven’t fucked me in the Captain’s quarters for a
while.
Cormac
Next time, love.
Cormac leads her to the map table. Inside they find bottles of Chartreuse.
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Comac
This is what we came for.
Lucretia
This is the good stuff?
Cormac
It’s an acquired taste.
Lucretia
How cruel. He’s only got two bottles left.
Cormac
Not no more, he don’t

INNER HARBOR
M orris shouts at the men fitting cannons on board Torrington as he walks over to White and
Kirby discussing Discovery’s progress. They walk toward the command tents.
M orris
If more than half the men are away, I should dismantle the
village of teepees we call, Tent Town.
White
Keep them up. To give the Spanish the impression we have
more people here.
M orris
A tactic used by the Spanish and M aroons. They’ll see
right through it.
White
We’re going to need every trick in the book and a few of our
own design. M aybe it will give them second thoughts about
attacking. Let them banyon tonight. We’ll show the Sp anish
we’re not afraid.
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Kirby
We’ll show them we’re all drunks.
They reach White’s command tent and go in. White takes the weights off the map and rolls it
up. Then he opens the table to find it empty. He grinds his teeth.
M orris
I’ll begin a search at once.

Kirby (Cont'd)
You poor, lad.

White
This just hasn’t been my day.
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THE CAGWAY - CORM AC’S PIKEYS TENTS
Around the fire, Cormac’s Pikeys dance and drink with the wives. Eazy walks past dragging an
empty garbage cart. She catches a peek of some Irish couples going at it.

LATER ON - CORM AC’S PIKEY’S TENTS
Eazy sneaks behind the bushes with a view as the nightly orgy begins. Kissing, feeling each
other all over turns to licking. Lucretia gasps with ecstasy, clawing at Cormac’s head as he
nuzzles her between the legs. She arches her back and her hips thrash.
Eazy’s eyes bulge, her mouth hanging open, some of the women ride and bounce on the men,
Big Iain and Saoirse go rock against a cart till it breaks and they go at it on the ground.
Samhain and Alannah undulate on logs, moaning and calling out.
Cormac throws Lucretia down, she calls out, her legs quivering, they fall back, exhausted and
satisfied.
Lucretia
Congratulations, M r. O’M alley , ya hit the mark, ya did.
Cormac
That’s a son I just gave ya, my dear. Take good care of him.
(Calls over)
Are ya enjoying Jamaica yet, Samhain?
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Samhain
Aye. It's all ya said it would be and more.
Samhain and Alannah call out, finishing together.
Cormac
Ya all right over there, Iain?
He tilts his head over to see Saoirse's legs quivering in the air, Iain's head between them.
Cormac (Cont'd)
Don't talk with yer mouth full, Iain.
Show some fuckin' manners.
Belle appears from the dark grabbing Eazy hard by the ear and pulls her away.
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TORRINGTON - DAWN
Admiral Goodson watches the Cagway go by as the fleet sails out to the Caribbean Sea.
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THE CAGWAY - SUNRISE
Cormac's Pikeys and their wives look like casualties all around their tents. Heading out to sea
the great warships, Torrington, Gloucester, Lion, Laurel and smaller ships sail away from the
smoking settlements.
M orris wanders in, checking bottles and Cormac tucks a green bottle behind Lucretia.
M orris
O’M alley, report for duty on the Ligania plain.
(Walks away)
Now.
Cormac
Gets up and gathers his things.
Samhain and Saoirse kiss and grab each other all over while he tries to put on clothes.
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Samhain
Iian, ya bastard, time to get up!
Big Iian
(M oans from inside the tent)
Cormac
(Does up his pants)
Aye, get up.
Lucretia
Where'ya takin' that? I'll be needin' it back.
Cormac
It’s done it’s job.
Lucretia
M aybe ya want twins. Very well then, I’ll find me another
while yer gone.
Cormac
Aye, ya would too. I'll be back before ye can say; Hey
stranger have a got a cock 'er two?
Lucretia
That's cockatoo, me love.
Cormac
Aye, I'm sure that's what I meant. Where's Iain?
Big Iain emerges from his tent with Alannah and Sorcha getting dressed behind him.
Alannah
(Lifts her dress and flashes him)
Hurry back,
The men laugh as they head off and disappear into the settlement, Lucretia and Saoirse go to
wash cloths and notice the tall ships sail away.
Saoirse
Where ya think they be off to?
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Lucretia
Don't know. Hell of a time to be fuckin' off though, don't ya
think?
Saoirse
(Puts her hand to her face and calls)
Don't go too far, boys.
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FALMOUTH -GUN DECK - M ORNING
Crewman work frantically to get the ship ready, Recovery and William prepare to sail behind
her as Valentine goes down the steps. M aggot inspects the weapons stores just as a crewman
loses grip on a cannonball.
Valentine
(Catches the cannonball & weighs it)
It ain’t as heavy as it looks.
M aggot
Them’s the new bombs made special by them buccaneers.
They say these babies can blow a ship right to Hell with
one good salvo.
Valentine
I’d love to see that.
Colwood
(At the top of the stairs)
On the double, M r. Valentine, we’re ready to sail.
Valentine
Aye, aye, sir. As you were, M aggot.
Crewman
Where’s our intended destination, M r. M aggot, sir.
M aggot
Belize, boy. We’re taking the Cagway ’s first slave shipment
to Belize.
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Valentine
Not just slaves but the very best snails too.
M aggot
Slaves and snails together? I feel very confident our
enterprize be successful.
Valentine
Ya can’t go wrong with slaves and snails.
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OFF SOUTH JAM AICA - DAY
Falmouth, William, and Recovery sail away from the Cagway and catch the winds going west.
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GUATIBACOA - NIGHT
Shooting stars dance in the twinkling sky over the ranch in the hills as Don Cristóbal rides his
horse past the line of marching soldiers to the front where Francisco leads.
Don Cristóbal
Cortés. You are the grandson of M aestres Francisco de
Proenza.
Francisco
Yes, I’m named for my grandfather, Francisco.
Don Cristóbal
I’m sorry. He was a good man.
Francisco
M y friend, Andrés Rodríguez, is there still no sign of his
return?
Don Cristóbal
Not yet. But, he will be found. He’s probably just delayed.
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Francisco
Yes, probably.
Don Cristóbal
I understand you recently lost most of you family, already.
Francisco
Yes. I have a son, still and for that I thank god. M y bride
died in child birth after contracting the yellow fever, and I
lost a girl down the Chocotata Hole. She was just little. One
moment she was there, and the next...
Don Cristóbal
You will command the men against the Passage Fort.
When we reach the ranch, gather them inside the gate. We
will inspire them to a great victory this day, Francisco
Cortés, M aestres de Proenza.
(Gallops ahead, up the hill to the ranch)
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GUATOBACOA RANCH COURTYARD - LATE NIGHT
Francisco gathers the militiamen around the courtyard fountain.
Francisco
M en, the English ships are gone except for the one’s still
careening. You will prepare for battle. We shall attack the
Passage fort and Rio Cobre and all the way into Villa de la
Vega. The Cimarrón will attack Ligania and the farmland.
We will take no prisoners.
Spanish soldier
Has the armada arrived?
Francisco
We will attack without help from the armada.
Soldiers and militiamen look at each others faces, sick with worry.
Spanish soldier
Where is Rodríguez? Has he not returned?
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Spanish militiaman
Who will lead us?
Francisco
Andrés has not returned.
Spanish militiaman
Then he’s dead or left the island with Governor Ramírez.
Who's to say word will ever reach the Spanish Armada.
The men want to leave, not fight. Our own governor left.
We should make for Cuba.
The militiaman is shot, blood runs down from a hole in his breastplate. He falls dead as the
clatter of metal, Don Cristóbal's gun smokes, twenty dragoons ride with lances and muskets.
Don Cristóbal
Anyone else want to go to Cuba?
The horses gallop in and corral the men in a swirling storm of dust..
Don Cristóbal (Cont'd)
Now is the time to strike. Their numbers will never be
weaker. We cannot afford to wait.
(Draws his sword)
You have seen what they do to prisoners? Kill all of them
because they will do the same to you!
No quarter is to be given to the invaders. We will do what
we must to protect our homes!
Spanish settler
But they have so many. How can we hope to win?
Don Cristóbal
They do not know how many men we have. From the trees
and with diversions we will confuse and frighten them.
M ake them think they are surrounded and outnumbered
while we wait for the guns. You will not let the English
drive you from your homes! We will drive them back into
the sea. To a watery grave! To the depths of Hell!
They raise their weapons and cheer.
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DEEP RIO COBRE - SUNRISE
Under a bright orange sky, crewmen load dead animals and bundles of fruit onboard Avontuur.
A mix of indentured men, sailors and Carib natives get ready for the trek inland.
A young M iskito scout, Bilwi checks out the treeline, La Roche has a cutlass, Yaguara with
swagger daggers his bow and arrow and atlatl. Paine and Gilbert carry big shot guns, and Diego
with his daggers, M artien with dueling swords. JJ and his men guard with muskets.
M artien
M arines guard the boat, crew store the food below. Keep in
mind we should be filling the hold. If we’re lucky. The rest
of you with me. We’re going into the interior. Frenchie and
Diego on point with Bilwi.
La Roche
(Points to Yaguara)
He knows the way.
Yaguara
Skipper needs Yaguara to find his way back.
M artien
Lieutenant Jackman is in command of the ship.
JJ
(Pointing to himself)
Aye, that’s right. I’m in charge.
M artien
Keep absolutely quiet. Don’t attract attention. No fires, no
drinking, no singing, quiet.
JJ
(Pointing to himself)
That’s right, QUIET!
Yaguara
Very quiet. This area is prone to M aroon attack.
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Dr. M acAskill
M oving on then.
La Roche
But, there’s no sign of them.
M artien
Could they be sneaking up on us?
Yaguara
Yaguara’s grandmother could be sneaking up on us.
Yaguara (Cont'd)
(Points to the hills)
There are trails up ahead. Yaguara used them to evade the
Spanish. M aroons control the hills beyond.
Diego
(Leans to La Roche)
Can we find food without encroaching on M aroon
territory? Just a dumb question.
Yaguara
There are many animals up this way. Wild dogs, pigs, and
galliwasps.
Diego
A galliwasp? Is that an insect by chance?
Yaguara
A dragon. Very dangerous. If a man is bitten, he dies.
Dr. M acAkill
Splendid. M oving on then.
Yaguara
Galliwasps are very few now. Best left far alone.
Diego
Got it. Far alone. Just fine by me.
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Yaguara
(To M artien)
Yaguara should scout up ahead before we move any farther.
JJ
Alone? Captain X. Hughes said no one is aloud to go alone.
I’M IN CHARGE. Take two men with you.
The men all turn away and began unimportant conversations.
Yaguara
Yaguara is faster, quieter, and the lieutenant's men stink.
Better to go alone.
M artien
He’s a member of my crew. He'll come back.
JJ
(Points to the bushes)
You go on ahead. Alone.
Yaguara heads off to the tree line and disappears in the tall grass.
JJ (Cont'd)
(Grumbles)
He looks Indian. Who's to say he won't bring back the
M aroons to attack us?
La Roche
Then we'll see which of us is the faster runner.
M artien
I hear M aroons like white meat.
The sailors swallow hard as a bird calls out, scaring all of them.
Dr. M acAskill
You're sure about him? He won't betray us?
La Roche
Betray us? No, no. What reason would an Indian have to
betray us?
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JJ
Is he a slave or ind -ind - indented?
La Roche
(Shrugs)
I don't know. Just because I'm a slave, doesn't make me an
expert on the subject. Probably indented.
JJ
What about that little Billy? Is he one too?
M artien
No, I told you, he’s an ally.
JJ
Hard to tell the difference.
M artien
Well, try, M r. Jackman.
JJ
Aye, aye, I’ll try. Try, try, try.
Paine
There still won't be enough food for the entire colony
unless we find cattle.
La Roche
You American’s sure like your cattle. What food we don't
find up here, we will just catch more turtles.
Paine
You know, I'm not real fond of turtle.
La Roche
The Buccaneers on Hispaniola are masters of the
smokehouse. I spent much time with them as Yaguara has.
We can teach you to make a meal out of anything.
Dr. M acAskill
We have enough to last the colony a day or so.
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M artien
You want to go back with enough food for a day or so?
Dr. M acAskill
No. I was just counting in my head.
M artien
(To JJ)
If you’re attacked, protect the ship at all costs. Leave if
you must. I’ll find you.
JJ
Aye. You’ll find us. Aye.
M artien
Right. M ove out.
La Roche and Diego lead the line of men followed by Paine armed with a blunderbuss.
Diego
You'll tell me if you see one of them galliwasps?
M artien
(To Dr. M acAskill)
You can stay with the ship doctor.
Dr. M acAskill
(Points to the blunderbuss)
I’m staying behind that fuckin’ thing, if ya don’t mind,
Skipper.
M artien
(To JJ)
Remember, quite.
JJ
(To the rear)
Shh! Quiet!
Dr. M acAskill and M artien share a unsure look as the group moves on.
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JAM AICA VALLEY - DAY
Frenchie leads as the men head up a lush green valley, while multi-colored parrots fly overhead.
He seems puzzled by the birds.
Diego
What is it?
La Roche
M aybe a galliwasp.
Diego aims down the barrel as they proceed through.
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INLAND JAM AICA, RIO COBRE - DEEP JUNGLE - NEAR SUNDOWN
La Roche and Paine lead the line of men from a dark, tree covered path into a lush, green
pasture with a river nearby. M artien and Yaguara pass into the clearing, Diego covers the rear.
M artien
(To La Roche)
Stop here?
La Roche
Oui.
M artien
Stop Here!
Dr. M acAskill
What about that spring over there, is it drinkable?
La Roche
You’re the doctor.
M artien
We’ll need a doctor if anyone drinks that water.
Pitch camp here and rest.
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Dr. M acAskill
(To the men)
Don’t drink the water. There, I said something doctorly.
M artien
Keep to your own water. We have enough.

CAM P PERIM ETER
La Roche goes for a pee behind some large plants and whips it out in front of a pack of
galliwasp lizards. They charge. He runs screaming for the camp fastening his pants, galliwasp’s
hot on his heels.
La Roche
Help! Galliwasp!
Diego
Galliwasp!
Paine and his men open fire on the lizards and gun them down.
M artien
Now the whole island knows we’re here. Thanks, Frenchie.
La Roche
Sorry, Skipper.
Dr. M acAskill
(Indicates the carcasses)
So, this is a galliwasp?
Diego
They was.
La Roche
The meat’s still good. Just have to pick the led out.
M artien
Then you’d better start picking, M r. Frenchie.
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CAM P - EVENING
They set camp, the men are winding down, La Roche and Dr. M acAskill sit to eat while Diego
and Paine patrol the area. M artien uses one of his dueling blades to cut off slices of
schinkenspeck for each of the men.
Dr. M acaskill
That’s not galliwasp is it?
M artien
This is from the Rhineland, A German ship brings it to
Trinidad and Tobago once a year loaded with wonderful
things. Foods, goods, you name it.
Paine
Perhaps we should considered taking her as an illegal prize?
M ight be worth our while?
Dr. M acAskill
(Laughs)
We’re certainly a well armed bunch.
M artien
We could, M r. Paine, but then who will be bringing me
schinkenspeck every year.
Dr. M acAskill
Those are some fancy blades, Skipper.
M artien
For close quarter combat on board ship. Shorter swords are
better suited for fighting on deck as the longsword tends to
get tangled in the rigging.
Diego
Got mine stuck in the boom, once.
La Roche
(Remembers fondly)
Oui.
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M artien
(Shows the doctor a scar on his head)
Got hit with a bloody hoist, I cut down myself.
Short blades on deck.
La Roche
(Shows his cutlasses)
I never chop no rigging. A big cutlass wins over little blades.
I could cut a man’s head off with this.
Paine
(Indicates the blunderbuss)
I prefer something more substantial. And my men always
wear two pistols straps in case anyone boards the ship.
Gilbert
(Catches his M usketoon in his hands)
Too heavy, a musketoon will give you a quicker shot.
Diego
I like to have one of each. You never know.
La Roche
(Takes off his hat and headkerchief to
massage his scalp)
I feel like we walked to Cuba and back.
Diego
(Points to the headkerchief)
What is that symbol, anyway . All you French have that
symbol on something or another? What does it mean?
La Roche
Le Fleur de Lif, from the poem by de Nangis.
Diego
You know, I didn’t get a word of that.
Gilbert
I once had a French Poodle in Tortuga called Fleur de Leek.
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La Roche
You do have much in common with the buccaneers.
Dr. M acAskill
So, as I understand, many of you gents are fairly familiar
with the Buccaneers of Hispaniola?
La Roche
Oui.
Diego
Oui? You’ve been on two scouts. Oui?
Paine
Three, if you count the boar.
Everyone but the doctor laughs.
Dr. M acAskill
So, I’m to understand, you all are more acquainted than I
first thought?
They all nod and reply agreeingly.
Dr. M acAskill (Cont'd)
And, you’re all buccaneers, I take it?
They nod, yes.
Dr. M acAskill (Cont'd)
Well, that’s a fine fuckin’ how do ya du. So, yer not
indentured, you are in fact, pirates of the Caribbean.
M artien
We are buccaneers and pirates, yes. I’m called a kaper
myself, but I rarely use the term, skipp er and kaper end up
as kipper to the English.
Dr. M acAskill
How, dare I ask, did I come to be partied with kapers,
pirates, and buccaneers? Not by chance?
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M artien
No. Not by chance. I picked you to be our doctor.
The English can’t be trusted to govern Jamaica alone. Not
without approval by the brotherhood. We need men on the
inside.
Dr. M acAskill
Well, I’m not sure ya talked to Whitie or not yet, but I’m
willing to smile and take a bribe, sure.
M artien
In fact, many are indentured. But consider them on loan.
We belong to a brother hood. We are les Frères de la Côte.
Dr. M acAskill
Aye. I heard of you. The Brethren of the Coast.
M artien
M y mission is to help the English take Jamaica so we can
use it as a base. M y question for you is, will you join us?
Dr. M acAskill
Does it pay well?
M artien
Oh, yes. It pays well.
Dr. M acAskill
I’m a Scotsman, I can be bought, sold, leased, and rented,
but never short changed, consider me in.
M artien
Good to have you aboard.
Dr. M acAskill
What would have happened if I said no?
M artien
(Indicated the dried meat)
Well... Some things are better left unsaid.
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Dr. M acAskill
And, Jaguar? He’s a Friar of the Coat, too?
La Roche
Yaguara? No. He just comes and goes.
Dr. M acAskill
He does? So, how will we know if the M aroons are ahead,
if he doesn't come back?
La Roche
(Bobs his head)
He'll be back - probably. If he comes back running, then we
have a problem.
Yaguara bounds from the bushes ahead, running toward them.
Diego
(Points)
You mean, like that?
La Roche
M erde, I was joking.
Diego
I don’t see no galliwasps this time.
Yaguara
The M aroons are gone. They have left the hills.
Diego
That ain't so bad.
La Roche
There can only be one reason for the M aroons to leave the
hills.
Dr. M acAskill
They got a better offer some place else?
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La Roche
They are attacking the English, no?
Diego
No. No, they ain't? What?
Paine
But, the M aroons are at war with the Spanish.
Yaguara
The M aroons left the hills to strike the English at the
Cagway.
La Roche
Funny how things just happen sometimes, uh?
M artien
The Cagway. Pack up. Return to the boats!
The colony is under attack!
La Roche
Back to the boat!
They quickly gather their things.
La Roche (Cont'd)
There may be a lot less people to feed when we get back.
M artien
Then we haven't a moment to lose. Everyone, on the
double. We’ve got to get back down river.
Full on for the Cagway!
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THE CAGWAY - SUNDOWN
Swiftsure and Discovery lay on their sides, work stops for the day inside the harbor. Drinking
and dancing begins around bon fires along the coast. White and M orris inspect, M r. Wilgress,
Bosun's M ate waits for the hour glass to empty and flips it.
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Wilgress
Seven bells.
Captain Pratt
Thank you, M r. Wilgress.
Wilgress chimes the bell, Captain Pratt escorts White and M orris down to the boat on the
shore to see them off.
White
You served the navy a long, Pratt?
Captain Pratt
From when I was a boy. From a long line of navy Pratts,
Captain White. There’s been a Pratt in every English
engagement since Queen Elizabeth chopped the block.
M orris
I’m acquainted with quite a few Pratts, myself.
White
I’ve know my share. You were expecting to go home with
the fleet, like I was.
Captain Pratt
Yes. I was rather looking forward to returning to Pratt Hall
with a considerable amount of booty. You can understand
my frustration.
White
That I can, my dear, Pratt. M r. Wilgress was transferred
from Falmouth as I requested, I see.
Captain Pratt
Aye, replaced by Valentine. Drinking on board, he should
have got the rack. If Sir Langford should find out, I’m sure
he’d want maximum penalty.
White
But, as it is, We have use for him here and I appreciate your
understanding.
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Captain Pratt pats his money belt while the Cagway gets noisy from celebrations.
Captain Pratt
I tend to agree, anyway. No point in punishing him when
the whole colony is practically legless with drink.
White
It wasn’t Chartreuse he was caught with, was it?
Captain Pratt
Sorry, Captain White. But if anything turns up, you’ll be
the first to know.
White
The Cagway appreciates your sacrifice.
We'll take our leave now, Captain Pratt.
Captain Pratt
As you can see, all’s well, Captain White.
White
(Indicates the dancing)
Unless you count them.
Captain Pratt
(Pats his money belt)
Well, I won't tell if you don't tell.
White
Strictly to keep up the appearance of superiority.
An elongated belch echoes across the water.
White (Cont'd)
Very well, Captain Pratt, lights out at eight bells.
White and M orris get into the boat with crewmen ready to row.
Captain Pratt
Aye, sir.
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White
We're not on vacation. Someone has to stay on their toes.
We’re now the settlement's only navy presence. Stay on
full alert. Nothing a Pratt like yourself can’t handle.
I'll see to it, you and your men have a proper leave when
the fleet returns.
Captain Pratt
I’d be grateful, sir.
As the boat is pushed off, White sees a glimpse of Wilgress sneaking a sip from a bottle.
White
You can lead a horse to water.
Captain Pratt
Come again, Captain White?
White
I said, in the morrow load the stores into boats to be taken
to Captain X. Hughes. He now holds the title of governor
from over in Spanish Town.
Captain Pratt
Is that were you’ll be?
White
No. M r. M orris and I have to go to the Ligania side to sort
out the water problem. Take us to Ligania, M r. M orris.
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SWAM PY PALISADOES LAGOON
Yuma and several M aroons in war paint load canoes in the dark. They push off and paddle out
toward the Cagway.
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CAGUAYA BAY
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White's men row to M orris' direction and White, exhausted, sees the tired faces rowing behind.
White
This is it for the day, boys. We'll stay in Ligania tonight.
His men seem thankful but something catches White's eye. Canoes nearing the ships behind.
Silhouettes paddle up to the side of the boats on shore.
M orris
Who's that? Inside the line.
(Scans through his telescope)
Looks like Indians. I don't know what they're doing.
White
Neither do I. Are we exp ecting visitors?
M orris
Is Captain Pratt selling supplies?
White
Better not be. Damn Pratt! Do any of them have green
bottles?
M orris
Stop rowing.
The men rest. The boat drifts.
M orris (Cont'd)
No one on deck is aware of them. Whatever they're up to,
Pratt's not in on it. Damn it! They're up to no good.
White
You always say that.
M orris trains his telescope on another canoe. This one has some light on it. He can make out
gunpowder bombs on the hull while men pour oil around them.
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M orris
The damn bastards are sticking a bomb to the hull.
White
Get the signal lamp. Get Captain Pratt's attention.
M orris
(Shouts and points)
Pratt! Lookout below!
Fires light up all around the ships. The bombs explode. Boom!
The English warships along the shore are rocked by explosions. Fire engulfs them. The men on
board are caught off guard and the ships explodes in a fiery ball of bodies and debris.
M orris (Cont'd)
Holy mother!
M en flee from Swiftsure, while flames erupt all over. Captain Pratt marches down toward the
flames shouting orders.
White
We're helpless!
On shore, they can see Captain Crispin by his ship, cornered by Yuma and M aroon warriors
and shot down with arrows and spears.
Fire engulfs the ships, Captain Pratt becomes encircled in flames. Wilgress races to save him
but the fire is too intense.
An explosion sends Wilgress flying into the water and Captain Pratt goes up in flames. He
flails in circles and falls into the inferno.

ON WHITE’S BOAT
Beyond the ships, engulfed in fire, flashes come from the hills behind the trees, White and
M orris draw their guns and prepare to shoot.
M orris
It's the bloody M aroons.
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White
Take us back. There may be survivors.
The oarsmen turn the boat.
M orris
It’s surprise attack.
White
Ain’t we surprised?
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THE CAGWAY - BARTABOA’S SHOP HOUSE
The Bartaboa's workmen and families are at the dinner tables when explosions shake the room
and bright lights flash outside.
Eazy
What is it?
Flames and explosions from the English ships and from across the water at Ligania.
Bartaboa
The colony is under attack.
(Goes to his gun cabinet & unlocks it)
We must defend the Cagway.
(Passes guns to the men)
Stay here. Keep low until we come back.
The men load guns and throw on belts.
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INNER HARBOR - EVENING
Kirby and his officers shoot guns at dark shadows as they make their getaway by canoe.
Kirby
Come with me.
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They rush down toward the burning ships where they board Discovery and manage fire
control. But the ships is badly burned.
Kirby (Cont'd)
Leave her. She’ll never be seaworthy like this.
They abandon the smoking hulk.
Kirby (Cont'd)
So much for that commission. To the longboats.
Pikeys with me.
Cormac's Pikeys man four longboats at the dock as a distant explosion comes from Rio Cobre.
Kirby (Cont'd)
(Aims his telescope across the water)
They've hit Spanish Town as well! It's an all-out assault!
The oarsmen take to their benches and grab the oars as the booms from Spanish Town echo.
Kirby (Cont'd)
Get out into the harbor!
The longboats row fast, Cormac’s men prepare for battle. They pass the burning remains of the
warships, a fire fight is seen on the water through the smoke.
As they approach, the shape of White’s boat. His men shooting guns at canoes, paddling away
in the distance.
Kirby (Cont'd)
Ready to take on survivors.
The boat turns and soon comes to the longboats. White and M orris pick a man from the water.
Kirby (Cont'd)
We have a fleet of six longboats.
White.
That don’t exactly make us admirals, we’ll make do.
Take the survivors on to the Cagway.
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He and M orris climb on a longboat with the help of Cormac's men.
White. (Cont'd)
We have once again found ourselves in a war.
Kirby
(Studies the landscape)
Looks to be on all sides. But no sign of naval support.
M orris.
For them, or us?
White
Let’s hope it stays that way.
We'll be likely hanged for this.
Kirby
We've got to get control of the situation. The Cagway looks
to be a hit-and-run. It’s the island they mean to keep.
White.
Secure Ligania and asses the situation from there.
M orris
Full sp eed for Ligania.
One longboat takes the survivors toward the Cagway while the other three row inland.
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RIO COBRE
Battles rage from the river banks around the Passage Fort as it shoots a sparkling cannonball, all
the way over to Spanish Town.
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SPANISH TOWN HEAD QUARTERS
Lynch crouches behind the blown-out window in his debris dirtied armor and feathered helmet,
Captain X. Hughes huddles under the desk as he coughs through the smoke and chokes.
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Captain X. Hughes
So far, I hate Jamaica.
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LIGANIA DOCKS - NIGHT
Three boats bring White, Kirby, M orris, and Cormac’s Pikeys to the docks at Ligania.
Kirby
Prepare to land.
They skim along the crashing waves at the beach and Cormac's Pikeys jump off and head up
the beach. Samhain leads his men up the beach.
Cormac
Defensive lines!
White and Kirby watch as Cormac’s Pikeys engage Spanish fighters and charge into Ligania.
Samhain
(Reports to White)
We’re pinned down. Spanish militia from the east while
M aroons hit Ligania from the west.
White
M orris, ready to land.
M orris
(Very loud)
Stand by to land!
White
(Wiggling finger in his ear)
Stop them from landing on the Cagway and secure Caguaya
Bay. Pick us up, here, when you're done and don’t be late.
M orris
Secure Ligania!
White and M orris slip over the side leading a squad of heavily armed men ashore.
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THE CAGWAY HARBOR - DAWN
Land battle and smoke cover the south Jamaican coastline while seabirds and parrots fly away.
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SPANISH TOWN HEADQUARTERS - M ORNING
Lynch creeps up with his telescope. Bodies of English and Spanish soldiers and civilians lay in
the streets outside. Shots riddle the room and they find themselves crouched on the floor again.
A messenger comes in and Captain X. Hughes reaches up on the desk for a letter prepared.
Captain X. Hughes
Here, take it.
Lynch
Give the letter to Captain White. Tell him we’re under
heavy fire in Spanish Town. M any wounded and dead.
Send help.
The messenger rushes off, Lynch aims the spyglass out the window for a scan of the area.
Lynch (Cont'd)
What Id give to see the London again. Not the poor,
wretched stench of Fleet Street, but up the Thames to
where good people live. Oh, the grand balls I had in my
school day s. You know I once had two women on the same
night at two separate fancy dress parties in two different
estates. I went as a gorilla. How I miss 1640’s London
naughty schoolboy behavior.
Behind the trees, there’s a glimpse of shiny armored horses.
Lynch (Cont'd)
They're advancing. They have cavalry!
Captain X. Hughes
What about the back? Can we go out the back?
Lynch's armor clatters as he crawls over to the shredded patio door for a look.
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Lynch
They have cannons! Of course, they do. Why did I not see
this coming? This be a navy operation after all. Join the
British Navy, we’ll ship you off somewhere.
Captain X. Hughes peeks out from behind the desk as Lynch moves the curtains to see the
street beyond: Down at the end, Don Cristóbal, is his polished silver and gold armor, rides his
horse, leading the dragoons, shooting down screaming English settlers.
Don Cristóbal
Take back your homes! Cut them all down!
Lynch
Don Cristóbal!
Captain X. Hughes
Get him!
Lynch gets up and waves the battle flags. Several other battle flags emerge from the buildings
and from alleys, English soldiers tumble carts, musketeers line up in rows behind.
Lynch
Fire muskets!
Lynch raises the banner of the musketeers and the signal to open fire.
Shots fire into the streets, the Dragoons are hit all over, clank, clank. a few men and horses fall.
Lynch (Cont'd)
There is a certain - how do you put it, fun, to the art of
battle. Telling which man to kill which other man. It’s
exhilarating in some ways.
Captain X. Hughes
Well, fire the next line for heavens sake! Kill him!
Lynch
Fire next line! Line one, reload and fix bayonets.
I’m quite good at this.
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A thunderous blast knocks them both down. Then another, the building shakes, the walls
explode and both men hold on for their lives.
The dust settles, Lynch clunks and crawls out, his ears ringing, Captain X. Hughes whines and
looks out a hole on the wall to see the p uffs of smoke rising from the hills.
Lynch (Cont'd)
(Shakes his head and comes to)
I'd say nine pounders. We must evacuate to the lower level.
Captain X. Hughes
Are we safer in the lower level?
Lynch
Less distance to fall at least.
Captain X. Hughes
The lower level then.
Their men help them back away, inside.
Lynch
We go to plan B.
Captain X. Hughes
What is plan B?
Lynch
You hold out here. I've got to get to the passage fort.
Captain X. Hughes
And plan C? What's C?
Lynch
Right away.
(Clatters out of the room)
This is my moment of destiny. I shall lead men to victory
and claim this town as my own. Lynchville!
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By the time he gets down stairs horses gallop in both sides of the compound. Shiny metal
armor sparkles. Guards and militia fire guns with little effect and soon the house is surrounded.
Don Cristóbal gallops by on his gold-plated steed.
Lynch (Cont'd)
Damn you to bloody Hell, Don Crystal balls!
Don Cristóbal
Close in! Encircle them!
Dragoons encircle the English defenders. Lynch and his guards ready pistols.
Lynch
Hold your ground!
Don Cristóbal
Charge!
The Spanish dragoons follow, charging into the perimeter shooting guns.
English soldiers fire back. Both side take heavy losses and the battle becomes close quarter,
hand to hand. The courtyard turns to an all-out, vicious brawl extending to the streets with
swarms of men fighting all around while dragoons cut them down.
Don Cristóbal's dragoons streak through to the font steps and attack the headquarters. English
guards and militia are hacked down. The officers draw their pistols and fire.
Lynch gets a clean shot at Don Cristobal and hit him but didn't take him down.
Lynch
I must invest in Spanish armor.
Captain X. Hughes
What do we do now?
Lynch
(In a panic)
Uh...?
Captain X. Hughes
Do something!
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Lynch
Very well, Captain X. Hughes, Plan C it is.
(Raises the big red flag and calls out)
All units, attack at will. No surrender. No Quarter!
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RIO COBRE - EVENING
Battles rage around the Passage Fort and up the river banks
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THE PASSAGE FORT - NIGHT
Keene commands soldiers and civilian militia reloading cannons for a shot. A carriage is let in
through the gate. Soldiers escort Dr. Beazley, his family, Gladstone and other civilians inside.
Keene
Dr. Beazley, I’m glad you made it out.
Dr. Beazley
Just barely. The Spanish have over run my command post.
Though, not front line caliber but rather peasants.
Keene
The bulk of the attack is being led by Don Cristóbal.
We had good Intel on our opponents from the indentured
man called Frenchie. He fished in the area frequently . The
Spanish M ilitia are led by a man named Francisco Cortés. A
local farmer with limited experience.
Dr. Beazley
They have been successful, however in their maneuvers.
You never know where or when he’ll strike.
Keene
Their hit and run tactics are a drain on the men. We’re
keeping to strict schedules and a watchful eye out.
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Dr. Beazley
What naval ships do we have left?
Keene
None. Admiral Goodson’s fleet is headed to Santa M arta
and most of our ships were destroyed. Spanish soldiers and
militia raided all our compounds at once. Ligania, the
Cagway and most of Rio Cobre is on the defensive.
I have boats ready to take you to the Cagway. Our guns
will cover you while you make the crossing.
Dr. Beazley
Aye.
Keene
The Passage Fort at least is still shooting. Cortés and his
militia attempted a major assault, but his forces, though
effective and scary at times, didn't have the strength tackle
the fort. M ost of the Spanish militia were bloodied and
retreated into the hills.
(Calls out)
Open the gate and escort the doctor to the boats.
Dr. Beazley and the civilians hurry to the boats by the water, men load and aim the cannons,
gunfire comes at them from the bushy hills.
Keene (Cont'd)
They're trying to draw a response.
A man dies screaming behind them.

ON THE PERIM ETER DEFENCES
English soldiers shoot at the shadows in the trees.
English soldier
There must be hundreds!
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Another English soldier
It's Santo Domingo all over again!
They break ranks and panic, some run for the river where they are easy pray for the spears.
Out from the bushes, Francisco leads a charge, a few men at first.

ON THE FORT
Keene escorts Dr. Beazley down to the civilians.
Keene
Get your people out of here, Doctor.
Dr. Beazley
Bloody Hell!
Dr. Beazley leads the people quickly into the boats and they’re pushed off the shore when a
line of Spaniards charge the gate.
Keene
Hold fast! M usketeers into position.
Spanish militiaman appear on all sides bringing ladders.
Keene (Cont'd)
(Draws his sword)
Dear God! Close Quarter!
They have no time to organize as Francisco and his militia reach the perimeter walls.
Keene aims a pistol and fires. A grenade tumbles in, sparkling behind him.
Keene (Cont'd)
Grenade!
The black ball rolls toward his feet, the wick burning and smoking.
Keene’s eyes go wide.
The grenade explodes. Debris and bodies fly in the air.
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Keene manages to get away when another grenade soars over the wall into the command post.
It explodes and tosses him over the side, crashing into the weedy rocks below.
Francisco and his band of militia storm into the fort, shooting the last defenders. The boats
with women and children row away toward the Cagway when M ilitiamen surround them.
Spanish militiaman
We have the prisoners.
Francisco
We have the fort. Turn the guns! Fire on their own lines.
Dr. Beazley
Dear Lord. We've lost the Rio Cobre.

LIGANIA - NIGHT
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Warehouses burn, the town is damaged, Serras and a band of M aroons close in from the plains
beyond, while hiding behind the causeway wall by the waterman’s dock, a small pocket of
men. White and M orris reload pistols.
White
We can no longer defend the waterman's docks. Time is
running out.
M orris
You’re always White.
From behind, Yuma and more M aroons storm the town.
White
We have to get out of here.
M ore maroons attack from the other side of town and the defenders are losing men fast.
M orris
We're cut off.
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Yuma throws a bottle bomb at them and other M aroons throw theirs, soon the docks
themselves are on fire.
White
We must try to break out to Cormac's Pikeys.
M orris
They’re pinned down past the loading docks.
White
Swimming is an option. I’d rather face the Kracken than
stay here. We must retreat!
Boats appear through the smoke on the water.
M orris
I see a boat.
White
The ferryman coming to take us to Hell
Everyone get your pennies out.
M orris
It's Kirby!
White
Thank Christ!
(Waves to get their attention)
We're evacuating, M r. M orris. Recall Cormac's Pikeys and
prepare to move out.
M orris calls over to Cormac's position and within seconds Cormac and his men can be seen
making for the shoreline as M aroons close in on both sides.
Cormac
Right this way, Your Lordships.
They reach the dock carrying wounded while three longboats row in fast.
White
Evacuate. Run away!
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White and M orris fire shots to cover Cormac’s Pikeys, with wounded as they run. M aroons
get closer and hurl spears.
Spears fly past, a man pierced and falls.
Samhain
(Stops to shoot)
Keep going!
A longboat stops at the dock, Kirby’s men shoot at M aroons while survivors get onboard.
Cormac
Hurry it up, Samhain.
White
I'm glad to see you, Kirby.
White's sigh with relief is cut short as an arrow suddenly protrudes from Kirby's forehead.
White tries to reach for him but his lifeless body falls off the boat, into the water.
M aroons scaled the docks with amazing speed and cut down crewmen in seconds. White and
the men run for it, Cormac stops to catch Big Iian as he’s hit and stumbles.
White (Cont'd)
Run away!
Samhain
(Draws his sword)
M aroons!
Cormac
Samhain!
Yuma throws a spear. It pierces Big Iian’s neck. Samhain fights his way to Cormac as he
catches Big Iain in his arms, blood spurting from his mouth.
Cormac (Cont'd)
(Tries to stop the blood)
Bloody Hell, Iain!
Big Iain chokes, the blood pouring from his mouth, he dies in Cormac's arms.
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Samhain
(Pulls Cormac away)
He's gone, mate. We gotta go.
Cormac takes his mate's necklace and tucks it in his pocket. He follows Samhain to the boats.
But, as they reach them, two longboats go up in flames.
Serras’s M aroons capture the third boat and taunt the English.
M orris
They captured a boat.
They all stop and the boat explodes into flames.
White
(Puffs his cigar)
No they didn’t.
They turn and run away into an alley as M aroons throw spears and shoot arrows at them.

CAGUAYA BAY - NIGHT
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Battles rage on all sides of the bay, Avontuur rows in, M artien tightens his gun belts and
swords at the bow like a cat ready to pounce, La Roche gets the men rallied for combat, JJ’s
nearly foams at the mouth shouting orders to his men.
M artien
JJ. You know in battle I hold the rank of Captain.
JJ
Aye, Skipper, marines just want to kill. Arr!
M artien
We’re outnumbered twenty to one, by both Spanish and
M aroons but don’t let that bother you.
JJ
M ore to kill.
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M en growl, JJ hops up into the rigging taunting his men and screaming rage.
M artien
The Spanish have the Rio and the M aroons have Ligania.
The Cagway is still ours. Yaguara, take Avontuur to a
position to fire on anything heading our way or for the
Cagway and bring the third wave by canoe.
Frenchie second and JJ’s marines first with me.
JJ
First! Aye, first! We’re going in first!
M artien
Congratulations. Rhode Island Rogues cover the flank then
advance.
Paine
Aye, aye.
M artien
We go for the Passage Fort. Secure the area. Get the
civilians to safety. Let 'em have all ya got men. Save your
women and your homes!
JJ
(Shakes his fists and screams)
Yeah, kill ‘em all!
They get closer to shore, bodies lay the banks of Rio Cobre, the settlement in ruins.
Avontuur comes to a stop on the river bank. M artien and his men shoot, JJ leaps off the deck
and charges, screaming up the beach slashing and swiping with his sword.
M artien
Ya. You go get ‘em, JJ.
JJ runs past Spanish soldiers and militia and straight into the flowery bushes. He keeps going,
slashing branches and screaming.
Diego
He sure taught the hibiscus a thing or two.
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JJ
(Fading)
Take that! And that! And That! You want some too? Take
that!
M artien
Advance!
(Signals the ship)

ON AVONTUUR
Yaguara points a swivel cannon. He fires and more shots blast away from the ship.

ON THE SHORE
La Roche and Diego trade musket shots with the enemy behind the bushes when three Spanish
militiamen charge from behind with muskets.
M artien (Cont'd)
Frenchie, we must reach the fort.
La Roche
Not this way.
Paine
(Pushes past)
Outa my way.
(Fires the blunderbuss)
The blast sends the shredded bodies of Spanish militiamen flying.
La Roche
(Smirks)
Remind me to be nice to you, uh?
M artien
Evacuate the wounded and press on to the fort.
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Diego
(Wiggling his finger in his ear)
What?
Gunfire erupts from the trees. They run toward the barracks.
English M ilitiaman
(Runs up to them)
English prisoners are in the barracks. Civilians, women and
kids.
M artien
Diego and Frenchie rescue the hostages. I’ll cover you.
Diego
Huh?

ON AVONTUUR
Yaguara drops the anchor over then slips over the side to his canoe with five men.
Yaguara
Wait here for the signal and cover the rear.
They paddle toward the land as shots and explosions echo all around.

BY THE BARRACKS
A door crashes down. La Roche and Diego lead Dr. Beazley, his family and others carry
wounded and children. Paine and his men cover them, trading shots with the trees. Some
English civilians run for the open field.
Paine
Not that way.
Several are shot down and the others are detoured by Rhode Island Rogues.
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ON THE HILLS BEYOND
Spanish soldiers ignite cannons and fire them off.

NEAR THE SHORE
Cannonballs crash down into the exploding earth as people scatter. A woman is shot from the
tall grass on the hill beyond and Diego and La Roche fire shots back.
Diego
We're pinned down. Where do we go?
La Roche
Aruba.
Diego and La Roche fired their last shots. Paine blasts the blunderbuss and two Spaniards are
blasted down and the rest dive for cover.
La Roche (Cont'd)
Let's get out of here!
Diego
(Finger wiggles in his ear)
What?
La Roche
Retreat!
Yaguara has five men, running into the fight, M artien with Dr. M acAskill and five more men
converge, shooting at the figures in the trees.
M artien
Follow me!
M artien leads the way to the encamp ment, settlers and slaves fight on, JJ can be seen in the
distance attacking an unsuspecting group of Spanish militiamen and hacking them down, while
he screams obscenities.
In the distance near the field, Fu-fu holds off three attackers while trying to escape.
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Yaguara takes his bow and arrow and shoots a Spanish soldier through the neck.
Yaguara
Fu-fu!
She runs toward him. He passes her the atlatl.
Fu-Fu straps it on. She flings the atlatl and the long arrow soars, long and wobbling, straight
into a Spaniard's chest, killing him.
Yaguara shoots another down with arrow.
Fu-fu
What kept you?
Zoe, bruised and limping, is amongst civilians protected by Paine and his men. M artien spots
her and rushes over, she rushes to his arms.
The remaining Spanish turn and run back toward the trees.
M artien
M ove out, everyone.
M artien takes Zoe’s weight. He and his band lead the civilians along the road to another
treeline. Beyond, Spanish soldiers and militia fight against English soldiers.
La Roche
They look tired.
From beyond the trees, the flashing light of firing cannons.
La Roche (Cont'd)
Down!
Echoing booms and fiery blasts scatter them. M artien shields Zoe until the barrage is over.
M artien
This way!
They all get back to their feet and follow M artien to a busy knoll and crouch.
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La Roche
We can't fight this many and win the Spanish have the
Passage Fort.
Diego
(Brings a case of parchments)
This was found on a dead messenger.
M artien
(Reads it)
This obviously never got through.
(To Paine)
Captain Kirby is dead. Captain White’s trapped in Ligania
with M aroons and Governor X. Hughes in Spanish Town.
Both are asking the other for help. Organize whatever men
we have left and form a new defense. We’re going to be here
a while, it seems.
(Turns to Diego)
How fast can you run?
Diego
Depends on which direction you want me to go.
M artien
Get to Spanish Town. Tell Captain Lynch Captain White
is trapped in Ligania. Tell him to hold out until
reinforcements arrive. I’m sending Avontuur for more men.
Go now.
Diego runs off. He detours away from JJ, chasing after fleeing Spanish settlers.
M artien (Cont'd)
(To Dr. Beazley)
Where is Falmouth and the supply ships?
Dr. Beazley
Falmouth sailed for Belize.
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M artien
A lot of good that does us.
(To Yaguara)
Send M iskito scouts to retrieve Falmouth.
Yaguara speaks M iskito to Bilwi and a band of men head back for the water.
M artien (Cont'd)
(To Dr. Beazley)
Secure the Cagway from sea attack. Find out where White
is held up so I can devise an escape.
Dr. Beazley
Aye.
M artien
(To Yaguara)
You know the M aroons.
Yaguara
Not exactly on a first name basis.
M artien
We’ve got to speak with Juan de Bolas and get him to call
off the M aroons.
Yaguara
The black M aroons may listen to de Bolas but the
Cimarrón will only listen to de Serras. De Serras is enemies
to the death with de Bolas.
M artien
Kak! I have to try. You're coming with me.
Yaguara
To the M aroons? It's not likely Yaguara will be bringing
Kapitien M artien back. They're not going to like you.
M artien
As Frenchie always says; C'est la vie. Besides, didn’t they
put a curse on you?
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Yaguara
Aye. It took six shamans and fifty demon ants to lift that
sucker.
M artien
(To La Roche)
You always wanted to meet l’Olonnais?
La Roche
The hero of Tortuga, oui.
M artien
Sail Avontuur for Saint Domingue to find l’Olonnais.
Take the doctor with you.
Yaguara
Fu-Fu as well.
(Takes her in his arms)
It’s time. They won’t be looking for Fu-Fu after this.
M artien
He’s right, now’s the time. You and Zoe are both going to
Saint Domingue where you’ll be protected.
(To La Roche)
It’s time to call in Frères de la côte.
(To Dr. M acAskill)
Doctor, you’re now 1st officer. Acting! 1st officer. Can you
handle it?
Dr. M acAskill
I know about as much about boats as I do astrophysics. I
can point at the dots.
M artien
Just look after the crew and deliver them to Saint
Domingue.
La Roche
Just do everything exactly as I say.
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Dr. M acAskill
I didn’t get a word of that.
M artien
(To Zoe)
Look after Sunny for me.
Zoe
Thank you, M artien.
M artien
(Kisses her)
See you on the other side, my dear.
La Roche leads them away, D. M acAskill takes Zoe by the arm and they head for the water.
M artien (Cont'd)
(To Paine)
Be ready to retake the Passage Fort.
M artien heads for the bushes, Yaguara and Fu-Fu meet up to embrace one last time.
Fu-Fu
We should run into the hills. Leave them now.
Yaguara
The M aroons will hunt us down if the English don't.
Fu-Fu
If we stay with the English we'll all die.
Yaguara
(Kisses her)
Go to Sainte Domingue. Stay close to the Frenchman.
Yaguara won't be long.
She gives him a kiss and runs, Yaguara follows after M artien, heading for the trees.
Paine
(To himself while reloading)
(To himself)
He always comes back. He comes back for her.
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AT THE BARRACKS GATE
M artien and Yaguara take two horses mount up. They ride off toward the thick brush as Paine
and his men rally for a meeting.
As men close the gate, JJ stumbles in, covered in blood and out of breath.
JJ
I got ‘em!
Paine
(Reloads his blunderbuss)
Aye. Yer messed up pretty good, yourself. Better go across
with the wounded and get patched up.
Gilbert
(Reports to Paine)
M ost of the Spanish have fled from the area
but we can’t reach the fortress.

JJ
Aye.
(Limps away/ fading)
Ain’t I in charge? Aye, I’m in charge. I’ll be
in charge from the Cagway. Then the green
bottles are mine? No, Dummy. They’re all
gone. Bastards! I’m in charge...

Paine
(To Gilbert)
Aye. Everyone find a spot to dig in. Tend the wounded. Set
up a perimeter. We’re staying a while.
DISSOLVE TO:

AVONTUUR - PRE DAWN
La Roche takes command on deck while the oars deploy. They row away from Cayo de
Carena. Dr. M acAskill, Zoe and Fu-Fu go below where Sunny flutters to his perch.
Zoe reaches for a log book, Sunny screeches and Dr. M acAskill snatches them up quickly and
locks them in the desk. He puts the key in his pocket.
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Dr. M acAskill
Captain’s quarters. Ship’s still on duty. You two stay low
until we’re far out to sea.
Zoe goes to the window and looks out, and Avontuur rows away from the smoking settlement.

THE CAGWAY - DAY
Boatloads of wounded arrive at the dock, Dr. Beazley, Abbey, and Gladstone sort them by
priority. JJ stumbles in, almost falling when Dr. Strangewayes rushes down to help.
Dr. Beazley
(Out of breath)
I thought we were done for.
Abbey
Not this time. Have a rest, I’ll take this lot.
Dr. Beazley
There’s no resting in battle.
Dr. Beazley and Abbey move the people along, up the shore, into the settlement.
Dr. Strangewayes
(To Gladstone)
You’re unhurt? Good.
Gladstone
Next time you go with him.
Dr. Strangewayes
Wounded this way.
Dr. Beazley
Find out where Captain White is.
Dr. Strangewayes
He never came back. I think he’s trapped in Ligania from
what the locals are saying.
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Dr. Beazley
But, where in Ligania? I’m in command here until Captain
White gets back. All those who need medical attention, this
way. M iles, begin an orderly que.
Gladstone
Aye, aye, arr.
Dr. Beazley
We could use his help here, damn it.
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THE CAGWAY - M EDICAL TRIAGE
Cagway settlers rebuild, repair and tend wounded in a hurry with lines of men arriving on boats
in various states of injury while Gladstone sorts them. JJ takes his bleeding and infected arm
and goes to the tented area.
Gladstone
(Points to a tent)
Ampu - I mean, infected limbs that way.
Dr. Beazley begins operating on a man’s head wound, Belle and Eazy help wedge a bone in a
another man's teeth while Dr. Strangewayes takes a deep breath and begins to saw his arm.
Abbey tends a sailor's throat wound and Yvette treats and sorts incoming patients.
Abbey
Next patient, in there, Yvette.
Yvette
(Goes to JJ, inside the tent)
Let me help you.
Dr. Strangewayes
How’s the arm?
Gladstone
I’d say three to one against.

Gladstone
(To Dr. Strangewayes)
Three more bad legs and an arm.
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IN THE TENT
Yvette peels away dirty, bloodies and sweaty fabric from his arm and a leg wound also becomes
noticeable, dripping blood on the floor as he squirms in pain.
JJ
I got ten of them, NO! Fifteen, NO! Twenty! Twenty-two
of ‘em.
Yvette
Wow, twenty-two. You are a hero.
JJ
Twenty-two? Hell, I got over thirty of ‘em.
Gladstone
(Enters)
I’m here to examine him. The doctor will need a full
description.
(Assess the wounds)
He may have to cut it off with infection like that. You’re
leg’s cut too. Trousers off.
JJ
What? Ampu-what?
(Gets up to leave)
Nope. See ya.
Yvette
You may just need a good cleaning.
Gladstone
(Sits him back down)
Sorry. Just thinking out loud. The doctor will look at you.
JJ
I don't need a doctor. No one's cutting off my arm!
Yvette
(Shuffles Gladstone out)
I’ll look after this one. You go on help - someone else.
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Yvette (Cont'd)
(Points)
See! They are calling you, no?
JJ tries to undo his trousers when Yvette rushes back in.
JJ
I can do the rest, pass me the linens. Cut off my arm? What
kind of hospital are they running? Butchers!
Yvette
You relax, your arm need tending.
(Unfastens his trousers)
Now let Yvette help you.
JJ
Don't let 'em cut off my arm.
She pulls down his trousers, letting his member flop out in front of her face.
Yvette
Goodness me, no! No one is cutting off anything.
JJ
I need something for the pain.
Yvette
(Pushes him into the chair)
I'll ease the pain for you.
(Goes down on him/loud sucking)
JJ
(Sighs and relaxes)
Oh, that’s just fine. M e arm feels great!

OUTSIDE - BUSY TRIAGE
Dr. Strangewayes observes the line up of patients outside the tent and Gladstone tending
someone else.
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Dr. Strangewayes
What's the hold-up?
Eazy investigates the tent opening. The sound of sucking, grunts and moans coincide with her
facial expressions until Belle pulls her way.
Belle
You don’t need to be watching that, young lady.
Eazy
Are they all that big and pink?
Belle
Some yes, some no.
Eazy
What’s that stuff on her face?
Belle
(Tugs her by the ear)
You won't find out until you have a husband.
Now, go help M rs. Beazley.
Dr. Strangewayes
Hasn't she finished him off yet?
Gladstone
(Peeks back in the tent)
Um. A few times, I think.
Dr. Strangewayes
M iles, perhaps you can go sort out the coming.
Gladstone
The what?
Dr. Strangewayes
The new arrivals, please!

267.

THE CAGWAY - NIGHT
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Boats continue to bring men from the battles that rage all over the island coast. Yvette, Jeheene
and Cheri along with Lucretia, Saoirse and Alannah work on food preparation and clothing
repair. Dr. Beazley and Abbey reorganize the patient recovery area.
Alannah
(To Lucretia)
Where do ya think they be? The Spanish?
An explosion across the water lights up the harbor and echoes the bay.
Lucretia
That way I suspect.
Cheri
Oh, my prince, my prince where are you my prince?
Lucretia
Is that a song, girly?
Yvette
No, she misses her prince. We all miss him.
Lucretia
A prince?
Alannah
So, how did you lot become indentured to T. Watts?
Jeheene
Three years ago we lived a life of ecstasy and luxury in the
Castle Vincennes with the Prince of Conti.
We ate only the finest food with the very rich, and every
night was an orgy or drug-fest, or both until his sister died.
His sister's death depressed our prince, deeply. He sought a
witch doctor who taught us many things. But, our rituals at
night began involving animal sacrifice. When word got out
and rumors of witchcraft were stirring, we quickly left the
city and moved to the fort at Le Harve.
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Cheri
We were always being watched and the mood was much
more serious at Le Harve.
Jeheene
Then one night, the prince invited us to his dungeon. He
performed a ritual to bring back his dead sister.
Yvette
I felt the spirit's presents but the opium made my head to
heavy to look.
Jeheene
Then guards burst in and a priest had us arrested.
Cheri
We never saw the Price of Conti again. They put us on a
boat and sent us to the Caribbean.
Jeheene
On the way, in the dark hold, we heard they were giving us
to the buccaneers of Hispaniola as a bribe to come back to
French service. And to re acquaint them to women's
company. They all marry each other. Tortuga is where the
ship landed and we met our new owner, T. Watts, the
English governor. He provides slaves to France and England
and is branching into imports and exports.
Cheri
(Impersonates Governor T. Watts)
I'll ship slaves anywhere is the world. M y slaves are the
best. They're T. Watts.
Jeheene
The buccaneers turned out to be mostly interested in
themselves, like the rumors said, so we girls ended up at the
dock of Cayenne harbor being courted by ship officers.
Then, it was back on a boat for Jamaica by order of T.
Watts.
Are you Irish slaves?
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Lucretia
The whole lot of us. Kids and all.
Jeheene
I’ve never seen Ireland. What’s it like?
Lucretia
It’s an entirely different shade of green all together.
We been indentured since we fought Oliver Cromwell's
army and lost. When Ireland was invaded by the
roundheads. Cormac's father told him his family was
descended from a lost Roman legion, centuries ago. Alannah
and me are second cousins and both direct descendants of
Grace O'M alley, the famous pirate queen.
Jeheene
I’ve heard of Grace O’M alley. The woman who stood up
to Queen Elizabeth.
Lucretia
Aye, That she did.
Saoirse
The Caribbean is so far different from the life we knew at
home.
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AVONTUUR - JAM AICA CHANNEL - NIGHT
Zoe watches out ahead into the black night as La Roche comes up on deck behind her.
La Roche
We’ll see Cuba in a few hours, the sun will be up. You
should get some sleep.
Zoe
I still don’t know your name, Capitaine.
La Roche
Capitaine?
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Zoe
You command the ship, you are the capitaine.
La Roche
Jean-Paul. It’s the skipper’s boat. I like to say.
Zoe
I don’t doubt your loyalty to M artien. How long have you
known him?
La Roche
A few years.
Zoe
You are comfortable serving under a Dutch letter of marque.
La Roche
Skipper does not have a letter from the Dutch, rather it is
the English governor T. Watts who funds his Avontuur.
La Roche leans near her and lights his pipe. Zoe sits up on the rail with her legs open, her feet
positioned on either side of him.
Zoe
How did Skipper end up working for the English governor?
La Roche
He was a smuggler in the region known as Bocas del Dragón
He lived near with his family in Brazil.
Zoe
Is his wife pretty?
La Roche
His family is very beautiful.
Zoe
As beautiful as me?
She tangles her finger in her lacing and they become undone around her belly button.
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Zoe (Cont'd)
He has a woman in every port though, doesn’t he?
La Roche
He still loves his wife very much.
Zoe
He hopes to return to Brazil and stay with her or is it a life
a sea he desires?
La Roche
His family no longer lives in Brazil. The Spanish attacked
his home and forced the Dutch out. He relocated to Nassau.
That is where he was hired as a privateer by the English
and given the rank of Lieutenant, though, not an official
rank. It is much easier to get a letter of M arque from the
English than it is from the Dutch. Skipper would have to
have served on a ship out of Curaçao for more than a year
before he'd even be considered.
Zoe
Is serving a letter of marque so important? Is that what you
desire most?
La Roche
What I desire? A letter of marque makes war legal.
With war everywhere, it is the best way to support a
family . But, it is not the life he wanted. He misses his
family but his duties keep him far away from them for their
own safety. Skipper hopes to retire to his family and not
have the constant worry of retaliation.
Zoe
But what do you desire?
La Roche
I desire the same thing. To make enough money to retire
some day with a wife and kids.
Zoe
Kids? You like kids?
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La Roche
Someday I will have many kids.
Zoe
I long to have children, myself.
She perks a smile at him, teasing with her lacings, her eyes wander down to his growing bulge.
Zoe (Cont'd)
Two babies. That’s what I desire. One sucking on each
breast. Would you like that?
La Roche
Oh, very much.
He grabs and kisses her. They tear off each others close. She wraps her legs around him and
they undulate together on the rail, under the moonlight.

IN THE CABIN BELOW
Dr. M acAskill and Fu-Fu lay on hammocks far apart, both annoyed by the sounds of creaking,
grunts and groans and French dirty words.
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AVONTUUR - OFF SOUTH CUBA - SUNRISE
La Roche whistles a happy tune while he watches through a telescope aimed across the horizon
of blue and green with choppy white seas. He checks the wind and adjusts the tiller.
Lookout
I see a ship, Capitaine. And another one.
La Roche
Where away?
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The lookout points and La Roche aims his telescope to a tiny gold shape: A French style
goélette with Spanish colors, Nuestra Señora de la Concepción y San Jose, rows against the
wind. Behind her, two more tiny shapes appear, p eriodically behind the waves: Mars, a faded
red, fourteen gun sloop of war and Saturn, a twelve gun brigantine.
Dr. M acAskill comes up on deck with Zoe and Fu-Fu following behind.
La Roche (Cont'd)
I recognize those ship.
Dr. M acAskill
You can see those ship ?
La Roche
Oui. The Spaniard sails on l’ Perle. The other two are Mars
and Saturn.
Dr. M acAskill
Friends of yours, Frenchie?
La Roche
I’ve never met - l’Olonnais.
Dr. M acAskill
L’Olonnais?
La Roche
The French privateer from Tortuga?
The men we were sent to find.
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SAN JOSE - AFTERNOON
Tired slaves pull oars, the captain and officers huddle on the quarterdeck, they haven't slept in
days. The small ships behind in the rough waves, Mars and Saturn make a turn to south.
1st Officer
We have tried, every trick you know. We’ve held them off
this long. We may not be able to reach Guantanamo, the
wind holds us back. We might turn south and run for Port
Antonio, they won’t be expecting that.
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2nd Officer
They could close on us before we were away.
Captain
No. It’s full on for Guantanamo and hope a galleon sees us.
Lookout
The enemy ships have turned to the south. They're
increasing speed.
2nd Officer
The wind is again in their favor. Once they have the
crosswind they’ll come at us at full speed. A speed she will
not be able to match.
Captain
They will have us this time. M y concern now is the lives of
the passengers and men. Ready the boats.

SAN JOSE - SUNDOWN
Lanterns sway, passengers and officers all on deck, Salazar and Governor Ramírez stuff their
pockets with gold coins while slaves pack their belongings.
Salazar
You said you could out run them!
Captain
That was before.
Governor Ramírez
Yes, a week before! You promised you could out run them,
Captain. I hold you responsible.
Lookout
Another ship!
Governor Ramírez
Another Ship! Fuck!

Salazar
Another ship? Ours or theirs?
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Captain
(Scans to starboard through his telescope)
We are surrounded. Full on for Guantanamo.
Salazar
Can we reach Santiago de Cuba?

Governor Ramírez
We were supposed to be going to Santiago de
Cuba!

Captain
It’s too late to reach Santiago. We must go east.

OFF SOUTH CUBA - DUSK
San Jose turns toward Cuba as the ships following close in. Governor Ramírez, Salazar, and the
captain fix telescopes on the ships behind. Sharpshooters from the pirate ships fire muskets
and pick of Spanish sailors in the rigging.
Salazar
You should have gone to Santiago de Cuba a
week ago! Cuba is right there! We must reach
Cuba. Let’s just, for once, just aim at Cuba
and go for it without any fancy sailing like I
said a week ago.

Governor Ramírez
(Holds his sword)
Captain I’ll run you through before I’m
taken.
Do all you can, Captain. Or, it’s your head.

Mars raises a banner of swords and shields, then a red flag is raised above the Fleur de Lif.
Captain
M y God, the privateer, l’Olonnais.
Governor Ramírez
L’Olonnais!

Captain
They have us.

Salazar
The pirate known for taking no prisoners. No
Quarter.
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Govaernor Ramíez
You should have heaved to when he told you
to!
L’Olonnais is going to capture me? He fillets
noblemen.

Salazar
That’s the red flag of death.
That’s the red flag of no quarter.
(To the oarsmen)
We row for Cuba. Row!

1st Officer
The captain is correct.
Captain
There is no chance to save the ship but to abandon her.
Abandon ship...
Salazar
Abandon ship?
Captain
Yes, abandon ship...
Governor Ramírez runs screaming to the rail and jump over the side and splash!
Captain (Cont'd)
...to the longboats.
Salazar
To the longboats, then?

IN THE WATER
The gold weighs the governor’s pockets down under the surface. He claws at the light and dark
faces as he sinks into the depths below.

ON SAN JOSE - NIGHT
The cap tain and the men lower the boats over the row boat. Salazar and the crew get in quickly.
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Salazar (Cont'd)
Row for Cuba!
The boat rows away, the sloop of war fires cannons but the shots splash into the sea.
Salazar (Cont'd)
Here we are rowing for Cuba. I did say; row for Cuba might
be an idea. A week ago. Since it is right there. Did I not?
Saturn and Mars fire one last barrage of shots at them, while closing in on the prize ship.

ON SAN JOSE - SUNRISE
Saturn comes along side, men ready to board, Pierre Le Grande (Le Long), huge, dark and hairy
in purple silks, raises his cutlass.
Buccaneer
There’s no one aboard. Only slaves.
Le Grande and his men board the ship and search all over. Mars comes along side, Jean-David
Nau l’Olonnais, in a red and gold flower embroidered fine tailored suit, swings over on rope.
L’Olonnais
In the name of King Louis, I reclaim his ship, Perle.
Le Grande raises a cheer and the buccaneers cheer and continue to scour the ship.
L’Olonnais (Cont'd)
She carried the governor of Jamaica.
Crewmen prisoners are dragged up and lined up in front of the buccaneers.
L’Olonnais (Cont'd)
(Points to a Crewman)
Where is Governor Ramírez? Answer, and I will release
you.
Crewman
He jumped over. He disappeared into the sea.
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Le Grande
He was not among the survivors in the boats?
Crewman
No he was not. He most certainly drowned.
L’Olonnais
I believe you.
(Stabs the crewman through the chest)
I release you from the burden of slavery.
Kill them.
The buccaneers strike down the crewmen with blades of all sorts and the bodies spill the deck.
Avontuur rows up to the ship and comes along side.
l’Olonnais (Cont'd)
Throw the bodies over.
(To Le Grande)
Refit her in port. You’ll sail for Saint Domingue tonight.
Try not to lose her again.
Pirates toss bodies in the sea as Avontuur arrives, La Roche, Zoe, Fu-Fu and Dr. M acAskill
come on deck.
La Roche
Let me do all the talking.
Dr. M acAskill
That’s fine by me, Frenchie. Lead the way.
Le Grande
M artien’s ship. Who’s this?
La Roche
(Swings across and comes aboard)
I am La Roche.
Buccaneer
I’ve seen him in Tortuga.
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La Roche
I bring a message for sieur l’Olonnais. M artien sends news
of Jamaica.
L’Olonnais
M artien joined English to capture Jamaica. What does he
want from me?
Le Grande
The English captured Jamaica.
La Roche
The English are outnumbered by Spanish and M aroons.
There looks to be a possibility of failure to capture
Jamaica.
L’Olonnais
Wait there.
While the ship is ransacked, L’Olonnais and Le Grande go below deck. La Roche finds a place
to wait on deck and lights his pipe.

SAN JOSE - SUNRISE
Buccaneers wake La Roche as others board Avontuur. Dr. M acAskill, Zoe and Fu-Fu are on
deck at sword point.
La Roche
Wait, wait!
Le Grande
You three, le Capitaine wants to see you inside.
Buccaneers bring La Roche, Dr. M acAskill and Zoe on board and guide them inside the ship.
Dr. M acaskill
I thought you knew this, La Lolanais?
La Roche
Relax, friends.
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Dr. M acAskill
Are ya asking, or stating?
Zoe
Like it matters!
They’re brought back to the captain’s cabin where l’Olonnais enjoys a full dinner table of
meats and fruit with four naked young women, three brunettes and a red head.
I’Olonnais
Join us.
La Roche
Don’t mind if I do.
Le Grande sits, La Roche, Dr. M acAskill and Zoe find a place waiting.
L’Olonnais
Kapitein M artien calls for the assistance of the
brotherhood.
La Roche
Oui, Sieur l’Olonnais.
L’Olonnais
How is it, the Spanish can defend against such a huge force?
La Roche
M any of the maroon tribes joined with the Spanish.
L’Olonnais
The brethren can have Jamaica. Tortuga has fallen to the
Spanish and that is where my duty lies. I must return to
Saint Domingue.
La Roche
Then the Spanish will recapture Jamaica.
L’Olonnais
The Dutchman was to meet me on Jamaica.
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La Roche
The Dutchman has returned?
L’Olonnais
The ideal choice to take Jamaica from the Spanish. He also
has a letter of marque from Governor T. Watts. The
governor will insist upon being represented legally in
Jamaica. La Roche will go to the beach on Jamaica in my
place and deliver my compliments. Inform him I must
defend Saint Domingue and he will take Jamaica.
La Roche
The women also are requested by Kapitein M artien to
return to Saint Domingue under protection of T. Watts
L’Olonnais
Her and the Indian?
La Roche
He asks they both have safe transport to Saint Domingue.
L’Olonnais
I give you my word as le Commandant des Avenuriers
Francais de la Tortue and a member of les Frères de la côte
they will be protected. That I will assure Kapitein M artien.
Bon voyage, gentlemen.
La Roche
We thank you.
L’Olonnais
Our ships must sail immediately. What the English say?
God Speed.
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ON SATURN
Zoe walks the gangway over to Saturn while Dr. M acAskill, La Roche, and Fu-Fu look on.
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Zoe
(Blows a kiss to La Roche)
Pass it on.
Dr. M acAskill
(Quietly to Fu-Fu)
He already did.
Zoe
(Blows a kiss to Dr. M acAskill)
Good bye, Doc.
Dr. M acAskill
Have a bonnie life.
(To Fu-Fu)
You as well, lass.
Fu-Fu
I must go back.
La Roche
You will leave with them, yes?
Fu-Fu
I’m returning to Jamaica.
Dr. M acAskill
Why? You’re free.
Fu-Fu
I don’t want to leave...
La Roche
Yaguara said. I was supposed to deliver you to safety. I will
look stupid if I come back with you. “Oh, look who I
found!” We’ll join you. He promised.
Fu-Fu
You have delivered me like you said. Now I’m going back.
You said I was free. Free to go where I will.
Dr. M acAskill
She makes a good argument, there, don’t she?
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La Roche
Okay, come with us, but you’re explaining it, not me.
Fu-Fu
(Goes below)
La Roche
(To Dr. M acAskill)
So, will you pass it on?
Dr. M acAskill
(Rubs his cheek)
Fuck that, I’m keepin’ mine.

SATURN - CAPTAIN’S CABIN
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Zoe goes below where Le Grande waits, his silk pants show off his enormous manhood.
Zoe
Captaine, le Grande, my love.
(Grabs it with both hands and massages it)
I’ve missed it so. Now I have it all. All that you requested.
Le Grande
I knew you were M artien’s type.
Zoe
His type?
Le Grande
No pox scars.
(Exposes it in front of her)
Zoe
(Rubs it and tongues it)
I saw his private log.
Le Grande
I’ll bet you did. Governor T. Watts paid you a lot of money
to find out about M artien. They want revenge if it was him.
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Zoe
It was him. I read his personal log. He is the privateer from
Tobago hired to assassinate Governor Le Vasseur on the
order of Governor de Poincy - then pardoned and given a
privateer licence.
Le Grande
While he operated out of Tortuga raiding Cuba.
Under who’s order?
Zoe
Governor de Frotenay.
Le Grande
Yes, of course. He and M artien attacked the Sp anish on
Tortuga in 54 with Irish mercenaries.
Zoe
Cormac O’M alley and his Pikeys. They are also stationed
at The Cagway.
Le Grande
Governor T.Watts must keep the Brethren of the Coast out
of Jamaica and you will do me a great service.
Zoe
I am yours. Anything.
Le Grande
I am sworn to uphold the code as a member of les Frères de
la côte. Governor T. Watts will have another very
important job for you. When the battle is won, you may
return to Jamaica. You will kill David M artien.
Do your job, and you will be rewarded.
Rewarded handsomely.
Zoe
Consider it done.
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She goes down on him and out of view
FADE TO

AVONTUUR - DAY
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Le Roche holds the long handle of the tiller on the top deck, Dr. M acAskill and Fu-Fu go to the
rail on the main deck to watch Frenchman’s Beach drift away behind.
Dr. M acAskill
The Dutchman?
La Roche
The Flaming Dutchman from Curaçao, M ansvelt.
Dr. M acAskill
Isn’t that Flying Dutchman?
La Roche
(Shrugs)
Skipper knows him. A kaper.
Dr. M acAskill
And, I’m assuming you know which beach this Flaming
Dutchman’s on?
La Roche
I have a good idea.
Dr. M acAskill
So, then who’s La Roche?
La Roche
I am.
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FRENCHM AN’S BEACH - EVENING
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Avontuur rows quietly into the cove, Mutine, (Rascal), a Biscayan galiot with red trim and
sails, a red demon figurehead at her bow, sits in a swampy lagoon.
La Roche
Let me do all the talking.
Dr. M acAskill
That’s right, you do all the talking.
Kapers with big belts and bucket boots meet them on deck as the ships come together.
La Roche
I seek the Dutchman.
Kaper
Kapitein M ansvelt is expecting you.
Dr. M acAskill
He is?
Kaper
He’s waiting in his cabin.
La Roche and Dr. M acAskill are led aft to the raised cabin structure.
Dr. M acAskill
(Quietly to La Roche)
So, how well does Skipper know this, Dutchman?
La Roche
(Whispers)
Enough to say never go into his cabin.
In his narrow little cabin, up in the aft, The Dutchman, Kapitien Edward M ansvelt, tall with
straggly hair and thick orange mustache, all dark suit and rimmed hat smokes a pipe in his chair.
La Roche (Cont'd)
Kapitien M ansvelt.
M ansvelt
So the english can not even capture Jamaica.
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La Roche
The Skipper asks for help from the brotherhood.
M ansvelt
It was M artien who betrayed me and now he sent you to
do it again. He’s made a deal with the Royalists who plan
to infiltrate the brotherhood. I found a message from Lord
M odyford and Col. M organ. They want to claim all of
Jamaica and cut me out all together.
La Roche
Bum luck.
Dr. M acAskill
Then the haggis is in the fat.
La Roche
Shut up!
Dr. M acAskill
Nay. Beggin’ yer pardon me, sirs, but who was the letter
sent to?
M ansvelt
M orris, J. Quartermaster for Henry M organ.
Dr. M acAskill
Aye. White’s right and left. He’s working for M odyford.
He’s your mole.
La Roche
Skipper and L’Olonnais agreed we would capture Jamaica
in the name of the brotherhood. That is the plan.
M annsvelt
Yes. We’ll take this up with L’Olonnais, then.
La Roche
Uh, about that. He’s not coming. He is duty obligate to
recapture Tortuga. Those pesky Spanish.
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La Roche (Cont'd)
L’Olonnais says’ he will draw away as many armada ships
as he can. I leave the Cagway to you, he says.
M ansvelt
Leave the Cagway to me. He makes it sound easy. I’ll hold
him to those words. Leave the Cagway for me. Come with
me.
M ansvelt gets up and walks outside to his deck overlooking the long ship, Navigator Jacob
Fokman calls the ship to order.
M ansvelt (Cont'd)
(Goes to the podium)
The English attacked Jamaica and can’t keep it. I say we
take it. We take Jamaica for ourselves. We take Jamaica for
The Brethren of the Coast!
A happy grumbling begins from the pirates. “Arrr.”
M ansvelt (Cont'd)
Kapers! We sail for The Cagway !
“The Cagway,” they roar as they raise their blades.
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OFF EAST JAM AICA - DAY
Rascal rows out, Avontuur follows, turning east along the coast. La Roche relinquishes the tiller
to a crewman and goes in to join Fu-Fu and Dr. M acAskill for a smoke at the aft windows.
Dr. M acAskill
(To Fu-Fu)
Is it all part of the plan you ask?
Beats the fuckin’ hell outa me.
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FALMOUTH - ON DECK - NIGHT
Falmouth sails around the shiny, jagged rocks of Point Negrillo under a bright moon, Colwood
and Valentine scan the horizon when the bell rings.
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Colwood
Take the watch, M r. Valentine. I’ll turn in for the day.
Valentine
Aye, sir.
Colwood
Keep on yer toes. Remember we sighted a Spanish sloop of
war. There may be more out there.
Valentine
Aye, aye, sir.
Colwood goes inside and Valentine takes out a wood toothpick and grooms his teeth, quite
content to be back on ship. He takes out his charcoal pencil and writes: The breeze was
pleasant, not at all like the smelly settlement I left behind. I should hope to settle here, one day.
I look forward to watching the settlement grow. Like a plant, given the right amount of water
and love, a settlement can grow to become a blossoming port of call.
Valentine (Cont'd)
Ya did it, Art old chum. Valentine Harbor. A big house. I can
write poetry. Wealth and adulation abound. Valentine
M anor! Well, that has a nice ring to it.
Lookout
M iskitos.
Valentine
Ya get used to ‘em.
Lookout
Indians. A few small canoes are chasing after us, sir.
Valentine
Indians? Here?
Officer
I think they be calling us to stop, sir.
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Valentine
We don't have time to stop. Jamaica is ours. They can learn
to live with it. Bloody Indians.
(Continues picking his teeth)
Now, where was I? Oh, yes. M y city will have to have
defenses. Fort Valentine? But you have to be dead for that?
The Indian canoes continue to race toward them and the officer comes up from the maid deck.
Officer
Beggin’ yer pardon, M r. Valentine. They definitely want us
to stop.
Valentine
Yeah? Well, what are they gonna do about it?
On Valentine as reaches into his pocket and finds his nail file. He files his nails. On the nails as
they’re worn down nice and smooth and back out as Valentine blows the dust off his fingers
and wipes his coat.
The lookout descends the main mast and over to the officers. Then two approach.
Valentine (Cont'd)
(Leans over the rail)
What are you doing away from your stations?
Officer
It's M iskitos.
Valentine
(Takes out his brush and mirror)
What am I to do? It is the Caribbean after all.
Lookout
M iskito scouts. They say the Cagway is under attack.
Valentine
From mosquitos?
Officer
From the Spanish.
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Lookout
The inland Indian's are called M iskitos. They say M aroons
and Spanish are attacking.
Valentine
(Eyes bulge)
The Cagway?
Officer
Aye, sir. They're under attack.
Valentine
This shall not come to pass!
Valentine bounds his long legs down the stairs. He barges through the main doors to the
captain's cabin and knocks loudly.
Colwood (O.S.)
Yes?
Valentine opens the door, Captain Colwood, in his night robe with a broadside carving of a
native girl on his desk, quickly covered up.
Valentine
Captain Colwood, sir?
Colwood
What is it, Valentine? Can't you see I'm busy - sleeping.
Valentine
M iskitos, sir.
Colwood
They're everywhere, aren't they? Pesky things. What do
you want me to do about it?
Valentine
M iskito scouts. They say the Cagway is under attack.
Colwood
Impossible. The Spanish Armada is miles away.
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Valentine
I think the attack came from land, sir. The M aroons and
Spanish may be attacking together.
Colwood
(Gets up and ties his robe)
It's just as I always said, those Spanish are in league with
the Devil.
Valentine
Aye, sir.
Colwood and Valentine rush out and downstairs to the grand cabin and knock on the doors.
Sir Langford (O.S.)
What?
They enter the cabin where Sir Langford lies in bed.
Valentine
Sir Langford, sir...
Colwood
(Interrupts him)
Sir Langford, sir.
Sir Langford
Yes, yes, what is it?
Colwood
Sir, I’ve been informed the Cagway is under attack.
A full-out assault.
Sir Langford
Are you sure?
Colwood
(Indicates Valentine)
Aye. I’m - I He said it.
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Valentine
I heard if from the M iskitos, Sir Langford, sir.
Sir Langford
(Backs into his bed & pulls up the covers)
I see...
Valentine
M iskito warriors, sir. It's what we call the Indian's from the
M osquito Coast.
Sir Langford
(Gets up)
Oh. Aye. I know. How did the Armada get past us?
Colwood
Where's is Captain M artin?
Valentine
Still probing the Jamaican wildlife?
(Dramatic pause)
Sirs, They'd have captured it by now if the armada was
there. It must be a local force of militia and settlers with
help from the M aroons!
Sir Langford
Damn quick thinking, Valentine.
Colwood
Aye. Damn quick thinking, Valentine.
Valentine
Aye, damn quick.
Sir Langford
Turn around, Captain. We must get back before it's too late.
Colwood
(To Valentine)
Get us back to the Cagway at all speed, M r. Valentine.
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Valentine
(Rushes off)
Aye, sir, Sirs.
Colwood
I only hope they can hang on until we get there.
Sir Langford
Pray to God they do. Or we'll be hanged, too.

Valentine (O.S.)
Arthur Valentine, to the rescue. I'm comin' to
save ya, me Cagway.
FADE TO:
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THE CAGWAY - TURTLE CRAWLS - NIGHT
Distant battles along the coast, two ships, Rascal and Avontuur glide quietly toward the point,
crewmen work feverishly on ships and boats fixing railings and shrouds, and fitting new
cannons under direction of Bartaboa.
On Rascal, Fokman turns the tiller and brings her to the dock. M ansvelt and the kapers armed
for battle and checking out their surroundings.
Dr. Beazley and his family along with spectators, file down to the waterside to see.
Abbey
Red sails. A pirate?
Bartaboa
(Notices the ships)
Pirates?
Dr. Beazley
Could be. The fabric is tinted a flat red so she's harder to
see in the moonlight hours.
(To Bartaboa)
Form a perimeter around the settlement.
M ansvelt and Fokman come ashore as does La Roche and Dr. M acAskill from Avontuur.
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M ansvelt
This will do.
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COW BAY - EVENING
San Antonio, a golden oak sloop of war with gold carvings of bull fights sails into Cow Bay
while on shore, Francisco, in militia armor follows Don Cristóbal to his command tent.
Francisco
Don Cristóbal, the sloop of war is San Antonio has arrived.
Don Cristóbal
Have Captain Batista report to me.

COW BAY - DON CRISTÓBAL’S COM M AND TENT - EVENING
Captain Juan Batista, in shiny morion and purple velvet arrives. Francisco leads him inside
where Don Cristóbal has a map laid out on a big table.
Don Cristóbal (Cont'd)
Captain Batista, your journey was a safe one?
Captain Batista
Paragon is destroyed off Cuba. Their fleet is gone. I was
not seen by their merchant fleet, sailing west as we speak.
Don Cristóbal
M y sp ies tell me they intend to sell slaves in Belize.
Captain Batista
I will alert the fleet at Roatán. We’ll be waiting for them.
Don Cristóbal
The last of their large ships have left Cayo de Carena at out
mercy. We have the men and the will to take back Jamaica.
How far away is the armada?
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Captain Batista
Slow going. It’s difficult to get organized. M any ships are
in the Gulf of M exico and the Yucatán. Just a few are off
Tortuga. It will take time to do but I have assurance from
Viceroy Toledo, the Armada is being sent to Jamaica at all
speed and at all costs. A month or perhaps two.
Don Cristóbal
A month or two? The English have already sent for
reinforcements. We cannot lose this opportunity. M y
dragoons are ready to strike, now.
Captain Batista
Where is the dragoons?
Don Cristóbal
Looking down on La Vega as we speak, in Guatibacoa.
Captain Batista
Forgive me, Don Cristóbal, I was told you were
dangerously short on men.
Don Cristóbal
We have an alliance with the M aroons under Cimarrón de
Serras. Enough to defeat the English .
Captain Batista
You alone will answer to Havana for heresy. I’ll have no
part of it. M y ship is here to protect the coast of Jamaica.
Don Cristóbal
I have the dragoons and armor and men to capture La Vega
and the Passage Fort. The M aroons under de Serras will kill
all the English on the Ligania Paine. I will need you to
capture the bay and fortify Cayo de Carena.
Captain Batista
M y orders are to guard the coast and not to land without
the armada. I’ll direct my force from sea but I cannot land.
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Don Cristóbal
I will provide the men. The English will be formidable out
there, can you destroy the English on Cayo de Carena
without violating your orders?
Captain Batista
We’ll burn them out like I did at Roatán in 50. The terrain is
similar in some respects. We have much work to do. I’ll
need a galiot.
Don Cristóbal
I have a suitable ship for your needs. We must attack right
away.
Captain Batista
Then, Don Cristóbal, when I see you again, we’ll be
celebrating our victory, in Villa de la Vega.

GUATIBACOA - RANCH - NIGHT
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Don Cristóbal and his dragoons gallop through the gates, soldiers stand guard. Inside thirty
women stand ready, Antonia leads them, some with guns, some with swords and machetes.
Don Cristóbal
Antonia Rodríguez you are charged with the care of the
children. What are you doing here?
Antonia
Lady de Proenza is in command of the p lantation and the
children. We’ve come for our husbands.
Don Cristóbal dismounts. He brings forth something for her, her husbands bloodied canteen
with holes in it.
Antonia (Cont'd)
Andrés?
Don Cristóbal
His body cannot be retrieved. He died with honor.
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Other women call out for their husbands.
Don Cristóbal (Cont'd)
You will have revenge for the loss of your men. You will
take revenge on the English at Cayo de Carena.
Antonia clutches her husbands canteen, her face turns red with revenge as storm clouds close in
behind and lighting strikes.

LIGANIA DOCKS - NIGHT
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Thunder booms, White, M orris and Cormac huddle in a dark, smouldering shack.
White
Gentlemen, if this situation doesn't let up the men will all
drop of exhaustion. Days with no sleep, the Spanish
attacks are coordinated with the M aroons to prevent us
from getting rest.
M orris
(Barely conscious)
I'd say their tactics have been, so far, effective enough.
Cormac
M aroons on the move. They’re up to something. Looks
like they’re gettin’ ready to fight.
White
I’m not falling for that again. Everyone stay down. M ake
them come to us.
Cormac
Aye.
M orris
A pleasure making your acquaintance, M r. O’M alley.
Cormac
Likewise, M r. M orris.
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Avontuur and Rascal skim by the shoreline firing into in the M aroons as they pass.
White
Frenchie!
La Roche swings off the ship. They take cover behind the hay by the town walls.
La Roche
(Hands White a parchment)
I bring a message from les Frères de la Côte.
White
(Reads)
What’s a L - Lola-naise? What’s it say?!
La Roche
We’re here to save you.
White
And, for that I’m grateful.
La Roche
Also, this man has betrayed you.
White
Who, M orris?
La Roche
He spies. He is employed by M odyford, M oleworth and
M organ.
Cormac
What is that a bank?
White
What is he saying, M orris?
M orris
I was employed by privateers in Barbados, M organ’s
group.
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Dr. M acAskill
(Comes ashore)
Privateers loyal to King Charles, Col. Edward M organ, his
nephew Henry M organ, and Lord Willoughby. They’re
invested with Lords M odyford and M olesworth.
White
Since when?
M orris
Since 51 when I was sent to fight against the loyalists.
Under orders from M odyford.
Dr. M acAskill
But, they were paid off by the M organ’s and joined the
Royalists.
M orris
Aye. In 52 M odyford planned to pull it all out - and
invests in the slave trade.
White
You’ve been working for M odyford and the slave trade the
whole time.
M orris
Aye. I was under orders not to tell you.
White
Now, you’re loyal? To M odyford and M olesworth.
La Roche
And M organ.
White
I trusted you. Give me a reason not to run you through
right now.
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M orris
The Spanish are on the offensive.
(Calls their attention behind them)
Several canoes are making for the Cagway.
White
We’ll talk about this later, M r. M orris.
Cormac
Defend the flank!
Arrows and spears come at them from all sides and they return fire with guns.
Fu-Fu leap off the ship. She throws the adlatl.
Yuma is pierced in the side, through her ribs but hurls a spear back.
The spear goes through Fu-Fu’s leg. She falls screaming, into the water. Dr. M acAskill tries to
get to her by M aroons corner him.
Cormac’s Pikeys charge the M aroons, an all out, hand to hand brawl beaks out.
Samhain
Let 'em have it, ya pikeys!
White and trade shots with Serras and his M aroons when Avontuur and Rascal race in and
shoot muskets. White, La Roche, M orris and Cormac lead their men out and on board.
White
I assume command Adventure. Frenchie take the tiller.
M ake for the Passage Fort.
Oarsmen take the ship away. She soon gets up to a good speed and leaves the smoldering docks
behind as M aroons throw spears and shoot arrows.
M orris
Ready your men for attack.
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CAGUAYA BAY
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La Roche’s thick black hair is caked with blood and soot as he grips the tiller, Avontuur rows
hard for the Passage Fort. She trades swivel cannon shots with the Spanish militiamen. The
fort's cannons fire but the long narrow ship is too fast. She comes in close, from the treeline
Paine’s rogues fire guns for cover fire
On Avontuur, Cormac and his men ready to disembark once again. Spanish militiamen fire
muskets from the shore.
Cormac’s Pikeys go over the sides and up the beach. White with La Roche and one group go
right, M orris and some more men left.
Cormac's Pikeys run straight for the fort. Under heavy gunfire they stay in line.
Paine’s men form lines behind them and take aim. They fire at the passage fort.
White
Charge!
The two small groups charge from the sides and a wall of tired, battered men to the fortress
walls. Cormac’s Pikeys throw grappling hooks over the sides.
JJ and his men scale the walls. All three sides closed.
Cormac
Give 'em hell!
Cormac's Pikeys divide and run up the sides of the fort and around while White and his men
take one side and M orris's takes the other.
Paine and JJ's men meet up the middle but they find themselves pinned down by enemy fire
and can't get over the wall.
White
We're still cut off from the main batteries.
Spanish settlers load cannons above on the next level while militiamen fire muskets.
White and La Roche crawl behind the munitions shed when they come across Keene crouched
behind, his breastplate bent and his head bloodied.
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White (Cont'd)
M r. Keene.
White and M orris tend Keene’s wounds. White tears off linens and wraps his head.
M orris
Can you move?
Keene
I shall certainly try. We must retake the fort.
White
We’re too disorganized. Regroup into defensive positions
until we’re ready to strike.
M orris
(Shouts)
Defensive p ositions.
Cormac
Pikeys. Hold fast!
Cormac’s Pikeys and Paine’s Rogues use carts and barrels to set up a defensive line.

HIGH IN THE BLUE M OUNTAINS - DAWN
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M artien and Yaguara chop their way through an overgrown trail of weeds and flowers.
Yaguara
Stop
M artien
What is it?
Yaguara
M aroons are close.
Bows and arrows appear all around them, creaking as they stretch, aimed at the two men.
Spears and swords follow as M aroons close in around them.
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Yaguara (Cont'd)
Told ya.
Juan de Bolas (O.S.)
Yaguara is a traitor
M artien
That’s never a good start.
M aroons apprehend M artien and Yaguara, tying them up.
M artien (Cont'd)
Nothing ever goes according to plan.
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BLUE M OUNTAINS - JUNGLE - DAY
M aroons carry Yaguara, M artien along a trail in the forest amidst bird calls and chirps.
M artien
Where do you suppose they’re takin us?
Yaguara
To our doom. Just hope it’s over quick.
They reach a clearing with a view of the seaside and the battle becomes visible. Smoke trails
from the towns and the long, sandy peninsula. Black M aroons in bright colors with shields, and
other warriors with skeletal paint and some Incan and M ayan weapons.
M artien
Who’s who?
Yaguara
M any different tribes who normally would be fighting each
other.
M aroon
Spanish spies.
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De Bolas
English spies.
Yaguara
Juan de Bolas, this is Kapitein M artien. He brings word
from the White man. That came out wrong.
De Bolas
I know who he is.
Yaguara
(To M artien)
He already knows you.
M artien
Thanks.
(To Juan de Bolas)
We meet again, Juan de Bolas. I come to form an alliance
between you and the Brethren of the Coast.
De Bolas
What do I get from the Brethren of the Coast in return?
Land? The English will never let that happen.
M artien
The brethren will help you reclaim your land and keep the
English out.
De Bolas
I trust the brethren no more than the Sp anish or the
English.
M artien
The brethren intends to use the Cagway to raid all the
Spanish M ain. To attack all your enemies, not just the
Spanish. You will be left alone in Jamaica.
M aroons drag Carlena, beaten and bloody, on a branch with her hands tied behind her head.
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Yaguara
(To M artien)
Her name is Carlena. Sent by the Spanish. She translated
for the black M aroons to the Spanish in the last treaty.
Shadows appear from the trees around them, down vines with war paint, feathers, tattoos and
piercings.
Yaguara (Cont'd)
Arawak and Caribs - Tainos, the gang’s all here.
Angry M aroon warriors face off. De Bolas and his men bring M artien, Yaguara, and Carlena to
a clearing where elders and chiefs argue and wave spears in anger at each other.
The situation is on the brink of all out-blood lust, to the leaders: Serras de Cimarrón with
feathers and arrows.
Yuma limps, in war paint and spear, she brings Quateng, Ashanti, a bright yellow and red hat
with a spear, Lowa Wanga, in skeletal paint and galliwasp claws.
De Bolas
Yaguara of Bocas del Toro, a fisherman who once negotiated
a truce between de Bolas and Cimarrón years before.
Yaguara
(Indicates Carlena)
She was there too. She can speak for the blacks.
De Bolas
The black woman serves the Spanish.
Yaguara
She speaks the language. She will speak for Ashanti.
Ashanti shouts but none of them know what he’s saying.
M artien
(To Carlena)
Do you know what they’re saying?
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Carlena
It’s not my language but I recognize the words.
When I came across on a ship. M any people spoke the
same language. I spoke only a few words.
She tries forming words, Ashanti stops at looks at her. He say something she doesn’t
understand. Both become frustrated and the shouting and waving arms starts all over again.
M artien grimaces, she says another word and Ashanti looks at her again and begins speaking.
Carlena responds and they become familiar again. She speaks with him, but he keeps shouting
too fast until she shouts back and shuts him up.
M artien
What are they saying?
Yaguara
Nothing YOU want to know.
De Bolas speaks in a native language, Yaguara relays the information. Ashanti speaks and
Carlena translates and talks begin.
The more they talk the more relaxed Carlena becomes and the overall mood. Loa Wanga boasts
of his strength and superiority in a way she can’t translate she turns to Ashanti, puffs out her
chest and grunts Ashanti laughs, and de Bolas laughs.
M artien
Now we're getting somewhere.
Serras and the Cimarrón will have no part of it. He continues to be hostile.
Yaguara
(To M artein)
It’s becoming clear Cimarrón made a deal with the Spanish.
This is why they were at war. De Bolas was at war with
the Spanish. Now the peace between them is over.
De Bolas
The Cimarrón must stop the attack,
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Cimarrón
Why does De Bolas help the English devil!
Loa Wanga
Why does Cimarrón side with the Spanish?
M artien
When did we all learn English?
De Bolas
M y people are at war with the Spanish. If you ally with
the Spanish, you are at war with de Bolas. Stop the attack
on the English and drive the Spanish out or retreat your
warriors back to the hills or we will have war.
(Calls out)
Return to the hills with your men or we will have war.
Carlena
Ashanti agrees.
Ashanti gives a signal to his men and they start to leave.
Cimarrón
De Bolas would let the English have the island.
Serras
Never.
Yuma
Finish them all now.
De Bolas
We will drive the Spanish out, first.
Loa Wanga
We will have war...
De Bolas
War between us now will kill us all.
Loa Wanga
But not today. I will leave for the hills.
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De Bolas
Leave now then Serras de Cimarrón. Or there will be war
today.
Serras speaks to his men as all the M aroons begin to go away.
Yaguara
What of her? Carlena.
De Bolas
(To Yaguara)
Take her with you. Go now.
De Bolas and his men turn and walk in another direction. Yaguara starts undoing her straps,
Carlena collapses in shock and he gently puts her down.
M artien
Well?
Yaguara
That went better than expected.
M artien
(Collapses on a log)
Kak!
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PASSAGE FORT - PRE DAWN
Cormac and Samhain grip their lances, White and M orris duck from shots as they scurry over.
White
Rascal and Adventure are coming in with more men.
We'll make regular assaults to their lines throughout the
night. Let's see how they sleep. Prepare to charge.
The echoing booms of cannon fire distract them, a sloop of war fires shots at the Cagway with
explosions. Then flames erupt from the tents across the water.
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White (Cont'd)
When we've retaken the Passage Fort, Lt. Jackman will
assume command there. The Pikey's and myself will
reclaim the Cagway.
Cormac
(Turns to the burning Cagway)
Hold on love, I'm comin' for ya. Gods of war, ya want
blood? Fall back to the Cagway.
White
The passage fort. This isn’t a pirate ship, Cormac, we
don’t vote.
Cormac
(Draws his blade)
To the Cagway.
M orris
Captain White says we capture Passage Fort first.
White
We take the Passage Fort first. The Cagway can't be taken
until we have the fort! Ready for attack, O'M alley.
Cormac fights tears while Ligania burns on one side and the Cagway the other.
Cormac
Hang on love, I’ll come for ya.

ON RASCAL
M ansvelt trains his telescope to many boats ramming the beaches on the busy peninsula.
Fokman cranks the tiller and the ship turns, rowing for the Cagway.
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THE CAGWAY
The ground shakes, people scream and run for cover.
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Eazy
What's happening?
Belle
Stay calm. Find your father.
Eazy
Our Father...
Belle
(Hits her)
Your father! Peter!
Belle keeps them both low while outside the tent, Antonia and Spanish settlers run through the
encampment, shooting, hacking and stabbing people with their swords.
Panicked English settlers try to fight them off as San Antonio shoots cannons into the tents.
Out in the smoke Lucretia and the Irish women run after the children.
Belle (Cont'd)
The children. Stay here.
(Runs outside)
Not that way!
Eazy
No, M ama!
Belle gathers children in her arms, Lucretia spots her and brings more kids.
Belle
Children, come with me.
Lucretia
Which way?
Belle leads them away from the storage sheds just as they blow up. The women and children
are blown over, then scurry up and rush for the tents.
Bartaboa loads his musket, his twenty men set up a defensive perimeter around the tents.
Belle loads a pistol, Easy clasps her hands together, praying.
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Lucretia (Cont'd)
Stop that. You can pray for the dead, later.
Antonia and Spanish settlers fire guns from beyond the lines. The shots have them all ducking
for cover.
Bartaboa
We must get out of here. Stay behind me at all times.
Ready?
Lucretia with several children, Belle takes Easy by the hand they follow him out to the street.
They hardly get twenty feet when Spanish soldiers disembark from longboats on both sides of
the turtle pens and advance with muskets.
As the Spanish soldiers open fire. Belle feels something hot zoom past her face, a woman is
shot in the head and falls instantly.
Lucretia hauls the children down, covering them. But, when a Spaniard passes by, she leaps up
and stabs him in the throat.
The children run away screaming and more Spanish settlers with machetes and guns unload
from the boats. Soon a brutal exchange ensues on all sides.
Bartaboa lights the fuse on his old musket and aims. He fires.
Belle
There's no way out.
Spanish soldiers file out from their boats and storm the settlement, stabbing and hacking down
screaming settlers and slaves.

AT THE INNER HARBOR
Ten English soldiers with fifty Taino warriors arrive by canoe. They ram their boats up the coal
landing and storm up the beach.
Spanish soldiers and Taino warriors face off and attack each other while as Rascal skims by,
firing shots into the Spanish lines with her swivels.
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Antonia
Fall back!

IN TENT TOWN
The Spanish fall back from the desperate settlers and regroup. Lucretia seizes the opportunity
and drags the Irish children away.
Abbey
No, come back!
Dr. Beazley
Let them go.
Bartaboa and the remaining settlers reload their muskets, Easy's hands shake as she helps
reload guns.
Bartaboa
Easy, my girl. Load 'em right.
(Shouts)
Ready to fire!
The men forms a line aiming muskets.
Bartaboa (Cont'd)
Fire!
They fire their guns and the Spanish settlers are hit bad and back away. Soon they can no
longer see the enemy through the smoke.
Dr. Beazley
Bring the wounded to the triage.
The Bartaboa’s help carry wounded to the triage where Dr. Beazley and Abbey operate.
Gladstone organized lines for surgery.
Dr. Beazley (Cont'd)
Badly wounded, straight through to the front
of the lines and the rest have to wait.

Bartaboa
We have a defensive perimeter. Hold your
lines.
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Eazy
What do we do now, M ama?
Belle
We'll stay here and wait for help.

THE PASSAGE FORT - M ORNING
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The gun platform is almost in spitting distance, but her cannons fire blasts in all directions as
M orris reports to White.
M orris.
We can't reach it by land or sea. JJ and his men made an
attempted charge but came back four men less.
White
Fall back and meet over by the stable.

NEAR THE STABLES
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Diego, battered and bleeding jogs toward the Passage Fort. JJ, Paine and Gilbert crouch in the
tall grass. They arrive to find M r. Keene, his head bound with blood-soaked bandages, going
over a map with White, La Roche, and M orris while men stand guard close by. Everyone draws
their weapons fast as they approached.
La Roche
Friends!
Diego
I'll come back another time.
Paine
This is the man Skipper sent into the town to find
Governor X. Hughes and Colonel Lynch.
(To Diego)
How'd you find us?
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Diego
(Points to White)
He sticks out some.
White
What's their condition? Can Colonel Lynch get to us?
Diego
(Points across the river)
This is what it looks like on that side too. Governor X.
Hughes wants you to send reinforcements and ammunition
his way.
M orris
Tell him to take it from the Spanish, we're all in the same
boat!
White
He'll just have to hold out until we can get to him. Paine, JJ,
we have almost fifty men within striking distance but no
way to get in to the Passage Fort. If we don't take the fort,
we don't have Rio Cobre. If we don't have Rio Cobre, we
don't have the harbor. I need a way into that fort.
Gilbert
(Runs to them)
Signal from Rascal. The M aroons have left Ligania. It’s
empty.
White
Good. Call in Rascal, we’ll need naval support.
La Roche
I cannot bring Avontuur any closer while they still have the
guns.
White
These are our options: We could make a big wooden horse
and leave it by the gate with a sign on it; Free to good
home. Or we can send Frenchie in with a mop-head on and
a sign that says; M ail order bride. Please use back door.
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JJ
Aye! Good idea. Aye, good idea.
White
I was joking.
JJ
Oh.
Paine
No, no - a supply cart. They've been surrounded for day s.
They need food and water I'll bet.
Keene
I tried that. I got two men dead ten feet from the gate.
M orris
What about natives. They're used to getting their supplies
from natives. We'll send in natives.
White
Where's the Indian, Jaguar?
La Roche
Gone into the hills, with the skipper.
White
Well, he's bound to show up, then.
(Indicates La Roche)
We're sending Helen of Troy, here, to open the gate for us.
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ON THE PASSAGE FORT
Francisco is summoned by the guards to the gate. The night air seems calm, the moon bright.
Spanish messenger
Ligania is deserted. The M aroons are gone.
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Francisco
The M aroons disappeared as quickly as they had arrived.
Where are they?
The battle rages on the water and the Cagway, guards watch a peasant drag a cart up to the
gate, crying in Spanish.
Peasant (La Roche)
Pablo! M y son, Pablo. He's injured. They injured my little
son, Pablo!
Francisco
We have no doctor here.
La Roche
M y poor little Pablo! M y poor Pablo, he's dying!
Under the blanket, Diego coughs and moans.
La Roche (Cont'd)
(Smacks Diego’s head)
M y poor little, unconscious, boy. He needs medicine.
Francisco has a good look around and there’s no immediate danger.
Guard
What shall we do?
Francisco
Open the gate.
The guards open the gate and La Roche drags the cart inside.
Guard
Bring the boy inside.
La Roche
Please help my little boy.
Once inside Diego rolls off the cart and comes up slashing, a sword in one hand and shooting a
pistol with the other. He kills two men in a second.
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Guard
It's a trick.
Francisco
Stop them. Secure the gate.
Paine comes in with the blunderbuss. Spanish militiaman charge him but one blast of the huge
gun and several of them go flying.
Francisco fires his pistol. The shot hits Paine and knocks him down.
La Roche fires and switches guns. He shoots Francisco.
JJ screams in slashing and the rest of Whites men follow, Diego dives for cover in time to avoid
the retaliatory hail of shots.
Samhain and ten men scale the walls on two sides wearing dried seaweed and mud, Cormac and
his squad sets up a defensive line.
White, with Keene, M orris, and the rogues form a line with muskets and started shooting.
The gun battle lasts seconds and when it’s over, the Spanish defenders are dead or injured.
Francisco is badly injured. He tries to crawl away.
Keene kicks his gun away and aims a pistol at Francisco's head.
Paine
(Blocks the way)
You're not going anywhere, Spaniard.
White
(Assesses the situation)
We have the Passage Fort. Call in Rascal to pick us up.
We're taking the Cagway back next. Frenchie. Get those
guns and secure Caguaya Bay.

319.

ON RASCAL
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Smoke billowed from the fort beyond, Fokman studies it through his telescope. Then, a light
appears on top. Diego waves a torch from side to side.
Fokman
The signal, Kapitien.
M ansvelt
Take her in.
Rascal rows in, green and gold fires and explosions continue on the other sides of the harbor.
Across Rio Cobre a barrage of five gold stars rise.
Fokman
Incoming!
Cannonballs smash into the sea around the ship.
M ansvelt
Stay on course. M ake this quick.
Fokman gets a glimpse of the cannons on the hill in the process of being reloaded and points.
Fokman
There they are. Calverins. They're preparing to fire.
Rascal trades swivel shots with Spanish settlers across the river. As she approaches the
Passage Fort, from the hills beyond, five flickering green and gold lights rise and then
descended. Booming echoes sound.
Fokman (Cont'd)
Incoming!
M ansvelt
Hard to port!
Fokman cranks the tiller over. The ship turns sharply. The cannonballs splash into the sea
around them and shower the vessel.
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Fokman
We can’t take much more.
M ansvelt
When the tide is in we'll come back for at those guns. M ark
land targets, Fokman. We battle for the harbor, tonight!
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THE CAGWAY - TRIAGE
Shrouded in smoke, stars barely visible, Belle and Easy help wounded, Bartaboa and the men
guard the blood-soaked streets. Scores of wounded are brought in, one after another.
Abbey frantically tries to stop the bleeding from a wounded woman’s abdomen.
Dr. Strangewayes and Gladstone return with a cart of wounded and begin unloading them.
Dr. Strangewayes
(Goes to Abbey)
Hate to say it, but we have a lot more where that came
from.
Abbey ignores the comment and a jet of blood in her face caused her to break and cry.
Dr. Strangewayes (Cont'd)
Here, let me take this for a while, you poor dear.
Dr. Strangewayes takes over the patient and gets into the wound after the bleeder.
Abbey goes to the water basin and wip es blood off. Then goes to tend another patient.
Dr. Strangewayes (Cont'd)
You take a rest for a while, dear Abbey.
Abbey
There be no time. Like you said, there's plenty more
coming where these came from.
M ore boats of wounded arrive at the inner harbor and start unloading.
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Dr. Strangewayes
Are we the only hospital in town?
Then he turns to the office where Dr. Beazley sits slumped over a chair.
Dr. Strangewayes (Cont'd)
That poor fellow has had it, has he?
He gets no reaction from Abbey or the doctor. Gladstone seems surprised at her silence as well.
Dr. Strangewayes’s shoulders drop. He wanders over to check Dr. Beazley's pulse.
Gladstone watches with sadness as Dr. Strangewayes shakes his head.
Abbey continues tending wounds while she fights back the tears. A sailor brings in another cart
of badly wounded settlers.
Sailor
Where's this lot go?
Gladstone
Badly wounded this way.
Dr. Strangewayes finishes his patient and moves to the next, glancing on the water. Smoke,
trails of cannon-fire, and flares fire from the ships and boats as well as the hills.
Dr. Strangewayes
The Cagway truly is the gate to hell it is.
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IRISH CAM P
Lucretia guards the Irish tents, a pistol in each hand, Sorcha has a musket, and Alannah loads
shots into more guns. Inside the tent, Saoirse comforts the children, singing an old Irish lullaby.
Lucretia
The rumors be true. The M aroons are gone. Only a few
Spanish holdouts remain.
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Bartaboa
M iskito warriors guard the streets down to the triage and
much of the tent filled town is still intact. The battle is
coming to an end
A horrifying shrill of screams fills the air, a huge fireball erupts from the beach.
Alannah
M y God, what is it?
Lucretia runs toward the beach to see. As she rounds a tent, onto the rocks on the beach a
strange, long boat rows past.
Bartaboa
It’s one of ours. It’s Discovery.
Discovery rows hard, Lucretia’s eyes follow a strange glow from her deck to a snake head
nozzle at the bow.
Lucretia
Fireship!
(Gasps)
Get out!
The galiot rams up on the beach, dripping flames from the bow.
Lucretia (Cont'd)
(Eyes wide)
Nerthus, help us!
Hot oil flame jets out on the tents. Fire engulfs their dwellings, the Irish wives, all their tents.
Saoirse and the children run out screaming and are swallowed up by the flames.
Lucretia stands in horror, watching them flail in agony. Alannah runs toward her, her clothes
going up in flames.
Lucretia pulls her down and tackles her. She rolls her in the mud to put the flames out.
Alannah's back and legs are burned and blistered while burning people flail in the flames.
Avontuur skims up the beach, Cormac's Pikey s jump out, chasing and cutting down fleeing
Spanish.
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Lucretia stumbles over to the bloody axe to pick it up but falls to her knees.
Cormac runs over and grabs her. She collapses in his arms. As her eyes close she sees Samhain
fall to his knees screaming at the bodies.
From the galiot, Spanish settlers and soldiers disembark. They charge into the burning
settlement with spikes and slashing swords.
Lucretia (Cont'd)
(Attacks)
I'll bloody kill ya!
Antonia throws a knife, Lucretia is hit from behind. The blade pierces her shoulder. As she
looks up, Antonia and a mob of faces runs toward her.
Lucretia screams as she pulls the knife out.
Yvette and the French girls appear through the smoke. They shoot guns.
Peter Bartaboa and men firing muskets.
Antonia dives on Lucretia and they grapple for the knife. They tumble in a fight to the death
with teeth and claws.
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ON SAN ANTONIO
Batista and his officers watch from out at sea as Rascal rows toward the Cagway.
Officer
Their ships are coming within range.
Captain Batista
Take us away from the battle.
The ship turns away from the Cagway.

324.
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ON THE CAGWAY
Spanish settlers take aim and shoot when Rascal rows by fast, heading straight toward
Discovery.
The Spanish officer calls to his men and they retreat for the boat. M en on board fire muskets at
Rascal but she doesn’t waver.
Antonia and Lucretia are in a death grip. Antonia gets control of the knife and turns it in toward
Lucretia’s body. The blade slowly cuts into her skin.
Lucretia spots her axe in a log by smoldering beside her and the remains of her loved ones
nearby. She grabs the axe and swings.
The blade strikes Antonia between her neck and shoulder, smashing into her collar bone.
Rascal turns sharply, her cannons, swivels and musket fire ravaged the galiot.
The fireship explodes in a huge orange ball of flame, burning bodies soar through the air.
Spanish settlers are trapped. They begin to form a defensive line on the beach as the mob
closes in. Lucretia pulls her axe out of Antonia and blood spatters.
Lucretia
(Turns, ready to throw the axe)
We couldn't let ya leave without a goodbye kiss.
She throws her axe and it imbeds in a Spanish settler’s chest as Bartaboa and the Irish and
French settlers move in for the kill.
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RASCAL - ON DECK
The ships row into the harbor. Through his telescope M ansvelt scans the tree-line beyond.
Between Rio Cobre and Ligania. He spots shiny bronze cannons being reposition on the hills.
M ansvelt
There they are! Over the quarry ridge. Full ahead.
Rascal rows toward her target. The cannons fire from the hills.
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M ansvelt (Cont'd)
Hard to port!
Fokman cranks the tiller, the oarsmen curl their oars, the ship makes a sharp turn.
M ansvelt (Cont'd)
Too far inland. We can't reach them.
Fokman
The tide is in! We can get close and harass their artillery.
M ansvelt
Not close enough.
Rascal passes, taking shots and fires her tiny guns but can’t reach the Spanish guns.
M ansvelt (Cont'd)
Rock the boat as she passes. While she’s at her highest
point, we’ll fire guns.
M ain batteries! Ready to fire starboard side.
The oarsmen lift and lower their oars to rock the ship.
M ansvelt (Cont'd)
Torches ready!
The side rises to its peak.
M ansvelt (Cont'd)
Fire!
Rascal fires guns over the quarry hills.
The shots fall short of the cannons and slam into dirt.
Fokman
They're out of our range, Kapitein.
M ansvelt
The Spanish will regroup in Ligania and start all over if we
don't take out those guns.
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ANOTHER ANGLE
Rascal fires as she passes but the Spanish have pulled the cannons further back.
Fokman
Out of range.
M ansvelt
(Frustrated)
Take us back to the Cagway. Out of their range.
While they turn and row away Spanish soldiers gather on shore and fire muskets.
M ansvelt (Cont'd)
(Ducks behind the rail)
Retreat.
Fokman
(Trains his telescope)
Sail! A ship comin' in!
M ansvelt quickly aims his telescope: entering the harbor through the smoke, a small sloop,
comes directly at them.
Fokman (Cont'd)
It's Bonaventure, Kapitein. It's Henry M organ.

ON BONAVENTURE
Crewmen wave and cheer as the ketch, Bonaventure sails by. Her captain on the quarterdeck is
a burly, Captain Henry M organ, 27, with wild curly mane in fine frills watching through his
telescope while his officers: Joseph Bradley, big chin, calls orders to the men on deck and Bob
Bigford, hairy and stalky, calls to his gun crews to their cannons.
M organ
Fire!
The cannons fire but again come up short.
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M organ (Cont'd)
Range?
Bigford
Too much fire. We can’t reach. We need bigger guns.
Bradley
(Turns and points)
Falmouth coming in!
M organ and the crew turn to see the Falmouth emerging from the smoke off The Cagway.

FALMOUTH
Sir Langford, Colwood, and Valentine observe through the smoky battle, men on Bonaventure
use flags to signal the targets.
Valentine
Well, we found Henry M organ.
Colwood
From Bonaventure; Target enemy cannons in the hills.
Sir Langford
Do it. Destroy those cannons M r. Valentine.
Valentine
Aye, sir.
Hard to port! Ready a broadside. Load bombs.
I’ve been itching to use these.
Helmsman
(Spins the wheel)
Aye.
Falmouth turns, lining up her guns with the Spanish cannons on the hills.
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Valentine
Ready to fire starboard batteries!
On the up roll, ready, open fire!
Crewmen torch the cannons and a broadside of fiery cannonballs blast toward the enemy
cannons in the hill.
Cannonballs crashed through the Spanish lines and explode. Cannons and bodies go flying. The
gunpowder magazine goes up in flames and explodes. Half the cannons are engulfed one at a
time. Spanish soldiers desperately flee but are caught in the flames and flail in the fury.

ON RASCAL
M en cheer, M ansvelt races to the aft to watch the explosions behind.

ON BONAVENTURE
M organ waves a sword, the helmsman spins the wheel, crewmen pull lines and the ship turns.
M organ
Bring her in, close. Let's finish them off.

RASCAL
M ansvelt and his men watch as Falmouth and Bonaventure fire shots away at the hills while
the last of the Spanish flee from their crippled guns.

FALMOUTH - ON DECK
Sir Langford and Colwood congratulate each other while Valentine shakes his head.
Sir. Langford
The Cagway is once again secured.
We’ve won the day. I’ll drink to that.
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Colwood
Aye, sir. As you were, M r. Valentine.
Sir. Langford
Finish them off, Valentine. No Quarter is to be given.
Valentine
Aye, sir. No Quarter.
Sir. Langford
(To Colwood)
Now let’s eat.
Langford and Colwood go inside, Valentine takes hold of a shroud to lean but something jabs
his finger. He pulls his hand close to see a sharp splinter in his finger and it bleeds, slightly.
Valentine
I’ve shed blood for the Cagway.
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GUATIBACOA
Hundreds of wounded people straggle behind three armored horsemen. Don Cristóbal,
blackened and bloodied and his last three dragoons lead the way. Defeat hangs on their faces.
People pull carts of wounded. In the harbor beyond, smoke billows, ships in the harbor take
shots at the smoldering remains at Ligania.
Don Cristóbal
Where is the Armada? Where are the M aroons?
M ilitiaman
They left. All the M aroons left the battle during the night.
Don Cristóbal
(Takes the reins)
I have no one left to command.

330.

CAM POS PLANTATION
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Lucia, with Alicia and Roberto and the women and children watch through the trees as the
Cagway billows with smoke beyond.
Spanish woman
We have lost my lady.
Lucia
Evacuate everyone to the north coast.
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SPANISH TOWN HEAD QUARTERS
A clattering noise approaches outside and Captain X. Hughes hands a white flag to his
lieutenant and hides behind him.
Captain X. Hughes
You go first.
The lieutenant leads Captain X. Hughes, legs quivering, out in the smoke waving the white flag.
Captain X. Hughes (Cont'd)
Hello? We surrender.
As the smoke dissipates, Lynch app ears before them, bloodstained and battered.
Lynch
I accep t your surrender.
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JAM AICA - BUSHY ROAD
M artien with Yaguara and Carlena over their shoulders when they come to a windy road
overlooking Caguaya Harbor.
M artien
I’m impressed you got as far a s you did. All of us, in fact.
We must be doing something right. Come with us.
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Carlena
To join your pirates?
M artien
Yes. As a member of my crew.
Or you are free to go.
Yaguara
The choice is your Carlena.
Carlena gives them a nod and takes her own weight on one side.
Yaguara hands her a broken shaman stick which she uses for a brace.
Yaguara (Cont'd)
Farewell then.
They p roceed and she uses the stick as a crutch and limps off toward the Blue M ountains.
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THE CAGWAY - DAY
Rascal comes to rest on the beach, M ansvelt and Fokman jump off and find their way up.
White, filthy, bloodied, and dark all over, is helped onto a stretcher by Belle and Easy.
Wounded arrive by boat in the fishing district and the inner harbor.
JJ and his men round up Spanish prisoners. He dances around them, provoking and taunting
them in strange voices.
Bonaventure sails by with loud cheering , Henry M organ waves from up on the rat lines.
White
All the accolades go to Henry M organ and his bloody
enthusiasts.
(Calls over)
You're late Captain M organ. I assume you have a good
excuse?
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M organ
Sorry I was detained, Captain White.
I was unaware you were in need of me so badly.
Nearby La Roche takes out his tobacco pipe. He fumbles through his pockets to find his last
match. Paine leans over with a lit match for him and he slowly lights his pipe, hands shaking.
Settlers carry stretchers past, Yaguara chases one down, finding a wounded girl being carried.
Yaguara
Fu-fu.
Fu-Fu turns and sees him as he gives La Roche a dirty look.
La Roche
Don’t look at me, she’s your girlfriend.
Yaguara takes her hand and sees the arrow through her leg with Frenchie's blue headkerchief tied
as a tourniquet, tight on her thigh.
Yaguara
Yaguara said he'd be right back.
The sun starts to set behind the coastal mountain on southern Jamaica. Its amazing beauty
can’t be hidden behind the smoke and dust.
La Roche
Such beauty this place possesses even in the face of such
ugliness and hate.
M orris limps past scored of wounded, looking for someone as the deep orange sun casts a long
shadows.
M orris
Captain White.
Everyone cringes, some cover their ears.
White
Go away. He's not here.
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M orris
(Staggers to them)
The Spanish are in full retreat. We should organize raids
before they can regroup.
White
Leave that to Captain M organ for now. It's his uncle's
government anyway. Let me rest ye while.
Lynch waddles up to them, expressionless, his armor blood stained. He stops and teeters.
Lynch
M ay I have medical aid. Thank you, kindly.
Easy and Annabelle catch him and help him to a cot and begin taking off his armor plates.
Lynch (Cont'd)
Spanish Town is secured, for now anyway. I don’t see the
devils regrouping so quick after this one.
M artein finds carriage debris to sit on near White and M orris.
M artien
The Spanish Armada is out there. The Cagway will need
more p rotection than this.
White views the scope of the damage: Black smoke billowing from every sector, the Passage
Fort, Rio Cobre, Ligania, and along the coast and even over at Spanish Town.
M artien (Cont'd)
If they had attacked with a coordinated sea assault, this
island would again be theirs. I fear we have not enough to
repel a major assault.
White
Next time they'll have us.
M ansvelt
Pirates and buccaneers also frequent Jamaica regularly.
M any of them I know.
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Lynch
Pirates have terrorized the island for years.
M ansvelt
They will follow my orders, if given. They make the most
formidable of allies, for a price, Captain White.
White
(Struggles to his feet)
It’s the price that concerns me.
Lynch
You’d have pirates here at our invitation, Captain White?
White
It's a matter of survival now, Colonel Lynch.
(Puffs his pipe)
Until our forts on the Cagway are completed, at least, we
need battle hardened men and ships if we are going to keep
this island and the economy to pay for ‘em. Kapitein
M ansvelt, let the pirate havens of Jamaica and Cuba and
Saint Domingue know, the Cagway is open for business.
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JAM AICA HILLS
The Cagway smokes in the distance, Carlena finds her bag with her canteen. She unties the
lacing and slips off her dress feeling the breeze once again on her aching body. While Spanish
survivors limp away below on the windy road, she throws her strap over her shoulder and
starts up the trail to the Blue M ountains.
CUT TO BLACK
CREDITS
Next Volume: Pirates move into the Cagway to stake their claims in “Deal with the Devil.

